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UGBC Calls Hike Over $500 "Unconscionable"
by Lisa Sergi

Last week the two student
representatives on the University
Budget Committee, Nate Holt and
Dan Cotter,' reaffirmed their $400
to $500 tuition increase estimation.
Holt reiterated that there is still
uncertainty about some variables
within the budget, but added that,
"the closer we get to the decision,
the more and more convinced I get
that anything more than a $500 hike
would be unconscionable on the
part of BC."
Cotter emphasized that the $400
to $500 estimated increase is not
something which UGBC has simply
"accepted." "Our point," he said;
"is that we a/rived at this figure by
working backwards from what we
were first handed at thebeginning of
the year. The work that we've done
so far arrd the assumptions we've

made lead us to anticipate $400 to
$500 as therange for the increase."
According to Holt and Cotter,
the $400 to $500 figure is based
upon the assumption that their
proposals as to budget adjustments
will be accepted by the university.
Said Cotter, "We've made decisions
about when to takestands and what
issues to dispute, and they all represent areas where we're going to have
to fight like hell." These areas
include utility costs, energy costs,
computer center fees, athletics, telecommunications, postage, and
printing costs. In addition, basic
decisions will have to be made by
the university in regard to salary
increases and the amount of money
to project for indirect cost recovery
on contracts, grants and gift giving.
The budgeting problems are not
always cut and dry, "There are

sometimes eight or nine options or
combination of options, and we
have to pick and choose the best
ones," Holt explained.
Also, there arc simply no
obviously over-budgeted areas
which can be cut. "It's definitely a
battle of the margins," said Holt,
"but I think we have solid evidence
on\our side."
Although ExecutiveVice President
Frank Campanella has stated that
he "would not be surprised" by a
tuition hike more in the range of
$500 to $600, Holt contends, "It's
pretty clear that in the areas of food,
room, and board rates, current
inflation is going to, cause a
minimum in increases. In light of
those kinds of increases in those
areas, any hike between $500 and
$600 would be unreasonable. And
you really have to move towards
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BOSTON COLLEGE,

AT THE CITY CLUB
Great Enthusiasm at the Senior

Smoker
The Senior Class broke old
precedents and established new
ones by holding their annual
"smoker" at the Boston City
Club, on the night preceding
the Holy Cross-Boston College
football game. Fully two
thousand students and Alumni
were present and all took
vigorous part in the greatest
outburst of enthusiasm ever
seen in the history of the
college. The college band furnished the music and members
of the Glee sung suggestions
for the morrow's game.
Thomas Scanlan, President of
the Senior Class, acting as
temporary chairman, introduced at the outset Richard L.
McShane, President of the
Fulton, as permanent chairman
\u25a0ior the evening.
After some preliminary remarks, the chairman introduced Rev. William Devlin,
S. J., President of the College.
Fr. Devlin's popularity and
personal appeal to the large
gathering was perfectly manifest and he was cheered lustily
for many minutes. He called
attention in the course of his
remarks to the wonderful
growth the college has experienced since he first became
connected with the faculty,
almost twenty years ago. Referring to the game he made
some pertinent remarks on the
way we all felt, when he stated
he hoped for a hard game and
nothing but the best of feeling
between all parties. In addition to the usual introduction
by Mr. McShane the next
speaker was preceded by a
Continued Page 2, Col. 3
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BOSTON COLLEGE WINS
ANNUAL CLASSIC!
GAME WON IN LAST QUARTER
Before the greatest crowd
Credit for the triumph canthat ever witnessed a Boston not be given to one man or to
College-Holy Cross gridiron a few individual stars, for
battle, our stout-hearted lads there werenone. It was teamclinched a well-earned victory work, and a spirit of confidence,
in the waning moments of the gameness and determination
game, at Fenway Park last to do or die, that drove the big
Saturday when Captain Jim Purple line back, yard by yard,
Fitzpatrick placed the ball over as the shadows of twilight
the goal line, where the Holy began to enshroud Fenway
Cross rooters best could view Park. It was the spirit of
Old B. C. that won the game.
their ruin.
Phil Corrigah ran the team
The score was 9 to 7, but it
perfectly. Not enough praise
is not a true tale of the superiority of the Maroon and Old can be given that little field
Gold over the Purple. The general for the way he directed
"breaks" figured in the scoring, his attack throughout the enbut they counted most heavily tire game. Despite the slipin favorof Holy Cross. Boston pery condition of the field, he
College was far superior to handled his punts well and
Holy Cross on the offensive exhibited some great displays of
and outclassed Jts opponents broken-field running.
on the defensive as well.
Sharing the honors in the
The throng which packed backfield with'Captain Jimmy,
the stands at Fenway Park were Tom Scanlan, Ted Madtotaled nearly 15,000. It was denand Leo McElaney. When
perhaps, the largest gathering opportunity offered itself, each
that ever attended a football grasped it, to the advantage
contest between two Catholic of B. C. To praise this quartet
colleges, and demonstrated sufficiently would require a
They covered themclearly the splendid following page.
that both colleges have in selves with glory, and the way
they smashed through the
Massachusetts.
for gains,
Not only did our team win heavy Purple line
Boston College stands
the game, but incidentally won madethe
go
delight.
mad with
It was a
permanent possession of the
Cardinal O'Connell cup, which wonderful B. C. backfield?the
His Eminence, most distin- best ever.
Roaming from end to end,
guished son of Boston College,
offered as a trophy to the on top of every play, was that
college which' triumphed in roving center, Jack Heaphy.
three successive games. We He had poor Dinnie Gildea,
have won the cherished cup, the Holy Cross pivot man,
and we are inclined to think, worried sick. Time and again
that His Eminence is as pleased did Heaphy stop the Purple
backs, even before they could
as we are.
Captain Fitzpatrick scored get started. His passing to
all the points for Boston College Corrigan and Fitzy wasperfect.
Flanking him, were Doyle,
but, had it not been for the
brilliant team-work of every Kelley, Morrissey and Foy,
man who obeyed the. commands guardsmen, who played the
of Phil Corrigan in that final game of their careers. Kelley,
period when he directed the Morrisey and Foy faced Case
sensational 60 yard march to the 250 pound guard of Holy
the Holy Cross goal, the result Cross, and forced him to take
might have been far different.
Continued Peve 3. Column 1

your contingency plans, I think, to
avoid an increase of that sort."
The student representatives on
the budget committee have no way
of knowing how many of their arguments will be accepted by the
university, but Holt held that "once
they accept as many as they are
going to accept, and' if they decide
that the things that we think are
expendable aren't, they should turn
around at that point and take
whatever measures are necessary to
keep the tuition increase between
four and five hundred dollars."
In addition, the student representatives do not feel that studying tuition as a percentage of the median
family income is necessarily valid.
"Like any economic index, that one
is subject to criticism," said Holt. *
According to Campanella, the
percentage of the median family
income which makes up BC tuition
has dropped within the last decade,
but Holt purported that there are
other studies which have been done
at BC which show middle income
families to "really be feeling the
squeeze" of tuition increases.
Furthermore, although the financial aid budget has grown at a
greater rate than tuition, it is still
"very small in comparison to otherschools. And the gap. between the
amount of tuition and the amount of
need that this school is ableto meet
is growing,"according to Holt.

University Executive Vice President
Frank Campanella said last week

that he "would not be surprised" by a
tuition hike in the range of $500
600. (Photo by Gerry Lapierre)

-

Holt pointed to the fact that Student employment is the fastest
growing serviceof tuition revenue as
an indication that families are feeJing the pinch of tuition. "I jiistdbtftr
think you can deny that increases
like we're talking about, of over
$500 for tuition, $200 for board,
$175 for housing, that they're not
putting/the squeeze on
"st<£
dents. They're just not acceptable."
The Student Bud Com represent
tatives also dp not viewcomparisons
continued on page 10
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Garage Opening
Pushed To Dec. 12

by Patricia Hemsley
Boston College's new parking
garage, which has scheduled to open
November 15, is still closed.
According to Director of Buildings
and Grounds Alfred Pennino the
structure is complete and can
accomodate parking. A partial
occupancy permit could not yet be
acquired, and this is the reason,
Pennino said, the garage is not
opening as planned.
A partial occupancy permit is
usually applied for one week prior
to opening. Pennino was going to
apply for this permit the week of
November 5, but was hindered
because of the city's preoccupation
iwith the mayoral race. As a result,
proceedingsbegan a week late.
An inspection team, from the

Sixty years ago today, The
Heights published its Volume
1, Number 1 issue. An exactsize duplicate of the first
newspaper is reproduced
here, and the rest of the issue
is reprinted in today's centerfold. At the time, this newspaper was the smallest
college newspaper in the
country. Turn to the special
anniversary section which
starts on Page 19 to read
more about The Heights of
today and yesterday.

"

Commissioner's Office has
promised to come Monday,
November 19, so Boston Cojlege
should have "something in writing"
by Tuesday, November 20.
If all goes well, the garage will
open the week of December 12,
almost three months over schedule.;
The garage was originally planned >
to open August 29.
The garage structure is basically
finished. One bus stop and the \u25a0
second stairwell are all that remain
incomplete. They will definitely be
in use by December, according to
Pennino.
As planned, the garage wilt be
able to hold 429 cars and will
operate on an "open access" basis.
Any-vchrcfe-wKb a campus parking
permit will be admitted.
The garage hours have
been set at 6 or 7 a.m. to 11
This is due to security reasons.;
These hours are subject to change if
there is a need for it. The night closing will probably be extended on
evenings when sporting events
occur, said Pennino.

"
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Monday, november 19

through
Wednesday, november2l

H/lONDAY

EVENTS

-

-

-

?

-

-

-pUESDAY

T

20

McElroy Lobby: Flowers All Day.
7:00 8:00 a.m. Campus Crusade
Prayer meeting in McGuinn 226.
8:30 10:30 a.m. French Club Bake
Sale in McElroy Lobby.

-

21

-

Announcements
New York Times/Boston Globe
News Service. Richard Clancey
Manager. For new subscriptions or
complaints call 964-3399 or send a
note through campus mail to Reservoir 931 W.
RA Applications Available Now:
Full time upper classmen and full
lime graduate students in good
academic and social standing at the
university are invited to apply for
the position of the Resident Assistant (RA). A limited number of
January appointments are available.
There will be approximately 60
positions commencing next
September including 18 new RAs in
the new dorm. Applications are
available from Miss Claire Fitzpatrick at the Office of University
Housing, Rubenstein Hall, Monday
through Friday, 9:00 a.m. 12:00
p.m. and 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Applications are available from
November 20th, 1979 through
December 20th. 1979. Compensation for RAs includes room, board,
health plan, local telephone, and
linen.
Boston College Internship

-

-

Program Bulletin: The Boston
College Internship Program (BCIP)
is currently interviewing students
for second semester and summer
internship placements. BCIP has
over 900 placements available to
students for the second semester
with the Boston area. This includes
500 new placements we will be
receiving by the end of Thanksgiving vacation. We also have a wide
variety of summer placements
throughout the United States covering virtually all majors. Note, some
of the summer internships have early application deadlines. If you are
interested in participating in an
internship make an appointment
with one of our advisors. BCIP is
located in the Career Planning and
Placement Center on Commonwealth Avenue.. Internships
available include a summer
internship at the Boston Globe.
Work as a general assignment
reporter with the metropolitan staff,
sports department or living/arts
department. Application deadline is
December 15th. The Learning Guild
needs interns to work in accounts

"k UGBC estimates next year's tuition hike to be
$400-$5OO?

*

The Dean of Students may no longer attend
Student Judicial Board hearings if either the accused or the
complainant objects?
November 29th will be Energy Fast Day?
Three thousand persons, including several BC
students, rallied in front of the UJV. in New York for Black
Solidarity Day?
A Heights Poll found that 40% of the students
believe it's time to fire football coach Ed Chlebek?

*
*
*

did not lose last week?

Hunger*appeal?

Over $11,000 wasraised for the Cambodian

A non -student purposelyrammed a BC Police
Patrol car with the car he was driving in the Mods?

I,

spm thursday

MMJEDNESDAY

Did YouKnow That

_-

eiteen pearson
events deedline is

9:30 a.m. 1:30 p.m. Mass PIRG House. New members are always
welcome.
Bake Sale in McElroy Lobby.
3:00 p.m. The wild and wooly Kent
Risk Show gives a three hourdose of 4:30 p.m. Meeting for anyone
music and lunacy on WZBC. It will interested in working on an Alterfeature Boston's best local music native Energy Teach-In in the Pirg
from 4:00 4:30. Also, special sur- .office.
prise guests. Listen in at 90.3 FM.
4:15-5:00 p.m. UGBC Commuter 5:30 8:30 p.m. Campus Crusade
Committee meeting at Murray meeting in McGuinn 223 and 226.
McElroy Lobbby: Flowers on Sale.

-

11:00 a.m. Romance
10:00
Languages in Murray Conference
Room.
4:00 p.m. Omicron Delta Epsilon
presents Andrew M. Sun. Topic:
Unemployment
"Employment
Issues in the Eighties." Fulton 220.
4:30 5:00 p.m. Economic Caucus in
Fulton 401.
4:30
5:30 p.m. Spanish Club
meeting in Carney 306.
4:30 5:30 p.m. Young Americans
for Freedom meeting in McElroy
114.
5:30 6:30 p.m. BA- MA Wine &
Cheese Social in Honors Program
Library.
4:30 6:30 p.m. CommunitiesCouncil meeting in Murray Conference
Room.
6:30 7:30 p.m. School of Ed
meeting in Campion 303.

events compiled by

Youknow this, and much more if youread last
week's Heights. Read us today to get the most up-to-date
picture of what is news at Boston College.

The Heights
BC's Information Center

receivable. Program Coordinator

Assistant, Public Relations person
and Marketing Research Person for
second semester.
On Tuesday, November 27 at
4:30 p.m. Mass PIRG will have a
general meeting in the Mass PIRG
office, McElroy 118. On Tuesday,
November 27 there will be a lecture
on Student Movement in Haley
House at 7:30 p.m. On Wednesday,
November28 there will be a lecture
on Student Movements at Haley
House at 7:30 p.m.
The Antioch community of
Massachusetts is having a retreat
the weekend of November 30 December 2 at the Oblate Center in
Natick. The purpose of theweekend
is to provide help for young men and
women - 18 to 25 years ofage -to
live a more complete and dedicated
Christian life. For more information call Brad at 964-2764 or Barbara at 964-3406.
Omicron Delta Epsilon presents
Andrew M. Sum. Topic: "Employment Unemployment Issues in the
Eighties" on Monday, November
19 at 4:00 p.m. in Fulton 220.

-

Classifieds

EASY EXTRA INCOME! $500/1000
Stuffing envelopes Guaranteed. Send
self-addressed, stamped envelope to:
DEXTER ENTERPRISES. 3039 Shring PI. LA, CA 90007.

-

Child care for toddler and or baby (two
homes) at least one morning and one
night a week. Walking dist. to campus.
Call Dorothea 244-7146.

Beginning female musician to form
band. Into Stones. DeVenute, Circle
Drive, Box 132, Monroe, NY 10950.
Returning for Holidays. For Sale 50%
off United Airlines coupon. Just
$50.00. Call Fran 387-9700.
Double Bed, Mattress, Box Spring on
Harvard frame (Headboard not
included) $100.00 firm. Phone 329-9434.
Going Home for Thanksgiving? 2
American Vi Fare Coupons for sale.
Call 547-0801, eves. Kevin.
Information for jobs listed below can be
obtained in the Student Employment
Office, Lyons Hall Room 113:
Boston §4: Paid Internship Energy
related and transportation program.
For energy internship you must have
knowledge ofcomputer programming.
For transportation position must be
able to analyze statistics. Hours are
20/wk. and salary is $5/hr.
Boston #5: Assistant Secretary in Bank
Personnel Department Be able to type
40 wpm and be accurate. Nine conditions. Hours unflexible
MondayFriday either 9-12 or 1-5. Salary is

-

-

-

-

$4.38/hr.

Williamsburg, VA #1: 1980 Summer
Employment - Be part of a live entertainment group at a popular resort.
You must either be able to sing, dance,
juggle, mime, puppeteer, do magic, be
a technician. Job is for the entire
summer. Interviews one day only in
Boston on January 28, 1980.
Chestnut Hill §6: Part-time Office
Work - Basic keyboard knowledge,
mostly recording in files. Salary is
$3.75 - $4/hr. Very flexible 20 hr/wk.
Monday Saturday. On Route 9. Nice
conditions.

-

-

10:00
11:00 a.m. Romance
Languages in Murray Conference

Room.

-

4:30
6:00 p.m. Energy Forum
meeting in Carnev 007.

-

4:45 6:00 p.m. Circle X meeting in
Murray Conference Room.
5:00 7:00 p.m. Film Board meeting
in McElroy 1 14.

The Atlantic Monthly and Xerox
Corporation have jointlyinvited BC
students to participate in a national
short story contest. Three prizes will
be awarded: $1,000, $750, and $550.
The Atlantic will retain an option
on publication of the winners; if
accepted, they will be purchased at
regular rates. Each college maysubmit only one story entry. Any fulltime BC student may offer a story,
of no more than 5000 words, to The
American Short Story Contest,
English Department, Carney 449.
Stories must be typed and doublespaced. Pages must be numbered,
and the story's title appear at the
top of each page. However,no identification of the author should
appear anywhere, except on an
extra title page required for
departmental purposes. Only those
manuscripts accompaniedby a selfaddressed, stamped envelope will be
returned. No entries will be considered by the English department
judge unless they are received by
December 13. The department
judges will forward to the national
committee(Gail Goodwin, Bernard
Malamud, and John Updike) the
single manuscript which will represent Boston College.
Special Library Schedule for the
week of November 21 to November
25, 1979. Bapst Library: Wednesday from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.;
Thursday closed; Friday 9:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m.; Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 5:00
11:30
p.m.; Sunday 11:00 a.m.
p.m. Curriculum and Media
Library (Campion): Wednesday
8:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.; Thursday
closed; Friday closed; Saturday
closed: Sunday closed. Management Library (Fulton): Wednesday
8:30 a.m.
5:00 p.m.; Thursday
closed; Friday 10:00 a.m. - 5:00
p.m.; Saturday 10:00 a.m. 5:00
p.m.; Sunday 1:00p.m. 11:00p.m.;
Thursday closed; Friday 9:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m.; Saturday 9:00 a.m. 5:00
p.m.: Sunday 1:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m.
Science Library (Devlin): Wednesday 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.; Thursday
closed; Friday 9:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m.;
Saturday 9:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m.; Sunday 1:00 p.m. 11:00 p.m. Social
Work Library (McGuinn): Wednesday 9:00a.m. 5:00 p.m.; Thursday
closed; Friday closed; Saturday9:00
a.m. - 5:00 p.m.; Sunday 12:00p.m.
10:00 p.m. Law Library (Newton
Campus): Wednesday 8:00 a.m.
12:00 p.m.; Thursday closed; Friday
8:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m.; Saturday 9:00
a.m. - 12:00 a.m.; Sunday 10:00
a.m. - 12:00 a.m. Resource Center
(Newton Campus): 9:00 a.m. - 5:00
p.m.; Thursday closed; Friday
closed; Saturday closed; Sunday
1:00 p.m.- 12:00 a.m.
On Tuesday, November 29, 1979
BC Environmental Center Energy
Policy Committee announces an
open meeting to all interested students at 6:00 p.m. in Higgins 354.
All students are encouraged to
attend and discuss BCs energy
policy.
There will be a Sailing Club
meeting on November 28th at 4:30
p.m. in Fulton 220. Very important
meeting for off-season planning
including social events and all
members are urged to attend.

-

-

1

-

-

-

-
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Admissions/Housing Comm. Studies Stanford Plan
by John Greco
The university

Admissions/-

Housing Committee met last Thursday to discuss the so-called "Stanford Plan" for bumping resident
students from on-campus housing.
The Stanford University housing
policy, which was investigated by
BC's Resident Advisory board committee on Housing Research, is
basically a three-year guarantee of
housing, with the student selecting
the year he or she will live offcampus.
"It'sa fair and predictablesystem
for bumping," said Nate Holt, one
of the three students on the
Admissions/Housing committee.
Holt said that working with the
specifics of the plan would be more
difficult here than at Stanford
because of the variety of housing at
BC.
Holt stated UGBC's feelings
about the Admissions/Housing
issue; "We were concerned - very
concerned that the committee
wasn't addressing the fundamental
issues in bumping which are, 'why
do you do it?' and 'what happens if
you do, do it?'"
Holt exmplainedthat one concern
of the Admissions Department is
that by rejecting numbers of
qualified applicants today merely
because they requesting housing
the signals back to their high
schools will be such as to cause the
number of applications to drop off
in the I9Bo's. Because, of the decline
in the number of local 18-year-olds,
Boston Collegewill need to draw on
those particular high schools for
good students. There is concern,
Holt continued, that BC won't be
able to attract the most academically- qualified students from high
school within commuting distanceif
the university's admissions standards become too broad for commuter applicants. In other words,
the concern is that the academic
standards of the commuter applicant pool will drop, making BC an

undesirable choice for better students.
Acting on these concerns UGBC
sent a letter two weeks ago to
Admissions/Housing Committee
chairperson Roderick Wallick and
sent copies of the letter to Executive
Vice President Frank Campanella
and the members of the committee.
The letter explains the student
government's position regarding the
issues the decision to bump has
raised. According to Holt, after a
subsequent meeting with Dr. Campanella, UGBC received a committment that the Admissions/Housing
Committee would be allowed to
examine those issues. Holt added
that a great deal of work will have
to be done during the next month if
the committee is to meet its
December 15 deadline for submitting its proposals and
recommendations to Campanella's
office.
Holt addressed some of the more
basic questions involved in the
Admissions/Housing study: "An
issue that needs to be cleared up
both in our own minds and in the
minds of the BC students, is why is
there this movement toward bumping? Why does the university want
to bump? The issues are the
difference in academic quality
between resident and commuter
applicants and fairness to the
different applicants. In other words,
why should we Use a different
criteria for residents than we do for
commuter applicants?"
Holt also pointed to economic
constraints which force BC to maintain the present size of its
undergraduate enrollment in order
to bring in enough tuition money to
keep the university running.
The issue Holt most emphasized
was the one which he believes has
received the least public attention.
"The issue," stated Holt, "is the
signals that are sent back to high
schools when we reject large
numbers of resident applications or

when we accept a large number of to the high schools has not really
commuter applications."
been publicized - it's hard to get a
Holt believes that this area, along grasp on, but it's important. It is in
with others, has not been addressed fact determining some of the direcby the RAB report or looked into in tions we're taking."

enough depth. "It's becoming clear
with thecommittee that thisissue is,
I would say, at least as important as
the issue of academic quality. Up to
this point, everyone that I've talked
to has perceived the whole bumping
issue as being determined whollyby
the issue of academic quality.
Basically, you have a resident applicant pool that is much more
qualified than the commuter applicant pool, and therefore we have to
make more beds for resident
freshmen. The issue is a lot more
complicated that that, although that
is a factor. I've been examining, and
the committee is going to examine,
what the academic differences are
between the resident and commuter
applicants, but this new issue of the
kinds of signals we're sending back

Holt concluded, "It's time people
were made aware that it's not just a
simplistic, 'smart-resident, not-sosmart-commuter' problem that we
have."

Happy Boston College students rush to McElroy Foyer this afternoon to
see their picture in this week's Issue of The Heights. (Photo by Carl Anderson)

Too ManyA'sBCat

Low Grades Near Extinction

by LeslieTweeton

The problem of "grade inflation"
has permeated college campuses at
the national level. Grade inflation
suggests that either today's
academic standards are significantly
lower than in past years, or students
today are significantly more
intelligent. At any rate, the problem
remains that too many A's are being
awarded and that a substantial
number of these A's are not truly

cern by suggesting possible ways of
reducing the negative effects that
grade inflation has had on BC's
academic integrity.
Dr. A.J. Saldarini of the
Theology department noted, "Fifteen years ago, a grade of C was
considered normal, whereas today,

it's disastrous."
Consistent with this view, Assistant Dean of A&S Mary McHugh,
traces the problem of grade inflation to the fact that the C hasbcome
almost extinct. She maintains that
grade inflation is a fact of Hfe.
continued on page 15

deserved.

While it is unfair to say that grade
inflation presents a problem of
equal magnitude throughout all of
the various schools and departments
at BC, there is concrete evidence
that the problem does in fact exist
on the BC campus.
Several members of the faculty
and administration from the school
.of A&S have expressed their con-

Gamal Indicts Boston College
by M. E. Malone

ing her that he could not print a
retraction. To verify Gamal's story
Boston College may face a lawsuit for publishing allegedly false Birnbaum had spoken to Griffin,
information in the Colleague, BC's who would not corroborate her
public relations publication, and for story. "Of course not," Gamal
damages done to a former stated. "She's one of the people that
employee, Alida Gamal.
Gamal feels that she has been
"used" by Boston College for "the
personal gains" of others.
Gamal resigned from her position
as a secretary to the Director of
Field Studies and Experiences for
How would a $500 tuition
the School of Education Dr. JoanC.
Jones in June 1978. She spent the
next seven months "developing the
International Program in the
School of Education." She worked
without a contract, since she was
"promised several times" by both
Jones and the Dean of the School of
Education Mary Griffin, that a contract would be madeas the program
became more concrete.She never
received one.
"The final humiliation,"
according to Gamal, appeared in
the October 1979 issue of the
Colleague in an article about the
programwritten by Benjamin Birnbaum. Gamal stated that the article
was "a misrepresentation of the
truth" and contained "false inforMaura Fahy'B2 A&S, Maureen
mation."
Welch'B2 A&S: "I know nothing
Gamal explained the "truth" to
we do as students will influence
Birnbaum and requested a retractheir decision in the end
tion. Gamal claims that Birnbaum
because of thefailure of the stutold her "he didn't need to see the
dents last year. Ho w will it affect
materialsbecause he believedwhat I
me? It seems par for the course,
had said." He apologized since he
typical of the way BC gets you
did not have the whole story and
said "unfortunately this happens on
for every penny. I'm paying it
personally.
I have the grand
college campuses all the time,'
national debt over my head
according to Gamal.
anyway. I'll have to work more."
Gamal received a phone call from
Birnbaum several days later inform-

I'm implicating."
"I'm layingthe basis and building
the foundation for the lawsuit that's
going to be brought against the
school," Gamal's lawyer, Anthony
continued on page 7

Or. Raymond McNally of the History Department blames grade inflation on
an overall lack of emphasis on "learning." (Photo by Carl Anderson)

Voices from the Dustbowl

.

-

increase affect you?

Nancy Murphy'Bl SOE: "// will
really make it hard for me to
come back to school, things are
tight now tuition wise. If I want
to come hack to school I'd have
to pay it, hut I'd rather not. I'm
sure thai there will have to be
an increase with the energy
situation and the cost of living.
I'm not sure if $500 is justified."

Walter Wood'Bl A&S: "I would
basically go into debt more than
I am now. About 80% of my
money is borrowed or
scholarships. I'd come back, but
it wouldjust be more I'd owe at
the time I graduate. With inflation and rising costs it's justified
that prices will go up. Whether
$500 is the price it should go up
- I don't know -I'm not doing
the research."
by Rachel Turcotte and Sue Jerome

Mary Carthy'Bl SOM: "Greatly.
It means that I'm going to have
three summer jobs. It's too
much of an investment not to
come

back."
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editorials

We Need An Answer
With an upcoming announcementon what may
be the largest tuition increase in Boston College
history looming over the student body as we
approach mid-December, and with no relief in
sight from continually skyrocketing tuition if BC
financial planners don't reverse current trends,
the time has come for this university to step back
and reassess the impact of its "no-ceiling-insight" tuition increase policy.
This editorial, therefore, is much more than an
editorial. It is a public, open call upon University
President J. Donald Monan and University
Executive Vice President Frank Campanella to
publicly step forward to define the university's
short-term and long-term policies concerning how
high tuition should be allowed to rise. It is a call
upon the university's financial planners to make a
forceful, public commitment to holding down the
already extremely high tuition rate at Boston
College. And finally, it is a call upon Fr. Monan
and Dr. Campanella to delineate programs,
proposals, and projects to which the university
can pledge itself for the purpose of removing the
burden of ever-increasing tuition from the backs
of the student body. The fundamental assumption
underlying these three public demands is that the
university can only keep a rein on the tuition rate
if it consciously and consistently makes tough,
difficult decisions to cut costs in certain areas
where it may not want to cut costs.
Today it is apparent that the administration is
unwilling or unable to make those decisions.
Campanella, when asked how the university could

hold the next tuition increase to the UGBC's
"reasonable estimate" of $400-500, replied that
overall, there is no "fat" in the university's
operating budget. In today's severe economic
crisis, the question "Is there fat in Department
X?" is no longer the right question to ask. The
correct question, the question that recognizes the
fact that students are already strapped by high
tuition, is "Should Department X exist?" These
are probably the most difficult questions an
institution can ask itself, but if Boston College is
to commit itself in any way to holding tuition
down, then it is these questions which can no
longer be avoided.
The Heights is deeply troubled by the size of
the projected tuition, room and board hikes for
next year. We are even more concerned about tuition increases in the following two years, when all
the costs involved with the new dorm and theatre
come down stream.
Clearly the socio-economic diversity of the student body is deteriorating at Boston College
today, and the future seems ready to sweep away
the last remains of that diversity. Only a look at
the hard questions can reverse the trend.
Fr. Monan, Dr. Campanella, The Heights calls
upon you to respond to our questions and concerns in theform of a written statement which can
be printed in the December 3 issue of this newspaper. The students of Boston College, who
carry almost all of this university's operating
expenses on their backs, deserve at least this.

The Garage Fiasco
The history of the shifting construction
deadlines of the new parking garage is comical,
wearisome, and disturbing. Witness the following
facts:
?On April 20, 1979, Director of Physical Plant
Fred Pennino told The Heights that the new
parking garage was projected to be completed by
the first week in September.
?In the June 11, 1979 issue of The Heights,
Executive Vice President Frank Campanella said
the contractors of the garage "are really pushing
to finish it (the garage) in the first two weeks of
September, and we're optimistic about that. Even
if its not 100% complete by then, I'm sure we'll
have at least one level and maybe two levels
available for use."
?On September 4, 1979, university officials told
The Heights that the garage would be complete
by October 1 and that the first two floors will be
ready for use by September 15.
?On September 14, Pennino said, the new
garage would be open "next week" and that the
entire garagewould be ready on October 15.
?On November I, Pennino 1 said the garage
would be open "absolutely no later" than
November 15.
Today is November 19. The garage is still
closed on all levels. In fact, Pennino now says the
garage won't be open until December 12. Of
course, there is no way of telling now if this new

deadline means anything more than all the others.
One thing is sure, though, and that is that
persons who drive to BC have all learned how to
get along with few parking spaces. In fact, maybe
we don't even need the garage anymore now that
the garage's construction delays have taught us
how to manage without it.
though, a great deal of continuous
inconvenience and frustrations has been caused
by the repeated pushing back of the garage's
opening date. Even more troublesome, however,
is the fact that another new building, the
dormitory, faces a construction deadline which,
like that of the garage, is optimistically tight. The
difference with the new dorm is that a late
opening of that building (September, 1980 is the
current projection) will mean incredible expense
and inconvenience for the intended residents of
that dorm as well as for the university as a whole.
There is a lesson to be learned from the garage
fiasco. When publicly informing the BC
community about building openings in the future,
the BC administration must be honest, realistic,
and thoughtful. Completion dates should not be
set according to the most optimistic guidelines if
it is known those guidelines are not likely to hold
up. The goodwill gained by promising an early
opening date is much, much less than the goodwill
that is destroyed when that promise is broken.

The Heights strongly encourages all
members of the BC community to submit letters and commentaries to Readers
Forum. All letters must be typed, double
spaced, and signed. Unsigned letters
can only be accepted after consultation
with the editor.
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READERS' FORUM
tolerateanymore.

To the Editor:
This letter refers to Daniel Y. Ostertag's
letter concerning BC Dining Service. In it he
states, "maybe the Boston College World
Hunger Committee should raise money for
the 8,000 starving undergrads across the
campus. I know I'm starving most of the
time."
Is your belly swollen, Daniel, has your hair
turned to straw and fallen out. Are your arms
and legs the size of toothpicks with your joints
knptted to the size of grapefruits. Is there a
good chance you'll wake up dead tomorrow,
Daniel.
Your letter made me sick. After the
tragedy in Cambodia to make the ascertation
that you know what it means to be starving is
pitiful. I feel sorry for you, you fool. Open
your eyes, there's a world that goes beyond
your mouth and even beyond BC.
If you truly are starving, Daniel, and are in
need of food, I apologize for this letter. I can
be found cooking at the Snake and Apple on
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, and will
gladly give you some food. Otherwise, grow
up.
Sincerely yours,
Christopher Williams

Thanks
To the Boston College Community:
Thank you!
The members of the BC World Hunger
Committeewould like-to thank all of you who
responded so generously with money, time
and support to the Cambodian Appeal.
$12,000 is an amazing amount of money, but
not nearly as amazing as the tremendous concern and compassion for the Cambodianpeople that we felt from so many in thelast three
weeks. What happened here has sliown many
people that all of us can and should do
something about this human catastrophe. We
should all be proud!
We would specificallylike to thank some of
the people who helped us make the Appeal a
reality. Without the support of the following
individuals our efforts would not have been
nearly as successful as they were: Dan Cotter
and Ann Marie McGowan of UGBC, Dick
Keeley and the PULSE Council, Kathy
Voigt, the Chaplains, Padraic O'Hare, Fr.
Panuska, Bill Thompson, the OSPAR staff,
Peter McGrath, the Haley House Community, John Panesevich, Kerry Maloney,
WZBC, BC Press, Tim Heydinger, Lisa
McConnell, Mike Julian, Nancy Solari, the
GSA Council the RA's, Fr. Daniel Shine,
S.J., and the more than 80 students who
helped staff collection tables and distribute
literature.
Our particularly deepfelt thanks goes out
to The Heights staff, whose support made all
the difference, especially Lisa Sergi, Karen
Shire, and Pat Carome. Wesalute the socially
responsible journalism that characterizes The
Heights this year.
Lastly, and most appreciatively, we would
like to thank our friend and advisor, Rosaria
Salerno - wow!
It has been a privilege for us to work with
the Cambodian Appeal at Boston College,
and it is our hope that this is just a beginning.
Sincerely,
The members of the Boston College
World Hunger Committee

Highly Offended
To the Editor:
As a memberof the Black Student Forum
and the AHANA Community, I was highly
offended by the cartoon entitled "One of the
Man" in the Nov. 12th issue on page twenty.
I feel this cartoon was a very tasteless and
offensive portrayal of Black people. It is this
type of misrepresentation that perpetuates the
racist and oppressive mentality of Boston and
the nation as a whole.
We the AHANA Community demand a
formal apology because this is not the first,
but will be the last time The Heights has misrepresented us. We cannot and will not

Mystery Contest Winners

Jeff Beard
Vice-President Black Student Forum
Brother of lota Phi Theta, Frat.

Starving? C'mon

Last week, The Heights
asked its readers for the most
explanation for these__
three green things at the
Fulton end of the dustbowl.
The prize? $10.

Not Amused...
To the Editor:
Re. your Nov. 12 cartoon entitled, "One of
the Man," I was less than amused by the content of the cartoon. For years Black people
have been the objects of racial stereotyping.
Films like "Gone with the Wind" and "Birth
of a Nation" and equally tasteless cartoons
like "Little Black Sambo" have been
unending sources of irritation toward the
media's view of people of color. It is nothing
less than depressing to find the same lack of
sensitivity in a college tabloid. The Heights
has seen fit to print tasteless things before,
but in the light ofracial tension in Boston and
the nation, it has hit a new low.
Sincerely,
Andrea Cabral, Secretary
Black Student Forum

The Winner

J

J

T-hese green things are the seeds of

consciousness: should have left them
on-the moon: obviouslythey have no
impact on BC apes.

-P. Delaney

Honorable Mention
They grew man; didn't I tell you
technology,was taking over??
-anonymous

underground..

?

To the Editor:
I must say that I am outraged at the comic
strip which appeared in your Nov. 12th, 1979
issue titled "One of the Man." Such vague,
thoughtless publications only enhance the
stereotypical image of Black people that
exists in the minds of the ignorant. We must
contend with injustices imposed by society on
a day to day basis. Must we tolerate this from
our own school publications also?
As a member of the Black Student Forum
and the Ahana Community I feel ah apology
is necessary along with a promise to carefully
consider such offensive publications in the
future.
Maria Roman
Black Student Forum

'

Ten Years Ago
at The Heights

Missed My Point

Thefollowingare clipsfrom the November 18,1969 issue of The Heights.

UAS To Resume Debate on ROTC
ROTC is on the December I agenda of the University AcademicSenate. The ROTC
issue was tabled by the UAS last spring in the midst of a debate over who had the
authority to decide anything about ROTC in the first place. The debate concerns what
status, if any, ROTC should have on the BC campus.

Work Enough
To the Editor:
Thanksgiving approaches. In the era of
Cambodia and the energy crisis a few reflections are perhaps in order. "Turkey Day," we
call it, and, indeed that is perhaps what the
day has degenerated to. Nobody goes to
church anymore; we sit at home gluttonousTy(?) stuffing platters of food into our
already paunchy bellies. As we lift the forks
to our mouths in our too hot houses, how
many of us think about the countless hungry
and cold, or lonely, at home or around the
world? Do we remember the blank stares of a
protein-starved child or the lonely elderly who
sit alone with only their pain and their
memories?
For that matter, do we remember the true
meaning of the first Thanksgiving? We
celebrated a bountiful harvest, it is true, but
under different circumstances. The year
before, we had been the needy. Had not the
Indians loved and shared with us, we would
have starved.
The message, it seems, remains the same;
we in this day are sent upon a mission. We
now have the'knowledge, but are not meant
alone to keep it. Let us take the day to
remember how we were loved, to give thanks
that there is love, and to move forward and
outward. Is it such a large sacrifice that we
spread the real and spiritual breads of life?
Let us take a few minutes out of our celebration to pray or reflect, not only on our own
situations, but to ask ourselves what we can
do to help. There is, indeed, work enough for
all of us.
Name withheld

-Don Nathan

As we walk through life we areconstantly being confronted by
realities, situations, objects,
thoughts, people, dreams, places
and funny things which do not fit
into our most profound attempts to
understand life.
These green things, placed
strategically near a walking path,
exist to symbolicallyremind us' that
life has to be traveled with some
unsolved puzzles.
These green things allow us to touch
within ourselves the unplanned,
undetermined, unscheduled,
undefined, unorganized, unqualified
part of our life's journey and still
keep walking onward.
-Ann F. Morgan, R.S.C.J.
Assistant Dean of Students

Outraged...

Cartoonist's Response:
In regards to the complaints issued against
my cartoon for the week of November 12, I
feel I cannot apologize, for there is nothing to
apologize for. The cartoon was not racist, but
was in fact, intended to satirically indict
racism. I find it unfortunate that it's meaning
was misconstrued.
Jim Millerick

.

What you see is actually the top patt

of an immense fork buried

.

"We Are Here to Break a War"
In a scene compared by parade marshals to last summer's Woodstock Music Festival,
300,000 people covered the grounds of the Washington Monumentthree days ago to hear
many famous entertainersand politicians demand an end to the war in Vietnam.
Sen. Eugene McCarthy (D-Minn), in his short address before the march
began,remarked, "I think we are a better witness to what the people want than 5200
telegrams." He went on, "We are here to witness by our presence ouropposition to the
war and the40,000 deadthat have come with it."

Housing Shortage Provokes Black Students to Sieze Beds
Tom Mignone (A&S '72), forced from his Radnor Hall room five weeks ago, has
decided to triple up in another room in the same hall. His thirdfloor room was taken over
last month without his knowledge by a groupof black students protesting the university's
failure to provide adequate housing for six other students from the Black Talent
Program.

Transportation
Representative Michael S. Dukakis of Brookline will speak at Brett Conference room,
McElroy Commons on Thursday, November 20, at 4:30 p.m. The address, "Needed: A
New Transportation Policy for Massachusetts," is sponsored by the Boston College
Democrats.

Crime Costs $4000
Thefts last week totaled an all-time high of close to $4000. The main factors contributing to the ever increasing crime wavewere the thefts of five cars, two ofwhich had
been recovered. Numerous pieces of office equipment were also stolen.
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COMMENTARIES
"Cotter Administration Evaluated"?
by Nate Holtand Joe Lambert

"A platform may befull of ideas, but thepriorities that lie
behind them are of equalimportance. I see UGBC's priorities
as threefold. UGBC must be a vanguard of student's rights,
always acting with the students' best interests in mind.
Secondly. UGBC must reach out and see that every student,
especially those not usuajly involved, receive thefull benefits
ofhis/her $24 Student Activity Fee. Finally, UGBC must do
everything possible to develop and promote Community
Spirit at Boston College, somethingin which weare seriously
lacking. It is with these ideals and objectives that I am runningfor your President."
-taken from Dan Cotter's
Campaign Platform
"Cotter AdministrationEvaluated"?
On the front page last week, The Heights printed a story
purporting to "evaluate" this year's UGBC administration.
Because we are committed to keeping students informed of
our work and because of all the hard work that the members
of UGBC have done, we are compelled to respond to that
story.

The Heights did not "evaluate" our administration. They
looked at a number of specific proposals made in Dan
Cotter's platform and reported on the present status of those
ideas. All the specific proposals in the platform have not yet
been accomplished, and The Heights is right to report their
status. However, the most important part of the platform was
a commitment to fight for students on the issues, to give students full value for their $24 UndergraduateGovernment fee,
and to improve BC as a community. This is what Dan Colter
was elected to do. UGBC is firmly committed to those goals,
and we are proud to stand on our record.
The Issues Advocacy
We feel that no other UGBC administration in our
memory has responded as quickly or as forcefully when controversialissues of student welfare have arisen.
Tuition
The two student representatives on the University Budget

-

Committee havebeen working almost daily since last April to
keep student costs down. The platform promised "research
and determination."We think we've demonstratedboth. Our
six person resource team, the largest ever assembled, has been
an invaluable aid. We have formulated plans and made
proposals to thebudget committeein literallydozens of areas.
Student representation and accountability is our goal, and we
will exert all the pressure necessary to achieve it.
Social Justice
This is the first UGBC administration in many years that
has committed itself to bringing social justice issues to
campus, and taken stands on these issues. The Nestles
boycott, Cambodian relief, the question of divesture, and the
J. P. Stevens boycott are all issues that have been addressed
by UGBC.
Student Rights
In The Heights evaluation of our student rights efforts, it
failed to note the new student judicial code, a result of long,
hard negotiation this summer. The code removes discretionary power from the Dean of Students Office and
allows students to be judged by their peers.
In addition, we were successful in lobbying to avoid a harsh
and unreasonable university reaction to the hike in the drinking age.

Lower Campus Vandalism
UGBC led the efforts to alleviate the serious vandalism
problem that existed on lower campus earlier this semester.
We feel there has been progress in creating pride on lower
campus and improving security. At the same time we have
opposed abitrary or punitive university policies.
Upper Campus Beautification
The university has agreed to UGBC plans for the
beautificationof Upper CAmpus to the tune of $150,000 over
five years, with $30,000 to be spent this year. We are still
pressing to get more sooner.
In addition. Executive Vice President Frank Campanella
approved plans to renovate the "fishbowl" room behind
O'Connell House, to provide a much-needed common

meeting place and recreation room for Upper Campus residents.
Mass PIRG
UGBC stepped in to defend Mass PIRG when they were
the victims of misleading attacks. We support their continued
existence on campus.
Academics
Academics is a priority issue for UGBC this year and slowly but surely progress is being made in many areas. During
the past four months we have met often with University
AcademicVice President Fr. Panuska to identify concerns
and possible solutions. Specifically, we are concerned with the
demiseof the University AcademicSenate andhave proposed
the establishmentof a pan-University council charged with
the vital academicneeds of the University. Additionally, we
are involved in negotiationwith a sub-committeeof the Council of Deans to lengthen the drop/addperiod and the period in
which students may withdraw from a class without receiving
a "W" on their transcript.
UGBC is also in the process of setting up a coalition of
A&S student caucuses to provide students with a vehicle for
input to the Promotion and Tenure process as outlined in the
University Statutes. And, importantly, UGBC is involved in a
study of the University Core Curriculum and is striving to
make it a more intregal part of Boston College Liberal Arts
Education. In these areas and others, UGBC is making the
students voice heard in Academics.
Bussing
We have been in repeated contact with BC's Plant Service
department and the Waltham Bus Comapny to correct
problems of erratic bus service. Most of those problems have
been alleviated. We are now having signs madefor the various
bus stops to show when the busses are supposed to be running
and where to complain if they're late.
Bumping

In his platform, Dan Cotter promised to "strongly oppose"
bumping. In last week's Heights Dan admitted, "I will say
continued on page 7

Vote Ronald Reagan For Fiscal Sanity
by Harold Depalma

At this point the odds on favorites to win their parties'
nominations are Ted Kennedy and Ronald Reagan. With
crises growing all around us it may be interesting and important lo analyze what these candidates have to offer us. Two
things are on peoples' minds when asked what they want in a
president; leadership and a common sense approach to issues.
Leadership can be broken down into three factors: ability
to gel the job done,character, and resoluteness during a crisis.
Reagan stands on his record as governorof California. During his two terms in office Reagan balanced the state budget,
left a $500 million surplus, passed a welfare reform bill,
and returned $5.7 billion in tax rebates to the citizens.
The most convincing thing about this record is that he
accomplished his goals in a predominately democratic
legislature, a problem he might encounter if elected. Kennedy
has a reputation as a powerful force in theSenate. Many bills
in Congress have been co-authored by Kennedy during his
terms in office. The only disturbing thing about his record is
that he has often failed to pass his major pieces of legislation,
most notably the national health care proposals.
Ever since Watergate, the subject of character has been

increasingly important to the electorateand plays a large part
in elections. Reagan has a clean, unblemished record but no
outstanding reputation as a moral leader. The big question is
about Ted Kennedy. One has to be careful and remain objective when analyzing the Chappaquiddickincident. The subject
is an emotional mine field. The only concrete point in the
whole issue is the fact Kennedy panicked and failed to notify
the police. In this nuclear age panic in the presidency could be
lethal. Another point of doubt can be raised over his Harvard
cheating record. Two major question marks remain on
Kennedy's character.
The ability to stand resolutely during a crisis is imperative
for a president. Unfortunately, this fact is the most difficult to assess in a candidate because very few positions in the
world have the same pressures as the presidency. Reagan is an
unknown i this capacity. His speeches reflect a "tough" image
but he has never been tested. The senator from Massachusetts
is something less of an enigma. Kennedy has a habit of
stumbling when unprepared in both the Senate and in public;
most recently in the November 4 CBS news special "Teddy."
In addition, one may cite the senator's competence in the

Truth In Testing
by John McGlynn

Calling standardized admission tests "imprecise and open
to potential misinterpretation and misuse," New York
Governor Hugh Carey on Friday, July 13, 1979, signed into
law a bill requiring the corporations that administer tests to
open their examinationsto public scrutiny lor the first time.
The Truth-in-Testing bill, developed by the New York
Public Interest Research Group (NY PIRG), requires the
marketeers of college admissions tests to:
*allow students to obtain a copy of the test, their answer
sheets, and the correct answers thirty days after the test
?
scores are reported.
""compel the testing companies to file with the state, for
public review, all studies concerning their tests' reliability,
validity, and culture bias.
*supply test-takers with information concerning the purpose of each test, policies covering scoring errors, length of
lime that test scores are kept on file and the relationship
between test scores and predicted performance.
Governor Carey signed the "Truth-in-Testing" bill
despite what columnist Jack Arfderson described as "an
intense, well-financed lobbyingcampaign against it by ETS
and its sister organization. The College Board."
The fundamental problem Truth-in-Testing addresses is
that testing corporations are not accountable to test-takers.
Consequently they are shrouded in secrecy, keeping test content studies and reports secret and providing minimal and

often misleading information about tests to test-takers. New
York's Truth-in-Testing law will help test-takers by
demystifying the traumatic experience of taking a standardized test.
The Educational Testing Service (ETS) is a private, nonprofit corporation. ETS has brought you the SATs, GREs,
LSATs, and the GMATs as well as a multitude of standardized tests for everyone from CIA agents to Peace Corps
volunteers. This gives ETS control over the future of
millions.
According to consumer activist Ralph Nader, "ETS is
one of the most powerful corporations in the world. What
other industry is so inimately involved in shaping the careers
and self-perceptions of millions of people and in
perpetuating the system of social and economicclass? There
is no organization in America that has wittingly or unwittingly led to the destruction of the self-confidence of millions
of students who incorporate into their own psyches the standardsof evaluation of ETS."
Truth-in-Testing legislation, modeled after the recently
enacted New York law, has been or will soon be introduced
in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Texas, Maryland, Colorado,
Massachusetts and several other states.
Individuals interested in learning more about the issue
should get in touch with the Mass PIRG office located in
McElroy 118 or call extension 3515.
John McGlynn is a student member of BC Mass PIRG.

aforementioned Chappaquiddick issue.
Leadership is only as good as the issues a candidate stands
for. Leadership for the wrong things can be more disastrous
than stagnation. The major issue blocks are the economy,
energy, and foreign policy. Both candidates label the
economy as the first priority. Reagan has stood firm with the
proposals he ran with in '76. A balanced budget accompanied
by a corresponding reduction in government size is his main
objective. The major Reagan cuts would come not from social
programs, but government regulation. The objective is to
lower inflation and raise industrial productivity. On theother
hand, Kennedy has yet to come up with a coherent economic
policy. To this point, his "stands" have roughly translated
into a vague replica of the Carter policy with such accompanyingphrases as "we can do better" and "inflation must be
halted." Kennedy maintains a firm resolve to spend away
unemployment and institute a taxcut. This seems to point to
more defecit spending and the resulting inflation.
Self sufficiency is the Reagan energy policy goal. To
achieve this end he would strive for deregulation of energy
exploration and production as well as a firm push for coal,
solar, and nuclear energy sources. Kennedy has only called
for a limit on energy prices and has yet to propose any means
to
energy situation.
The candidatesalso offer a choice in foreign policy. Reagan
wishes to pursue a stance of peacevthroughstrength. He wants
to put national interests at the forefront of internationaldealings. To facilitate his goals Reagan would increase defense
spending to become the substantial Soviet gains. Kennedy,
while willing to increase defense spending, wishes to maintain
a passive position. For example, the senator has stated that he
would not intervene in the case of an oil cut-off that would
threatennational interests.
In comparison, the candidates do offer a distinct choice.
When the leadership issue is analyzed Teddy doesn't seem to
fit the Camelot myth at all. The "knight on the white
charger" has serious questions about his character and
'ability. Reagan, while untested, has an excellent public and
private background. In the issues you are offered a distinct
choice. The contending philosophies are the classic big vs.
small government arguments. It is my contention that for the
last twenty hours our government has grown out of control
and is stifling the freedoms and livelihood of the people. It is
hight time we elected a firm leader with some fiscal sanity.
My choice wouldbe Ronald Reagan.
Harold Depalma is a freshman in the School of Arts and
Sciences.

Commentary Deadline is 5:00 P.M. on
the Thursday prior to publication.
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COMMENTARY
UGBC: Active, Vital, And Working Hard
continuedfrom page 6
that I didn't have as.good a grasp on thewhole bumping issue
when I was running for President as I do now." The university
has never given students an adequate explanation of why it
thinks we should bump. More importantly, they have never
examined the long-term ramifications of bumping. UGBC
has two student representatives on the Admissions Housing
committee. They-are determined to have these questions
answered. Bumping is a last resort, and we will never support
it unless it is completely justifiedfrom a student standpoint.
In all these issues, most of which could not have been
tnticipated, UGBC has moved quickly and reasonably, with
he, student's best interest at heart. And we madeevery effort
o keep student informed.
The $24 Promise Social and Cultural Programming
This year's programming has been extensive and diverse,
including concerts, dorm socials, theme parties, dances, Commuter Happy Hours in Murray House, special lectures, a student art show, and Homecoming. And importantly, we have
not suffered the massive financial losses of previous years.
Student Services
UGBC is also committeed to providing student services.
Freshman Orientation and the Book Coop both had their
most successful years ever. The Food Coop, on the other
hand, did not succeed. We are reevaluating the demand for
this service, and hope it can be revived. The Free University
and the Internship programs are doing well under strong
leadership. Together they provide service to over 1,000 students.
Lower Campus Pub
Finally, we established the Lower Campus Pub to provide

-

a place for students to get together and drink on campus.
These are just some of the areas where UGBC has been
insuring that all students receive full benefits from the $24
UndergraduateGovernment Fee.
Community
Concern for improvedcommunity underlies every aspect of
our administration.This concern is inseparable from the services we provide and the issues we advocate. But our community concern is made explicit in these particular areas:
Community Council
UGBC was the major force behind theCommunity Council, the first deliberating group at BC to represent everyone in
the university: faculty, students, administrators, and staff
persons. The purpose of the council is to discuss and act upon
BC's community responsibilities and problems. The council
has alreadybeen effective in finding answers.
Council of Student Organizations
One of the first projects undertaken by the Cotter
administrationlast April was an attempt to establish a Council of Student Organizations. Meetings were held between
UGBC and the Alliance of Student Activities, a group
existing under the auspices of the university's Office of Student Programs and Resources. UGBC called for a coalition
of these two groups, with ASA handling social events and the
CSO calling for student awareness and providing information
for the students.
A number of factors, including a poor response from those
student organizations contacted and the unwillingness of the
ASA to enter into a cooperative venture, led to an early
failure of the CSO. We have not forgotten the idea, however,
and we hope to create another council or soemthing to serve

its purpose.

The AHANA Concept
Initiated by what was once the UGBC Minority Caucus,
AHANA means "African, Hispanic, Asian and Native
American." More than just a name change, AHANA represents a positive force bringing these students together and
contributing to the whole BC community.
Further, Jesuit and Faculty-Student receptions, and
UGBC's first consistent weekly newsletter are measures we
have taken to inform the cmapus and bring it together.

Commuters

We have begun to address the problems created by a
decade of neglect of the commuter status at BC. Plans are
now being formulated for therenovation and revitalization of
Lyons Hall as a Commuter center. We expect that a Commuter Advisory Board will be formed this week. Most importantly, we will present to the university in January theresults
of a recent intensive review of the status and future of commuters at Boston College.
More specifically, we have begun the sale of MBTA passes
to commuters, obtained an agreement that students commuting from apartments will not be forced to pay the health
fee, and - for the first time - assured commuters representation in the student judicial process.
The information in this article addresses issues that The
Heights neglected. We have attempted to be honest and
analytical, but this is still our perspective. We would welcome
a true evaluation ofthe Cotter administration to date, by The
Heights or by any other interested source. We think any
assessment will show that UGBC has been active, vital, and
working hard in the students' best interests.

Gamal Claims Misrepresentation In Colleague
M. Traini, stated. Traini sent a
letter to the Colleague on
November 8 threatening legal
action if the information was not
corrected.
James McGahay, acting Director
of Public Relations, stated that the
article will remain "as is" unless
Gamal and her attorney could present "proof that the article is
untrue."
The'article concerns an exchange
program with Am Shams University in Cairo, Egypt. Student
teachers from BC could be placed in
Am Shams as part of their field
experience work. Professors from
both universities would also be given
the opportunity to exchange ideas
and give lectures in Egypt and the
U.S.
In the article Birnbaum stated,
"All the projects owe their existence
to a single coincidence. Associate
Professor of Education Joan Jones.
had, as a secretary, a woman who
was married to an Egyptian. He
(Gamal's husband) suggested to
Jones that she call his consulate to
see about placing some education
students in Egyptian schools."
Gamal said "this simply is not
true." She contends that her husband was in Washington and met
with Director of the Egyptian
Education Bureau, Dr. Ahmed
Azzam. Azzam had heard a "great
deal" about Mrs. Gamal from
several diplomats who had known
her during her IV2 year stay in
Cairo. These diplomats wereaware
of her feelings and ideas about the
educational system in Egypt and
had spoken of her several times to
Azzam.
Azzam allegedly called Mrs.
Gamal at BC, and offered her a job
in Washington to help him coordinate educational programs with
Egypt and various colleges in the
U.S. Theodora Thompson, a coworker, was in the office, when the
phone call came in.
Gamal did not accept the position
because she did not want to leave
the Boston area. Instead, she
suggested that theprogram could be
worked through BC. Azzam told
her to follow through with the idea
and he would "certainly consider
it," according to Gamal.

.

She spoke with Jones later that
day. Gamal said, "Dr. Jones was
overwhelmed at the possibility of
something -happening of that
nature." Jones told her to explore
the idea further and to write down
her ideas, Gamal said.
Griffin stated, "The article is
completely true. I'm sure what
Alida told you is not the facts."
Jones refused to comment on
anything concerning the matter. "I
don't think I can say anything on
the subject right now. We have to
consult on the subject ourselves
first," she said.
After receiving the phonecall and
talking with Jones, Gamal said she
spent the next three weeks writing
her' thoughts and ideas for the
exchange program. With her husband, she also wrote an estimateof
the expenses involved and where
they might be able to obtain
funding.
Gamal and her husband brought
the written proposal to Jones' home.
"She was overwhelmed," according
to Gamal. "She told me at thistime
that it would be critical for me to be
in the program as a liaison." Gamal
said that Jones wanted to present it
to the Dean and asked to keep the
report.

A few days later,-Jones rewrote
the report "in an official manner"
Gamal said. She included her own
ideas about a special education
program, but it was "essentially
saying everything I had said, but
without the estimates of how much
money would be involved." Gamal
typed the revision in "a contract
form."
According to Gamal, Griffin was
pleased and said that "the potential
had no bounds." The preliminary
proposal was also sent to Azzam in
Washington. He replied by letter,
accepting the proposal and stating
that they would be dealing with Am
Shams University in Cairo.
Azzam came to BC in mid-July to
meet with everyone involved in the
program. Gamal made all the
arrangements. "I had all the contacts with Dr. Azzam. I think Dr.
Jones spoke with him once on the
phone, but all the contacts were
made through me and he would
always address me to get any information he wanted," she said.

Azzam met with Jones, Associate
Dean of SOE Smith, Gamal and her
husband. "The meeting was a
success," according to Gamal, and
Azzam stated that he would send
the proposal to Egypt. Griffin was
unable to attend the meeting since
she was on vacation.
Gamal continued to work on
planning the program over the
summer without pay.
In early August, Gamal made an
"unofficial visit" to Washington to
meet with Azzam and inquire about
getting funding for the program.
She met with several people who
could help BC get the necessary
funding.
Among the people she spoke to
was the Assistant to the
Ambassador of the Arab Republic
of Egypt. He told Gamal that he
would speak to the Ambassadorand
get his support so that when the
funding process began, things would
go much smoother. A report of the
trip was written by Gamal and given
to Jones.
Jones asked Gamal what hours
she would be available to work and
that "I should start coming into the
office regularly in the beginning of
September."
In September, Jones informed
Gamal that she could not be paid
just yet, since BC would not give
money toward a project that they
did not have in their hands. Also,
Gamal said that Jones told her that
the overseas budget was already
closed and the most they could give
her was $1,000 for the work she had
been doing. BC would also pay for
the two undergraduate courses
Gamal wanted to take with tuition
vouchers.
Gamal accepted this because she
Was "willing to wait until the
preliminary contract came through
and we could get money into the
budget." She was supposed to get
the money in monthly installments,
but since Jones had not filed the
forms correctly, she did not get the
money until the end of December,
according to Gamal, and then she
received $800.
In early October, Gamal spoke
again with Azzam. Several officials
from Am Shams University and the
Minister of Higher Education were
in his office. They were unable to

come to Boston, but Azzam told
Gamal that they were very
interested in the program. Azzam
asked Gamal to come to
Washington and explain the
program and straighten out the mix
up.
Gamal said that Jones told her to go
and she left that afternoon as "the
official representative of Boston
College." Gamal paid for the trip
and was later reimbursed by BC.
In Washington she met with the
officials and "they were impressed
and I even ventured to say moved"
Gamal said. She continued, "The
Minister of Higher Education told
Director of Am Shams School of
Education Dr. Ghaffar, 'I think she
is very sincere. She knows our people very, very well which is an asset
in implementing this program. Give
her what she wants. ' "
Arrangements were made for
Gamal and Jones to fly to Cairo in
mid-October. Gamal arranged it so
that BC would not have to pay for
the trip.
Gamal left for Egypt one week
before Jones to begin setting up
appointments and contacting all the
people Jones would need to meet.
She discussed the program at length
with Ghaffar and they came upon
many new ideas for improving the
elementary education system in
Egypt with the help of BC and other
American and English universities.
When Jones arrived and Gamal
told her of the newest developments
she was "elated" according to
Gamal. The next two weeks were
spent going over the proposal and
agreeing upon a preliminary contract, which was signed by both parties. Gamal attendedevery meeting.
The trip was termed "successful."
Plans were made to meet again in
December at BC to sign the final
contract.

Gamal was still working without
a contract. She had been told by
Jones that when the preliminary
contract was signed, she would
receive a contract. When this contract was signed, Gamal said that
Jones told her that she would get a
contract when the final arrangements were signed.
Griffin claims that it "was all a
misunderstanding on Alida's part.
She went around announcing herself

as the coordinator of the program,
but we never promised her this position."
Gamal was given a desk plate in
September with the title "Coordinator of Overseas Program"
inscribed on it. She also has many
letters sent from Egypt addressed to
her under that title.
At one point, Gamal stated that
she spoke with Griffin about her
contract. I "wanted to be set
straight as to whether or not I was
going to be kicked out by BC and I
frankly told her that." Gamal also
said "Dean Griffin told me that BC
was going to make a contract with
me and that I was going to be
recognized for all the work I had
done."
In December the Egyptian
officials from Am Shams came to
BC. Gamal greeted them at the airport and then, she said, Jones asked
her to leave. Gamal also said that
she was excluded from all of the
meetings. Dr. John Walsh was
alterating these meetings along with
Jones and Griffin. Gamal said that
she was told by Jones that Walsh
was there because he was going to
write the proposal to the funding
organizations. Gamal later found
out that Walsh had been appointed
as the co-ordinatorfor the program.
The meetings continued for a
number of days. On several occasions the Egyptian officials called
Gamal at night when they returned
to their hotels. According to Gamal,
they said they didn't understand
what was going on, and they felt
that there was a breakdownof communications. The things that they
discussed were incorrectly written
after the meetings, according to
Gamal.
On the final evening of their stay,
a reception was planned for the
officials at Dean White's residence.
Chaffar told both Jones and Gamal
that-he would be unable to attend
the function, because he had to
rewrite the contract since it still
wasn't right.
Gamal convinced the Egyptians
to come to the reception. They
stayed for an hour and then
announced that they had to leave to
rewrite the contract. Walsh asked
Gamal to go back and help them
continued on page 16
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NEWSBRIEFS

Men's and Women's Salon

Fall Special for BC Students and Faculty untilDec. Ist

J
I

GUYS $8.00 with coupon or BC ID
GALS $10.00 with coupon or BC ID
PERMANENTS $25.00 (includes wash and cut)
85 Union St.
527-9450
(PicadillySq.)
Call for appointment
8:30- 7:00 Tues.-Fri.
Newton Centre
Sat. 8:30 - 6:00

Boston College

SUGARBUSH VALLEY

Ski & Party Week

Feb. 17 -22

(wintervacation)

"$139.00
youget:
5 1/2 Day Ski Lift Ticket
5 Nights Lodging

5 Full Dinners
5 Continental Breakfasts

Free Beer and
Wine Party

.

and much more

\u25a0

Discount Courtesy Cards

Pulse Celebrates

Thanksgiving With Elderly
I
\u25a0

by Mark McDermott

On November 14, the elderly residents of the Allston-Brighton Nursing Home were treated to a Thanksgiving Dinner by volunteers from the
Pulse program. The nursing home is one of Pulse's placement centers
where students spend ten to twelve hours a week with the residents,
?developing one-to-one relationships with the elderly inhabitants.
While some volunteers helped in preparing the meal, others accompanied theresidents into the dining room, where they chatted. "They've
been looking forward to this dinner all week," reported one staff
member. "Some who never come downstairs for dinner came down
tonight."
Music was provided by Greg Kerr and Lek Domni, and many of the
inhabitants participated.
The traditional Thanksgiving cuisine of turkey, mashed potatoes, peas
and cranberry sauce was then served.
After finishing their meal, the elderly citizens made their way out of the
room, stopping to thank the students and say goodbye.Most of theelderly residents seemed quite pleased with the event. One woman whispered,
"I'm so glad I came down. Really glad."
The occasion was a result of the planning of Jane Zimmerman, Kerry
Maloney, and Ellen Lynch of Pulse and the financial support of the
University Chaplaincy. BC Dining Service provided the food.

Gold Key Conducts
Canned Food Drive
by Marjorie Pallone
A canned food drive is being

conducted by the Gold Key Society,
Haley House, Student Ministry, UGBC, Pulse, and theCommuterCommittee. The collected goods will help the Salvation Army, Rosie's Place,
and Haley House in Boston.
President of Gold Key George Harrington claims, "This is the first
year that we have combined in this effort. 1 hope that it is a successful
drive."
Boxes will be placed in McElroy Lobby, in Lyons basement near the
Rat, and with dorm representatives. The drive will end around December
15th.

UGBC To Organize
Student Tenure Input
Wilson
In their present form, the Boston College statutes require that student
committeesprepare an opinion on each faculty member under consideration for tenure. In response to a lack of student awareness of this section
of the statutes, UGBC Executive Vice-President JoeLambert has formed
a coalition intended to help with both the formation and the utilizationof
student caucuses and committees in regards to faculty tenure.
The coalition will work specifically with the College of Arts and
Sciences. Recently the coalitionheld its first meeting in which nine of the
A&S caucuses participated. Lambert would like to see an increase in the
strength and consistency of the caucuses in order to effect more student
participation in the selection of faculty for tenure:
Lambert has brought this effort to the attention of Academic VicePresident Joseph A. Panuska, and the deans of the colleges with letters
reaffirming-students' participation rights.
Lambert expressed concern that student involvement in the tenure
process was not as extensive as the statutes allow; but said that he hopes
student input will not be excluded fiom the'statutes when they are
rewritten.
Lambert is planning another meeting of the coalition soon after
Thanksgiving vacation.
by Amy

Contact: Brendan or Tom at 244-2341

SENIORS
To insure that your first choice for your
yearbook portrait has been received by
us, the Sub Turri will have all of your
proofs on file. Come down on Mon. 26th
or Tues. 27th and make your selection.

ON MON. 26th &
& TUES. 27th
ONLY PLEASE.

UGBC Executive Vice Pre«ldemToeTambertha»form»d
a coalition to
help student* organize student caucuses tor the purpose of supplying student input for tenure decisions. (Photo by Mary O'Keeffe)
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Silber Threatens Tenured BU Professors
by Amy Wilson
Despite strong student opposi-

tion, the administration of Boston
University President John Silber
continues to threaten the job
security of at least five full-time
tenured faculty members at BU.
The controversy began in
September during the secretary and
clerical workers' strike at BU when
some members of the university's
faculty held classes outdoors to
avoid crossing over picket lines.
In a press conference held Thursday, Silber said that these
professors acted in direct violation
of articles 10 and 21 of theirAAUP
(American Association of University Rrofessors) contract. These articles are designed to prevent faculty
from engaging in sympathy strikes
and allow for disciplinary action by
the university administration when
faculty are found to be in breach of
that contract.
Silber said that the BU
administration is presently considering the cases of seven faculty
members although only five of those
seven have chosen to publicize their
involvement. An additional faculty
member under question is part-time
and therefore is not alleged to be in
violation of the same contractual
obligations.
Those who oppose Silber's
actions claim that the University
President is not only encroaching
upon academic freedom protected
by tenure, but that the cases against
the professors are a result of a personal vendetta by Silber to remove
them from campus.
Professor of History Fritz
Ringer, Professor of Journalism
Carol Ribers, Professor of
Psychology Andrew Dibner, and
Professors Murray Levin and
Howard Zinn of the Political
Science department are the five

I

faculty members who have made

theircases public.
The first step taken by the BU
administration was a letter sent out
by the Associate Provost Jon Westling to the professors, which detailed
the violations for which the university held them responsible and
requested that they each arrange to
meet with Westling individually.
Levin said that in response the
faculty retained lawyers who met
with Westling in their place. The
lawyers demanded the charges
against their clients in writing and
are expecting these documents at
any time.
Both considered to be "institutions" by many BU students, Zinn
and Levin agree with claims that
Silber's interest in their cases is
more than in just the legal sense.
Levin said that he has not received
pay raises similar to other
professors' for many years and that
Silber completely disregards student
evaluation of his job as professor.
Zinn said that Silber has created
a "climate of unpleasantness" at
BU that makes the school seem
more like a barracks than a university. Zinn said that Silber maintains
absolute control over the fate of
faculty members and that his
administration has even engaged in
censorship of university radio and
publications.
President of the Undergraduate
Student Government Forum of the
College of Liberal Arts Joe
Patrouch said that Zinn and Levin
are two of the most popular
professors in the college. Although
more professors than the seven
involved also engaged in "sympathy
striking," Patrouch said that
Silber's choice of professors to take
action against, "Looks kind of
suspicious... He specifically picked
.some professors that he has had

"Ci**?

"

j

problems with."'

A BU employeewho asked not to
be identified said that these
"problems" consist of involvment of
these faculty in the AAUP as well as
objection by the administration to
what it considers to be extreme
political views expressed by Levin
and Zinn.
At the press conference, Silber
said, "We're not interested in the
termination offaculty members. We
are interested in their acknowledgement of breach ofcontract."
Silber said that the issues
involved had been deliberately distorted by the press and that The
Boston Globe was a major offender.
Silber added that this matter would
not have been made public by the
administration, but that press
involvement was instigated by the
five professors.
Silber called the activities by the
professors a "serious neglect of
duty" and said that contract
members must abide by and uphold
their own legislation. "A morally
sensitive person does not legislate
any rule he is not willing to abide by
himself," Silber said.
In response to studentcriticism of
his administration, Silber pointed
out the positive steps he has taken
with the BU budget and cited the
recent acquisition of the Lahey
Clinic by BU as an indication of the
type of work he has done.
While student demonstratorsoutside
the press conference chanted
N
"Dump Silber. Save BU," Silber
pointed out that only a small portion of the university student population had gathered there. Silber
said that he had just returned
unopened an "abusive" letter
written to him by the students.
"The ability to libel and slander is
the easiest thing in the world,"

"

Silber said. "It doesn'tbother me at
all." Silber, however, took exception to criticism directed at BU as a
whole, calling it "false, mean, and
totally unjustifiable."
Despite Silber's defense of his
position, opposition to his actions
exists outside the university as well
as within. Nobel Laureate Dr.
Salvador Luria of MIT is circulating a petition to schools in the
Boston area which condemns
Silber's actions and asks for his
resignation. Patrouch said it is
rumored that Luria, along with
several other Nobel Laureates, is
planning a full page ad in the New
York Times criticizing the situation
created by Silber.
Representative Mcl King has also
shown interest in the position of the

,

Regardless of the legalities
involved, many feel that the
problems the BU professors are
experiencingraise serious questions
about the protection that either
union contracts or tenure can
provide. While tenure should
protect professors such as Zinn and
Levin, it appears that in their situation neither tenure nor their tremendous popularity with students is a
deciding factor in the eyes of the
administration.

by Jim Livecchi

The Voice, a coalitionof minority in Boston.
The final scene of the film,
organizationson the Boston Univerthe massacre of both white
depicting
sity campus, presented a panel discussion on racism in Boston this and black cooperative farmers by
past Thursday night at the BU Law the Ku Klux Klan, was the main
reason for the station's censorship
School.
The program,entitled "Racism in of the film.
Butler said that the failure to
Boston... the End of the Dialogue"
show
-"Freedom's Road" and show
was advertised to be in honor of
continued on page 17
Darryl Williams, the black high
school football player shot during a
game by white students in
Charlestown.
The moderator of the program
Got those exam blues?
Thomas Butler, a" senior at the BU
Relax. Have a SODA.
School of Public Communication,
Only 25c at The Heights'
opened the evening with a speech
own Coke machine.
against WBZ-TV, Channel 4, for
The Heights. You can
its failure to air the program
depend on it for all your
"Freedom's Road." The station has
informational and thirst
been quoted as saying that showing
quenching needs.
the film might have aggravated
racial tensions among black people

.
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BU professors. With Zinn as one of
the co-sponsors, King has proposed
legislation for state investigation of
Silber's actions which will be filed
by December a and acted upon in
either January or February of next
year.
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Campanella Calls UGBC Tuition Estimate Conservative
Boston College Executive Vice
President Frank Campanella plays
a central role in annual university
budget decisions. He will soon
receive a tuition hike recommendation from the Budget Committee
which he will use as a basis for his.
own recommendation to the Board
of Trustees at their meeting on
December 14. In an interview with
The Heights last week, he commented on some of the major questions and issues surrounding this
year's tuition decision.
Heights: What are the major
pressures upon this year's budget?
Campanella: The single greatest
pressure is inflation and that affects
us across the board, most
significantly in the salary area.
About 50 percent of the operating
budget is salaries and fringe
benefits.
The year before last, salary
increases were in the 6 to 7 percent
range for faculty and staff, and during the year that the people got
those increases, inflation was up 9
percent. Last year, we stayed pretty
generally within Carter's wage and
price guidelines-salary increases
ranged between 7 and 8 percent.
During this year, inflation has
been at 13 percent, so all of the
people who work here, faculty and
staff, have suffered a loss because
their wages have not kept pace with
inflation. The inflation of next
year, plus the pressure that people
are under this year just puts an
extraordinary pressure upon the
expenditure side of the budget.
That is combined with the fact that
about one half of the people who
work here earn $14,000 a year or
less, and their take homepay is even
less than that. Obviously, these are
the people who are hardest hit by
inflation. ?>o there is tremendous
pressure on the expense side because
of salaries.
The next biggest problem is, of
course, utility costs. Between last
year and this year, we increased the
utility budget by one half a million
dollars-roughly from 2.2 or 2.3
million to 2.7 or 2.8 million. This
year, that budget will be overrun, in
spite of the half million dollar
increase.

Because of oil increases

that have already been put in place,
that budget will overrun, and this is
really a guestimate-three to five
thousand dollars.
In next year's budget we've got to
make up that overrun, plus we've
got to anticipate the price increases
in oil that are going to be in effect
for the following year. And that
could be in addition to making up
three or four thousand dollars, you
are going to have to make up
probably another 3A million for the
price increases we will experience
next year. That by itself, I would
guess, and the Bud Comm has more
detail on this at this point than I do,
I would guess that fuel oil itself and
utility costs will add close to $100
per student across the board on tuition.
Other unusual pressures exist in
things like library book purchases.
We've been increasing the library
budget by 16 or 17 percent each
year, and all they can do with that
money is just buy the same number
of books as they've bought the
previous year. And there are a
number of things like that; paper
products, and other things that we
buy-travel, mileage, airfare, all of
these costs are driven up because of
energy consumption. Tuition
remission-we have a policy of
increasing tuition remission at the
same rate as we've increased tuition,
but in addition we've been putting
more money into tuition remission
than that, so that's going up.
Heights: Will the faculty and staff
receive cost of living increases next
year?
Campanella: We haven't budgeted

and we've never distributed salaries
to the faculty and staff who work
here on a cost of living basis up to
this time. Obviously, the cost of living and what's happening to the
consumer price index influences the
level of the increments which we
ultimately do distribute, but we
haven't followed the practice of
making across the board increases
for individuals that are exactly the
same as the cost of living. It does
influence the overall increment
pool, but the distribution of the
increment pool is then left up to the
vice-presidents and the deans and
directors. I don't think- that we

UGBC Plots Strategy
continuedfrom page I
that it is fair to tic salary increases
with tuition increases at other to the cosi of living because fringe
schools as a valid consideration in benefits, including tuition remisthe BC tuition decision. "The point sion, are also rising significantly.
we've made over and over." said "We're not unsympathetic to the
Holt, "is that we're selling an problems of the faculty and staff in
education here -and not a dis- their salaries. We just want to
hwasher. We should charge students achieve a reasonable balance, and
for the value of the education they we hope they're not unsympathetic
are receiving here at BC. Basically, to the really incredible pressures
we should be guided by the that are being put on the
dynamics of our own budget, and undergraduate students at this
institution."
nothing else."
/
Cotter and Holt do not believe \u25a0 The two representatives also
noted. "There is some suspicion in
some people's minds" that the date
BUYING BOOKS
of the Board of Trustees meeting,
Literature, Philosophy, now scheduledfor December 14, has
Sciences, etc. Professional been pushed back. But they feel that
collections Individual books.
the students will react strongly to an
All languages. Good prices unfair tuition increase despite the
paid. Vintage Books, P.O. Box
fact that the decision many come
285, Boston 02135
durirji' fin;,l ! examinations.
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will begin to follow the practice of Heights: What do you feel would be judge that. We use comparisons
giving cost of living increases this a fair increase for faculty this year? with other colleges and universities.
year although there is still some dis- Campanella:I find the cost of living There is a sample of 35 other
cussion in the dean's counsel about argument a very persuasive argu- schools which Georgetown began to
ment. 1 think it's very difficult for a collect information on about tuition
how the salary pool will be diswho is a responsible faculty rates about 4 or 5 years ago which
person
being
tributed. It's still
discussed.
But up to this point in time we have member each year to have his or compares good private schools,
not followed the policy of across the her real take-home pay decline mostly in the east. Our tuition is
because of inflation. You're talking I;! thirtieth of 35 where 30 is low, and
board cost of living increases.
about people who are earning about one is high.
what the median family in the'\u25a0 So we're pretty low in a fair samRaises in the tuition in the United States earns. And I think thei pie of schools which draw from
magnitude we are talking people we havehere are just an out- \u25a0 relatively the same student populastanding group of people as far asi tion as we do. If we were to increase
about are not unreasonable.
their dedication to BC and the our tuition thisyear by $500 or $600
amount of effort, the availabilityoff and the other schools stayed the
Heights: Will BC comply with faculty members to students, andI same, I think we'd only move up to
Carter's wage and price guidelines the competiveness of the faculty andI about 26 in the overall standings, so
staffwho work here.
you can see there's a lot of room
when they are released?
Having said that, I would also> between our tuition and that of
Campanella:l would haw to see the
say that when we get into double; other good private institutions of
guidelines before making that decision. On the wage side, they have digit inflation it is extremely dif- higher education.
ficult, if not impossible, for the
this Wage Panel, and they are comI would guess that fuel oil
pletely stalemated. I don't believe university to provide salary
they are even going to meet again increases that are in the double digit itself and utility costs will add
until late November. So, I don't range. So you really have two con- close to $100 per student
know if those guidelines will be flicting objectives. You clearly have across the board on tuition.
released by the time we have to to be concerned about institutional
health and the ability of the univermake a tuition decision:
That's one comparison we can
sity to meet these real and make. The other comparison is to
salary
year's
Heights: Will this
reasonable salary requirements. It's look at our tuition relative to some
increases be making up for a low
very
difficult.
increase last year?
other completely external standard.
Campanella:Up through this past
And one standard we'vebeen using
year, I have been very comfortable It is extremely difficult, if not is the median family income. If the
with our salary policy. I think we've impossible, for the university median family income doubles, and
made extraordinary efforts to place to provide salary increases tuition doubles, then our tuition
salaries, particularly salaries for
stays the same portion of median
that are in the double digit family
income as it was before. Our
faculty and also other people who
work here, a top priority item when range.
tuition as a percentage of the
it came to the budget process. And
median family income over the last
over the years of this administraWith inflation at 4 or 5 percent decade has declined. It's gone from
tion, right up through the present it's easy to say that salary increases 24 percent to 20 percent.
year, our salary policy has been will be 4 or 5 percent plus a percent
One conclusion that you could
such that we have been able to keep or two for merit-that's a nice draw from that is that our tuition
up with the cost of living, and do world.ln the long term though we has grown no more burdensome to
just a little bit better-but it has been haven't been ableto do it every year, the typical family today than it was
touch and go-particularly back in I would like to see us keep up at
the first days of double digit infla- least with the cost of living. But we
tion around '74. But we've made must really look at the institution's
up, I think, for anything we lost ability to do that.
then.
Heights: UGBC has estimated a
This year, because of the 13 per- $400 to $500 tuition hike this year.
cent inflation rate, salary increHow accurate is this number, in your
ments which were decided upon last opinion?
year' have lost ground. Overall, if Campanella: I'm still waiting for
you compare BC as an educational the recommendations of the budget
institution and its salary policies committee, but as I understand the
and increment pools for the people pressures on the budget this year, I
who work here, we have improved would say that's a conservative
relative to all other colleges and estimate. It's hard to imaging tuiuniversities. We have a more tion increasing less than the cost of
aggressive salary policy, than other living at this point-that's 13 percent.
colleges and universities- in our All the costs of the university have
relative standing, with salaries increased that much, and more.
across the board, up through this
At the same time, there are a
year with the double-digit inflation. number of items on the revenue side
We have done better than other which are relatively fixed, so they're
colleges and universities.
not going up at all. So the combinaThat's a hard argument to sell to tion of the pressures on the expense ten years ago. With both of these
someone making $12,000 and tak- side, which are inflation driven, with standards I think that raises in tuiing home $9,000, with a 6 to 7 permost revenue elements not increas- tion the magnitude we are talking
cent salary increase when inflation ing at a rate anywhere near that of about are not unreasonable. And
is up to 10 percent. And that's bad inflation-tuition is going to have to you've got to look at what other
on the one hand, but oji the other go up at minimally the rate of infla- schools are doing as far as tuition
it's better than other colleges, for tion, and very likely more than that. increases are concerned. Several
what ever consolation that is. And
Tuition, room, and board comother schools have had $400 to $600
we think that fair salaries are very prise at least Vi of the revenue side increases for the last four or five
important, and will be a primary of the budget. The revenue from years. Nobody likes to raise tuition.
concern in this year's budget. Fair other sources cannot increase at the The trustees certainly don't. My life
salaries are absolutely critical to rate of inflation. Endowment would be a lot easier if we didn't
attract the best people and to keep revenue is -relatively small. have to do it. On the other hand, the
them here, and that will continue to Contracts and grants will increase institution needs sufficient resources
be a priority in the budget.
something I expect because of infla- in order to provide quality educaHeights: Last year, the salary tion, but then you have offsetting tion
increase eventually received by expenses against it, so you're not Heights: So you don't think that an
faculty was somewhat more than 7 going to see a tremendous relief increase in the rangeof $500 to $600
percent. How was that managed?
there.
wouldbe unreasonable?
Campanella: The percentage, with
Campanella:Let me put it this wayGift giving of ihe capital cam1
wouldn't be at all surprised to see
we
1.2
million
a
paign
year
budget
the wage and price guidelines, for
continuingpeople, would tend to be from that to support the operating tuition increase that much.
a little bit higher because the wage budget, really as a subsidy for tuiand price guidelines had exceptions tion. And that will be left at 1.2
for people earning less than $4 an million so that the balance can be
Got those exam blues?
hour. We also, in the faculty area, used to finance theatre and library
Relax. Have a SODA.
construction.
So
most
of
the
salary
took the
increases that would
Only 25c at The Heights'
have been awarded to part-time pressure has got to be picked up by
own Coke machine.
faculty and froze part-time, faculty tuition. That's the name of the game
The Heights. You can
salaries really at a zero increase and in any institution like BC which is
on it for all your
depend
dependent.
completely
enrollment
used those funds for increases for
and .thirst
tuition
informational
go?
can
high
How
Heights:
full time faculty members. You
needs.
can
quenching
you
do
think
students
were allowed to do that under the How much
wage and price guidelines. Overall, bear?
Campanella: We use two things to
the package was still 7 percent.
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UGBC Caucus Passes Resolutions
by Lisa Brown

The four week old UGBC Caucus
has, according to Caucus President
Chris Strug, to date passed two
resolutions.
The first requires all UGBC
Committees to submit a progress
report to the Caucus including
figures on how much money has
been spent by each committee thus
far this year.
The purpose of the report is to
inform the Caucus on the activities
of the various committeessince they
are in some ways answerableto the
Caucus.
A second resolution was submitted at'last Wednesday's meeting
by members Tim Shea and Mark
Cullinane and called for a special
Caucus subcommittee on Tuition.
The proposal, which was passed
unanimously, gives the subcommittee the responsibility of
collecting information on tuition,
housing, and food costs and
reporting to the Caucus on these
issues. The Caucus would then be
another source of student information and involvement in the ongoing
investigation of tuition costs.
Chris Strug stated that the
Caucus' main concern this semester
will be the tuition increase. He
expressed a desire to "alleviate the
riff" created last year among the
executive and legislativebranches of
UGBC and The Heights, which he
feels was a result of a "communications breakdown" between the three
groups.
At the meeting, UGBC President
Dan Cotter spoke about the planned
referendums which will allow students to vote on certain Food Service and athletic expenditures. The
main purpose of the referendums,

.

according to Cotter, would be to
legitimize some of UGBC's arguments by showing student agreement with the positions taken by
UGBC.
Another Caucus member
suggested that a town meeting on
tuition be held with Cotter, the
Caucus, and Dr. Campanella present to bring the whole campus
together on the issue and allow both
sides to be heard. The concensus of
the Caucus was that this would be a
good idea as a supplement to the
satellite student forums UGBC is
presenting to the different resident
groups and to commuters.
Cotter said he was open to the
idea although no plans have as yet
been made for such a town meeting.
He also stated that the Upper
Campus forums have not been
successful and that about 50 people
showed up for the three held on
Newton Campus.
Another responsibility of the
Caucus, according to Strug, is to
direct the organization of a new
Elections Committee. Both Strug
and Cotter expressed the desire to
avoid the inefficiencies of the last
Elections Committee. Plans for the
organization of the committee will
be announced to the student body
this week. No Caucus members are
allowed to serve on the Elections
Committee.
v,
Caucus member Tim Shea
questioned the legitimacy of
UGBC's $1,000 contribution to the
Cambodian appeal, citing an article
of the constitution which seemed to
require Caucus approval for any
single UGBC expenditure over
$500.

Cotter claimed that this did not
apply to already approved budgets

such as the Executive Contingency
Fund from which the money was
taken. According to Cotter, this
fund is for any unanticipated
spending by UGBC.
It was determined that the Financial Subcommittee, one of the five
standing subcommittees of the
Caucus formed at last Wednesday's
meeting, is the body that has checking powers over executive expenditures of this kind. The Caucus as a
whole emphasized that they thought
the contribution itself was a very
worthwhile expenditure and that
they were only questioning where
the authority over the money rested.
The possibility of bumping in
another issue slated for Caucus
attention and will be looked into by
the Para-Academic Subcommittee.
UGBC's new liaison to the
Caucus is Mike Camp,

by Tom Gorman

The Boston College Timesharing
computer, known as the PDP 11,
has experienced a series of
breakdowns and heavy usage which
has resulted in student upset over
long lines and computer failures.
Director of BC's Computer
Center James Kidd stated that this
year has been a "nightmare" for the
timesharing system. After a series
of computer failures or "crashes,"
Kidd said, the timesharing system
experienced a rash of performance
problems.

Kidd attributed the recent
problems to a change in usage
patterns. "We've been swamped
recently," he said. Kidd noted that

energy policies of the Carter This system would rely heavily on
A bleak picture of the current and administration. Case stated, "King the restoration of many abandoned
impending United States energy would like to build as many nuclear hydroelectric sites and on the
situation was painted during a plants as possible, and the Carter premise that solar energy can be
nuclear energy debate sponsored by administrationfails to perceive condeveloped into an economical
servation "as a public policy that source of electricity.
Haley House last Tuesday night.
Bob Case, an alternate energy should be subsidized as much as
advocate, adamantly suggested that coal production or nuclear developIf we can increase the producthe U.S. stop trying to expand the ment. If we made this investment in tivity and efficiency of. our energy
supply of non-renewable fuel energy conservation, we could systems we can begin to use less
sources and move toward solar return this investment in energy savenergy to get more things donesaid
Case. He feels that the "violent
energy. Case explained, "The ing in a year."
Case advocated a natural energy complex, and profit-oriented
problems created by expanding the
supply of non-renewable energy system based in the light, heat, nuclear energy system" will never
fuels grow exponentially each year, water, and wind sytems of nature. solve these productivity problems.
and, by the time we recognize the
problems thesefuel sources create in
the economy and environment, it
will be too late to solve them."
Case added that nuclear power
will not produce the answer to our
energy dilemmabecause the nuclear
system produces materials indigestible to nature.
Case was challengedat the debate
by Assistant Director of the
Massachusetts Office of Energy
Research, Patrick Forrester.
Forrester supported Governor
King's position on nuclear power
development by saying the state's
present and future quality of life
would be in serious jeopardy if we
began to replace nuclear power with
The BC Karate Club recently won the New England Championships.
alternative energy sources.
Standing (left to right): Dan Sheehy, Art Gallombardo, Ed Jaquer, Greg
Forrester stated, "We need that
Marderosian. Front: Dave Downey and Peter Canning. (Photo by Mary
O'Keeffe)
energy (nuclear power). There is a
certain reality here. The centralized
[
EPy
generation of nuclear power is a
our
prerequisite to improving
quality of life."
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of Plant Services Fred Pennino said the garage would open "at the
absolute latest." New projections set the garage opening for December 12.
(Photo by Diana Ingallinera)

Computer Crashes Cause Complaints

Forrester Argues For Nukes
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the same number of people are using
the computer as last year, but the
number of people the computer
center classifies as "highly active"
has increased tremendously. He
cited the number of highly active
users at 1200, up from 600 "highly
active" users from last year.
One contributing factor that Kidd
noted was the addition of 130 students enrolled in a Pascal course.
Pascal is a. computer language
which is a lot more expensive to run
than the Basic language and
requires people to spend more time
at the terminal. However, the total
number of people using the
timesharing system, Kidd stated,
has remained constant at about
3500.
The Pascal course is using thetimesharing system this year
because of a new "Pascal compiler"
which has just recently been
installed.
Kidd also said that terminal room
seats have become more valuable
and students do not want to give up
their seats to ask questions of a
User Assistant. Therefore, the
averagestudent is spending a longer
time at the terminal.
Reliability problems plagued the
system in early October, Kidd said,
and there was such a strain on the
computer that it was "crashing," or
shutting down an average of twice a
day. Kidd attributed this to the high
number of users. "The highest
number of users we had all last year
was 39," Kidd said. "This year, I've
seen it as high as 46."
The continual shutdowns have
forced the computer center to
impose a restriction on the number
of users, so that no more than 26

250

SODA

people can' use timesharing at any
open time. When the system would
"crash," or completely stop functioning, students would sit at the
terminal for over an hour with the
system not working. "It is really
just a sign of desperation," Kidd
said.

Kidd said according to usual
usage patterns, November and
especially April are peak usage
times. He is having "nightmares
about April." However, he asserted
that BC is purchasing a Vax 11/780
timesharing system, which will be
ready in late May or early June, to
be used by all faculty and all
research students (those not taking
Computer Science). Kidd said that
this will help prevent the problem
from occurring agajn next year.
As for the next few weeks, Kidd
said, "It will be a guessing game. It
depends on what we're seeing. If it's
a leveling with students having their
assignments coming in each week,
then we're 0.X." He added that if
students are letting their assignments go until, the end of the
semester, it will be a "major disaster
come mid-November." He is
optimistic, however, because the
last few weeks have been"a lot
better. In fact, last week was the
best we've seen in a long time," he
noted.
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Relief Fund Hits $12,000
by Lisa Brown

days. The Lyons table collected
$493.23 overa 6 day period.

which called for the prompt
appropriation of funds by the US to
Burns stated that although the aid the Cambodians. Burns stated
WHC has finished its "active that the petition stressed the need to
fundraising efforts," contributions give careful consideration to the
are still being accepted through the delicate political atmosphere of the
Chaplaincy office (checks payable region so that the country receives
to Oxfam America). It is the aid "in a way that's appropriate
anticipated that several groups such to the situation." The petition,
as the Chorale, Mass PIRG and the signed by 2000 people, was sent to
Band will add to the $12,000 total U.S. Secretary of State Cyrus
as will the proceeds from functions Vance.
at Haley House and South Street.
Burns reported that the Hartford
Ballet Company has contacted the
Burns emphasized the the WHC
WHC about doing a benefit perforpostponed the annual fast day, the
mance as has a Newton resident proceeds from which support
who wants to put on a series of Oxfam's developmentprojects, until
benefit concerts at BC for the CamMarch 6 because "we did not want
bodians. He also said that several to confuse the issues of emergency
students have asked their employers and long term development." He
to contribute to the fund.
noted that a good deal of the money
collected across the country from
faculty.
fast days so far has been earmarked
A total of $1,160 was collected
According to Burns, one of the for Cambodian and Oxfam's
door-to-door in dormitories and goals the WHC had in launching development programs are suffering
apartments. Burns called Fenwick this appeal was "to start a chain because of this.
the "star" contributor in this reaction" that would encourage
category with a $250 donation,most other schools and organizations to
of which came from the second floor undertake similar efforts. Letters
of that dorm.
have been sent to all the Jesuit
Collections at Masses amounted colleges and universities in the
to $480 and the collection boxes on country explainingwhat was done at
by Thomas O'Toole
campus totaled about $5;400. In 10 BC and asking them to take action
Dean of the Evening College
days $3,620 was collected at of the same sort.
James A. Woods S.J. was appointed
McElroy and according to Burns,
to the National Advisory Council
McGuinn had the highest dollarsIn conjunction with their on Adult Education by President
per-hour rate of the classroom fundraising efforts, the WHC also
Carter during ceremonies in August
buidlings with a total of $601.82 in 4
asked for signatures on a petition
at the White House.
As of last Thursday night, the
total amount of contributions
collected by BC's World Hunger
Committeefor its Cambodianrelief
fund was $12,000. Of this, approximately 65%, or $7,800, came from
individual students and student
organizations.
Based on estimates made by Student Coordinator for the WHC Pat
Burns, BC faculty contributed 20%
of the total. Parents, friends and
alumni together gave 11% and staff
donated 4% of the $ 12,000 figure.
Other than the contributions
from organizations, Burns reported
that the largest single donations
came from two people outside the
BC community, who each gave
checks of $500/ There were also 20
contributionsof $100 or more, 14 of
which came from BC students and

Young BC coeds get into chain dancing at last Thursday's scenic Bahamas
Night in the Rat. (Photo by Suzy Coffay)

Carter Appoints Dean Woods

U.S. Order Affects Iranians Here
those students who are in violation signs a form which the student then
The government's order that all of their visas. Students do have the presents to the American Embassy
Iranian students holding F-l and J-l right to appeal a deportation order. in his country along with his letter
visas in the country must report to
At an AFL-CIO convention last of acceptance from BC to obtain a
the U.S. Immigration and week. President Carter was quoted U.S. visa. The form states in one
(INS)
by The Globe as saying, those Ira- section, "A nonimmigrant student
Naturalization Service 14,
offices before December
will nians "who are here illegallywill be who does not register at the school
affect twenty-two students here at processed promptly and lawfullyfor specified in his temporary entry perdeportation back to their own mit (Form 1-94); or whose school
BC.
The Foreign student advisor, country."
attendance is terminated, or who
Selma Finstein, has mailedletters to
President of the Association of takes less than a full course of study,
the Iranian students who are Immigration and Nationality or who accepts unauthorized
attending BC to inform them of the Lawyers Jonathan E. Avirom was employment, thereby fails to maingovernment's new directive. Finsquoted in the New York Times as lain his status and must departfrom
tein was notified last Tuesday by the saying, "I don't think the net result the UnitedStates immediately."
INS to inform the Iranian students will be one Iranian forced out of the
The INS public information
office has said that when students
of the order.
United Slates."
The INS is threatening to deport
A foreign student receives and
continued on page 18
by Paul Fitzgerald

Presidential Politics
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Jackson in 1976 Presidential Campaign
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The Political Science Caucus
Boston College Democrat Club
Boston College Republican Club and UGBC

The Advisory council consists of
a diverse group of Americans in the
education field from all areas of the
United States. Members meet
monthly in Washington to conduct
open hearings where people, by
invitation or on their own, can voice
their concerns and provide information to the council.
Individual council members also
travel to different locations in the
United States addressing groups on
adult education or just observing
testimonies of people on related
matters. The council collects all this
information and advises President
Carter on adult education issues.
During the monthly meetings,
council members are particularly
concerned about various facets of
living in the United States which
education may address. According
to Woods, the primary concerns of
the current year will consist of five
major issues.
The first concern is functional
illiteracy. The second issue is a
family conference which will consist
of hearings in three different parts
of the United States this coming
summer. During this hearing congressional members listen to people's problems concerning the
changing family with respect to
adult education. Council members
will take notes at these conference
meetings and report back information to their Washington head-

of those aging people's concerns in
the educational field."
Woods commented that his three
year term as member of the
Advisory Council will be helpful to
his functions at Boston College due
to his contact with many diversified
people. Woods said that he will be
"in the forefront of what's going to
transpire in adult education during
the comingyears."
Last week, Woods gave a major
address at the Adult Education
Association meeting on counseling
the adult student. Woods said that
later this month he will travel to
Lebanon, New Hampshire to
observe testimonies regarding the
vocational education bills that are
up for discussion at this meeting.
Woods added, "I'm the first
from the state of
Massachusetts ever to be designated
to advise the President on adult
education."
person

quarters.

The third and fourth issues
involve plans to educate adults
immigrating to the United States
including the Boat People.
The last issue has to do with the
aging population. Woods said, "In
two years there will be more
Americans over 55 years of age than James A. Woods, S.J., Dean of the
under 21 years of age." Therefore, Evening College. (Photo by Suzy
the council will be "addressing some Coffay)
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Women's Resource Center Program Focuses On Mentors
by Karen Shire

Model-mentor relationships were
the topic of a lecture and panel discussion sponsored by the. Women's
Resource Center last Wednesday
afternoon.
Coordinator of the Women's
Resource Center Barbara MorrillJelnik opened the program with a
welcome address and Director of
Affirmative Action Alice Jeghelian
moderatedthe panel discussion. The
purpose of the program, Jeghelian

said, was to "encourage dialogue of
supporting relationships."

Assistant Professor of Management at Babson College Dr. Agnes
Messarian lectured on the content

of the officers are men." Only one
woman she studied had a woman
mentor.

After Messarian's letture a panel
consisting of Women Resource
of a book she has written studying Center Member Alicia laniere and
the mentor relationship of women in her mentor Assistant Professor of
Psychology Dr. Marianne LaFrance
the corporate world.
Messarian defined a mentor as and, Assistant Director of the
"an agent of growth for another' Alumni Association Cathy Pasperson." Most of the mentors of the quariello and her mentor Director
women she studied were men, of the Alumni Association John
"because in organizationallife most Wissler told of their experiences as

Energy Forum Plans Program
by Elisa Speranza

for Safe Energy (MUSE), such as
Jackson Browne or James Taylor,
subcommittee of the Boston College for the concert.
Student Energy Committee, is
According to budget chairperson
planning a four-day program of John Green, funding for the
exhibits and speakers March 20 program is being sought from offthrough the 23. Their purpose'is "to campus sources such as banks and
present a blanced presentation of corporations, as well as on-campus
the energy alternatives including sources including deans, the presiaspects of ethics, education, dent, chaplains, and various clubs
economics, politics and science," and organizations.
The present membership of the
according to Chairperson Kathleen
M. Boozang.
subcommittee includes student
The Forum is planning to invite representatives from various student
groups. Student workers will be
Boston College Faculty and students, other colleges and high
schools, as well as neighbors of the
surrounding Boston community.
"The program is being formulated to appeal to this audience
and at the same time to highlight
specific aspects of our energy
problem which we deem important.
These include ethics of alternative
energy sources, business' reaction
and proposed solutions, needs for
education on natural resources,
international ramifications,
economic effects, and, finally, a
comparison of science's recommendations to the U.S. government's
direction in establishing a national
eriergy policy,1 " said Boozang.
'There will be discussion oh
private conservation and adaptation
to a less wasteful society. Also
included in the program will be an
Energy Fast scheduled for all four
days of the program, a possible
showing of "China Syndrome" as
an "initiatingconsciousness raiser,"
exhibits of alternative energy
sources, a dinner for speakers and
sponsors, a liturgy on Sunday morning to "recall our spiritual need for
guidance in this crisis," and a rock

The Energy Forum

recruited during second semester.

Committee, a

The group is headed by a small
core of organizers who have been
working since the summer on
research and development of the

project including contacting potential speakers and sponsors. Student
coordinators include Kathy
Boozang, John Green, Mike Connolly, Debbie Rifkin, Tim Tracey,
Tim Chapman, Patty O'Malley,
Ginny Stone, Tom Schmidt, and
Ellen Cornett. The group's advisor
is Father Steeman.

part of a mentor-mentee
relationship.
laniere,who first had contact with
LaFrance in her class, said that as
she became closer to her professor,
LaFrance helped her to develop
herself personally while "she never
offered me solutions."
LaFrance said she felt "a tremendous amount of pride" in laneire.
LaFrance stressed the generativity
of women's mentor-mentee
relationships. "I have had a mentor
and have been a mentor," she said.
LaFrance noted the need fo.r
"developing multiple generations of
women who begin as a mentee and
end as a mentor." By being a mentor, LaFrance said she is "accepting
the responsibility that will bring
other women along."
Pasquaricllo described her
relationship with Wissler as her
mentor. "John gave me enough
responsibility to make mistakes,"
she said. Pasquarillo felt, "The
protege has to trust the mentor to
guide them and the mentor has to
trust the protege to give them
responsibility."
Wissler felt the most important
emotion of a mentor is empathy

because, he said, it leads to the
trust and respect in a
professional relationship.

Dr. Agnes Messarian of Babson
College spoke at last Wednesday's
Models and Mentors conference in
Gasson T-100. The conference was
sponsored by the Women's Resource
Center. (Photo by Mary Egan)

Taste the pride of Canada.

concert.

Music coordinator Mike Connolly is making efforts to procure a
member of the Musician's Union
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You'll get a taste of
nearly 200 years of brewing heritage every time you open
a cool, green bottle of MOLSON GOLDEN.?
North America's oldest brewery got its start back
in 1786. John Molson, our founder, wouldn't recognize
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WAVAW Illustrates Sexploitation
by Kathy Aicher

Last Thursday, two women from
the Cambridge Center for Adult
Education gave a lecture and slide
presentation addressing the issue of
violence, men, and media. Barbara
Beltrand and Michele Turek represent WAVAW, Women Against
Violence Against Women, a group
which opposes the exploitation of
women's bodies in various forms of
media.
Their illustrations and commentary provided insight into the
exploitation of women via violence
and sexual abuse, particularly on
album covers, billboards, and
magazines.
WAVAW originated in 1976 in
response to a billboard promoting
the Rolling Stones. The billboard,
which portrayed a beaten, bound
woman, was displayed on Sunset
Strip, and it read "I'm Black and
Blue from The Rolling Stones and I
Love it." In the fall of 1977 the
Boston Chapter of WAVAW was
started.Their ultimate purpose is to

The scenic tower of Bapst library as it Is viewed from Inside Gasson.
(Photo by Mary Egan)

investigate and protest the various
means in which violence against
women is promoted and generally
accepted by the public.
One of the central issues
WAVAW is focusing on is the
dehumanization of women, and
according to Turek, the use of the
words "chick" and "broad" is sufficient in this attempt. Also, the use
of only parts of a women's body in
pictures suggests a separation from
the human aspect of the body, making it a dehumanized object. This
practice is used very frequently in
making record covers, especially
the ones that fold out. "You have to
buy the album and open it to see the
whole picture," said Turek. "This
type of selling is targeted mainly at
impulse buyers."
"Gang rapes" were also included
in the discussion, as they are
evidenced in various forms of
promotion. "The Best of New York
City" is an album on which an
animated version of a gang attack is
shown. The animation serves to

XWHATA
J
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remove the feeling that something is
wrong, commented Turek.
In several cases, the woman in the
illustration appeared as though she
enjoyed what was being done to her.
One album cover pictured a woman
with her hands over her head, bound
together with a heavy chain, and the
title read "Pleasure."
The slide show has been shown to
many groups including women's
groups, college classes, and the
CambridgeCenter for Adult Education.
When asked about general
criticism from their audiences and if
people thought that,too much was
being read into the photographs,
Turek responded, "Our audiences
are mostly receptive. They are concerned and interested. But there are
a few instances with youth groups
where the kids think we are off the
wall."
The two women finished their
presentation with an appeal to
"start protesting." Beltrand
suggested that one of the most effective means of attack is to boycott
the stores and supermarkets that
have certain magazines on display.
"Hustler" magazine was among the
selected pornographic literature
objected tom the slides.
The program was sponsored by
the Women's Resource Center.
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After 15 interviews with various companics, finallyfound MITRE. And after 15
interviews definitely knew what I was look,n9
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'I had to" have breathing room. A place

that would turn me loose and let me work on
different kinds of projects. On the other
hand. had to know Id be able to turn to
other peoplefor advice and backup. And
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munications(C3 ), they design and develop
some of the world's most advanced iriformation systems
Still, MITRE handles every assignment
as if it were the only one. Because they have
to come up with theright solution every time.
That's their product.
The best of MITRE to me is that they'll
let me move from project to project if want.
or get deeply involved in a longer-range one.
There's always something waiting for me.
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JACK OF ALL TRADES!
Here's a way to show your cool under
pressure.
working the front counter
of a very busy company.
lifting,
weighing, and handling packages for
customers. These are Temporary long
term assigns.
9 to 6 or 10:30 to 3:30.
Some positions require NCR cash
register experience, and others include
directing trafficin the parking lot. You
must be pleasant, courteous, and enjoy
and
people. Earn high hourly rates.
pick up your paycheck every Friday!
Please call Ms. Carr at 357-8374.

.

Office

120 Tremont St., Boston

357-8300

18 Brattle St., Cambridge
354-7215 12-5 P.M.
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Professors, Dean Discuss Grade Inflation at BC
continuedfrom page 3
However, she warns that it must be
a problem handled with caution.
"Since the problem of grade inflation exists at the national level, we
wouldn't want to do anything at BC
which would be detrimental to our
students' chances of getting into
graduate schools," she explained.
Dr. Raymond McNally, who has
been a member of the History
deparment at BC for - 21 years,
relates the problem of grade inflation to the overall lack of emphasis
placed on "learning." He said, "I'm
convinced that the strongest element
of learning is peer participation."
Drawing from this, a feasible solution might be the promotion of a
more intellectual atmosphere on
campus. "There needs to be a more
intellectual emphasis placed on the
academic portion of the college

intellectual and cultural

heritage of

the college community is reexamined. This is achieved by
inviting successful, prominent
alumni to speak to the students and
hopefully instill in them a greater
amount of inspiration and overall
motivation.
McNally believes that this type of
exchange between students and
alumni who are currently working
out in the "real world" would
enable the students to see that the
time they devote to studying can
really be worthwhile, a possibility
that is unfortunately often
overlooked during the actual college
experience, he claims.
It is evident that several factors
must be considered when addressing
the problem of grade inflation1
Professor Sandra Joshel of the
History department believes ' the
problem of grade inflation
experience."
McNally continued by drawing originates in a type of "dualattention to "Heritage Week," an pressure" situation. She explains,
annual event held at Hobart College "Students are under a tremendous
in Geneva, NY. He explained that amount of pressure to get good
during "Heritage Week" the grades, and this places the

,

professors under pressure to givethe
grades."
Joshel added tha»
another
problem lies within the grading
process itself due to the differences
in the academic work required by
the various departments. It would
follow then that grade inflation is
more likely to present a problem for
those departments which require
more essays and otherforms ofsubjective analysis than in those that
require straight, objective facts
which are clearly right or wrong.
Along this line, Dr. Saldarini
remarked, "The problem with
changing grade inflation is lowering
grades consistently for all students
in the university."
Another outgrowth of grade
inflation is reflected in the amount
of students who consciously seek
those courses demanding very little
work while frequently awarding
high grades otherwise known as
"gut" classes.
Dean McHugh asserts that "a
high cummulative average consisting of notoriously easy courses

-

Bye Tom!

Bus Driver Takes A Step Up
by Eileen Burke

Tom Sheehan, better known as
Tom "Miller Cap" the Bus Driver,
is no longer driving a bus for BC.
Tom, who has been a bus drivd
for one and a half years will soon be
working for UPS. When interviewed last Mond.ay on his last night
on the job, Tom explained, "I want

to better myself career-wise. This is
a step up. There's a chance I might
come back to BC every once in a
while if the bus company needs me,
but it all depends on my schedule at

UPS."
Tom said what he enjoyed most
about working at BC was getting to
know the students. "Working
weekend nights was thebest because

the students are always in a party

mood. I usually have a good time."

"Special Runs" are one of Tom's
trademarks, "Last year I used to do
a 'Rat Run' every Thursday night. I
also did a Murray's liquor run, a
Father's run, and I even went to
Kenmore Square once. I might as
well have gone to Florida while I
was at it. I'm going to miss all the
good times I've had working here.
I've got so many stories, 1 could talk
for hours."
One story Tom did tell was the
story of the Trojan Bus. "Last year,
thera was a big rivalry between
Keyes and all theother dorms. I was
driving up the hill one day from
Duchesne when two guys jumped
out in front of me. I stopped the bus,
and all of a sudden, about ninety
kids just came out of no place and
hopped on the bus. I drove up to the
turn right before Barry Pavilion and
they all hopped out and hid by the
left side of thebus. I drove slowly up
to Keyes, and they walked along
with me. Once we got there, they
jumped out and ambushedeveryone
outside. From then on we called it
the Trojan Bus."

will not make an impact on
graduate schools. Most of these
schools have a way of evaluatingthe
content and quality of the course
work which stands behind the GPA
number itself. Greater expectations
in class performance will benefit the
student, but the purpose of
demanding more will be defeated if
there is 'easy grading."
McHugh summed up her feelings
toward the issue of grade inflation
by remarking that, "The most
important thing is that students are
really learning. I get the most
satisfaction when students come, in
to tell me how much they have
learned from a particular course,
even if their grade for the course is
low."
McHugh also mentioned that an
effective measure of a student's
actual performance is the letter of
recommendation, which puts a new
light on the grade while providing a
better explanation of the work completed.
According to McHugh, another
viable alternative in combatting the
problem of grade inflation would be
to include on the transcript the student's final grade in a course, with
the average grade for the class
appearing beside it. She noted,
however, that this policy has only
been contemplated by the
administration and no concrete
steps have been taken toward
implementing it.
Probably the best indication of
grade inflation on the BC campus is
the overwhelming percentage of students graduating with honors. The
comparativestatistics of the number

_

of honors graduates are not yet
available from the University
Registrar. According to the 1979
Commencement Program, 61% of
the 1,145 A&S graduates were
awarded with honor degrees. The
numerical breakdown of these
statistics reveals that 396 students
received Third Honors (cum laude),
250 received Second Honors
(magna cum laude), and 63 received
First Honors (summa cum laude).
Dr. McNally remarked, ''It's
unrealistic that there are so many
honor degrees given at the time of
graduation."
In an effort to make the honors
degree more meaningful, the
administration has adopted a- new
policy which will go into effect with
the class of 1983. The new honors
policy will be based on a percentage
scale in which the top 4.9% of the
class will be awarded First Honors,
the next 9.5?0 will receive Second
Honors, and the next 15%, Third
Honors. Thus, roughly 29% of the
students will graduate with honors,
a significant .decrease from last
year's 61%

SUMMER'BO
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Police Blotter: More Exhibitionists

Where can you get soda
for only 255?
At The Heights, of course.
The Heights' own Coke
machine offers cold sodafor
only 255. Incredible, but
truel

by Nan Quinn

On Tuesday, November 13 at
6.35 p.m., a youth exposed himself
to a female resident student on
Newton Campus. As the student got
off the bus in front of Duchesne
Hall, the youth came out of nearby
bushes, asked the girl for the correct

The Heights
BC's InformationCenter

FRIDAY AFTERNOON SPECTACULAR

BEAT THE CLOCK
nickel more
16 OZ. DRINKS - 70 c
16 oz. DRAFT BEER - 30 c each ' hour
2

Vi PRICE NITES WED. & SUN. 8-MIDNITE
161 BRIGHTON AYE., ALLSTON 783-2900
No cover charge Friday and Saturday
with Boston College ID

*

time and proceeded to expose
himself. He was described as a white
male, 15-16 years old, 56" tall, with
a medium build. He has light brown
hair, a chubby face and blue eyes.
Allegedly, the same individual has
exposed himself on other
unreported occasions. He has been
spotted riding ajjieycte in the area
of Duchesne Hall and the Quonset
Hut on Newton Campus.
On two separate occasions, a
reckless driver has endangered the
safety of pedestrians on Lower
Campus and Newton Campus. On
Thursday, November 8, a late
model silver Pontiac station wagon
with Massachusetts license plates
attempted to run down students on
the path leading to Hillsides. The
car was not readily visible as it was
dark and the driver did not have his
headlights on. Then, on Sunday,
November 11, BC security spotted
the same vehicle driving recklessly
on Newton Campus. The driver
drove across a grassy area, again
with no headlights, and ended up
driving down the wrong side of
Centre St. Campus police noticed
the same car 10 minutes later in

To meet the needs of students
must attend graduate school
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? J
laboratories are held in the late
afternoon and early* evening, as
well as on Saturday morning. The
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campus
W~lf
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1
subway, bus, or the Harlem and
New Haven DivlS ions of Conrail.
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continuedfrom page 7
work on the contract. They finished
late that evening, Gamal said.
The officials left for Egypt the
next day. Jones left a message for.
Gamal saying that she would escort
them to the airport herself.
Over the Christmas vacation,
Gamal received cards from both
Jones and Griffin. She was told that
she should come back after theholidays to begin implementing the
program, according to Gamal.
She returned ready for work in
January. "Dr. Jones, with very cold,
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Philosophy department. No force
was used to enter the room.
Sometime over the same weekend, a
microwave oven was ripped out of
the lounge in the basement of
Cushing. Since July, two microwave
ovens have been stolen, each one
valued at over $1,000. On Monday,
November 12, the Law School
Library reported that $50 in change
was emptied out of copying
machines. Again, no apparent force
was used. On Tuesday, November
13 beer bottles shattered a window
of the mobile office and the
windshield of a Mack truck at the
parking garage construction site.
Earlier in the week, Sunday,
November 11, at 3:40 p.m., a
Hall reported
professor
that vandalsbroke an office window
with a lacrosse stick which he found
in the room.

Boston College
Faces Lawsuit

*

_
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front of Putnam House, at which
point the driver switched on his
headlights and raced away.
On Friday, November 9, at 7:10
p.m., Newton Police received a call
in which the caller said he was going
to commit suicide. After one half
hour, the call was finally traced to a
private phone in Keyes South on
Newton Campus. Upon going to
Keyes, the officers found that the
resident of the room knew nothing
about the call. A possible explanation rests in the fact that the student
left his door unlocked while he was
out and residents down the hall
could have made the call.
Theft and vandalism ran rampant
on campus last weekend. Between
5:00 p.m. Thursday, November 8
and 9:00 a.m., Friday, November9,
two typewriters and a radio were
stolen from Carney 222 in the

steel eyes told me essentially that I
was out of a job,"Gamal said. Even
though the final contract had been
signed, they now wanted to wait
until the money came in from the
funding organizations. Jones also
told her that in the meantime she
could apply to personnel for some
other position, "the office-manager
type of stuff Gamal said Jones
called it.
A while later Gamal stated that
she applied for a temporary parttime job. The BC Personnel Office
told her that Jones informed them
that she would be working with her
on the international program when
the money came through. Gamal
said she was told that it was strictly
against policy to give her a temporary part-time job.
Gamal said that she was very
upset after this "slap in the face. It
was my baby and I had worked so
hard for it. I felt hurt and
humiliated."
Gamal said that she plans to pursue this "as far as necessary." She
stated that she wants to be sure that
BC is never allowed to do this to
someone again.
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YAF Announces Opposition To Draft
Tom Gorman
Chairman of the BC chapter of
Young Americans for Freedom
Richard Seufert announced that
the YAF has resolved to start a
massive campus-wide campaign
against the proposed military draft.
The resolution came at a recent
YAF meeting where the issue was
discussed and voted upon. "We're
completely opposed to the
peacetime draft," Seufert commented. "We are, however, in favor
of a strong, well-equipped,
volunteer army. We're planning a
major campus push to become the
advocates of the volunteer army, the
only group on campus opposed to
the*draft."
Seufert added that draft legislaby

.

tion is often tacked onto other bills.
"It's slipping through Congress and
there isn't much opposition," he
noted. "We want to bring this to the
attention of students and pressure
legislators, like Kennedy, Tsongas,
and Drinan."
YAF is planning to use the draft
issue as its prime focus next
semester. Seufert stated that they
will be doing research on the issue
and preparing literature over
Christmas vacation. During second
semester, the petitions and
literature will be distributed. Seufert
said that "it's an issue students can
be effective on, and it's something
that most students agree with."
He added that next semester
would an "ideal time," with possible

presidential candidates coming to
BC, to let students know how each

17

Where can you get soda
for only 25c?
At The Heights, of course.
The Heights' own Coke
machine offers cold soda for
only 25c Incredible, but
true!

time it's been held in Boston." He
added that YAF will elect nine
candidate feels about the draft.
members to the Board of Directors
Seufert said that he sees the and a National Chairman at that
recent resolutions of YAF as a way convention.
I
to "capitalize on the recent attenThe yearly elections for the BC
tion we've been getting and build a chapter officers will be held at the
positive image."
December 5 meeting when, Seufert
The other resolution YAF has mentioned, the group will re-ratify w* buy used sciencefiction, pb's
CLEVELAND
made is what Seufert calls "a its constitution and review the past PAPERBACK
BOOKWORM
CIRCLE
wholehearted endorsement of semester's events.
)
Oxfam-America's efforts in Cambodia. We encouraged YAF
members to give whatever they
could."
It was announced last week that
the YAF national convention, which
is held every two years, will be held
in Boston in 1981. "I'm really
excited," Seufert said. "It's the first

'SCIENCE .FICTION
*

Kelly Defines Racism
continued from page 9
instead two re-run movies was "a
trade-off between social, political
entertainment in a historical context
versus sexism, tomfoolery,
nothingness entertainment in a
Hollywoodcontext."
Butler further stated that the station, by refusing to show the
program out of fear of possible
violence by blacks, was merely crying, "wolf, wolf, black wolf."
He cited the Samora murder case
in Florida where the judge ruled tht
television does not affect the
behavior of its audience, and asked
why WBZ did not take this into consideration.
As a measure against WBZ,
Butler said there would be a boycott
of all prime timesponsors of the station. On December 17 the coalition
will make a list of all the sponsors
during tha\ day's prime time hours.,
A boycott will then be enacted
aginst them. "It's time for us to get
back in a way they (the media)
understand," said Butler.
The second speaker was William
Worthy, a former member of the
BU faculty. In his presentation
Worthy spoke on the crisis in Iran
as well as the racist issue. He
claimed that the two were related in
that they were both acts of oppression.
Concerning Iran, Worthy gave
some facts that the "newspapers did
not print." "The Shah," he said,
"admitted on the program 60
Minutes that his secret police had
tortured and killed thousands of
Iranians." He added that Iranians
"take it for granted that the CIA is"
planning counterrevolution," and
that Iran, under the Shah, had been

a police state tun from the US
embassy. "These facts," he said,

magnified. "Boston is the most
racist city in the country. Kevin
"should give you a different White and his regime are the
number one enemy of the black peoperspective on the Iranian issue."
He also told the audience, which ple in this city."
was predominantly black, that they
should be against any immigration
He used the deteriorationof Roxpolice coming onto campuses to bury as an example of White's
seek Iranian students for deporta- "non-caring" attitude toward the
tion. If that happens, "It will only black population. He went on to say
be a matter of time before a that the white population of Boston
different type of police in different has a XXX mentality. "Black peouniforms will come onto campuses ple must arm themselves in the
name of self protection."
and seek us out."
Concerning racism in Boston,
During the speech he emphasized
Worthy referred to the city government as the blame for the present that negroes will be the only ones to
situation. He reported James Kelly, take care of black people. He ended
a South Boston marshall, as saying his speech by saying, "You are part
that racism is when a black attacks of the enemy class if you don't supa white. He also quoted Kelly as port the way against the enemy."
saying that he "is against the
religious covenant denouncing
racism because it favors social
justice."
In his speech, Worthy accused
BU of being racist. He said that BU
is highly vulnerable to having its
federal grants cut off because it does
not adhere to HEW Affirmative
Action standards.
He praised Mcl King, claiming
that he is "the greatest human
Ek
resource available to blacks in
Boston." He said he is ah extremely
honest man and a highly respected
politician.
The last speaker was Winston
Kendell, a Roxbury lawyer. He said
there was a war between the US
government and the negro people.
"This war began when the first slave
was kidnapped from Africa."
"Blacks are the most oppressed
group in this country," he said. In
the city of Boston he felt this was

Charles Ferris,
Chairman of the Federal
Communications Commission

"The Future is Now:
The Telecommunications

Revolution"

Monday, November 19
at 8:00 P.M.
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MASS PIRG Hosts Nutritionist Lecture
by Elena Pecevich

The Mass PIRG Nutrition Committee, under the direction of CoordinatorRichard Syretz, sponsored a
lecture featuring the Nutritionist
from the School of Public Health at
Harvard University Maria Cassese
last Wednesday evening.
Cassese stressed' overall good
health
and emphasized
vegetarianism as a means ofobtaining this important health state. She
traced the vegetarian diet back to
the Hebrews and said the first
vegetarian diet started with Adam
in the Garden of Eden.
She compared man's digestive
tract to those of carnivores, meat
eaters and herbivores, plant eaters
and stated the omnivore,plant eater
and meat eater (man), was physically more suited for a vegetarian diet.
Cassese quoted Dr. W.S. Collins
of Maimonides Hospital in
Brooklyn in his report to the
American Society for the Study of
Arteriosclerosis; "Whiledesignedto
subsist on vegetarian foods, man
has perverted his dietary habits to
accept the food of the.carnivore.
Herein may lie the basis forthe high
incidence of human atheriosclerotic
disease."
Organic, natural; and health food
labeling can be very confusing, said
Cassese. She added, "They should
be labeled with terms that lay people can be familiar with." She
pointed out that the term organic
food refers to any living thing, or all
foods in nature, and not some other
special food.
The term "chemical" has
received negativeemphasis, but "all
life is a chemical," said Cassese.
Although negative emphasis has
also been placed on preservatives
and additives, "the additives are
there for very«important reasons,"

said Cassese. Cassese posed the
question in reference to additives,
"Is the benefit going to impart the
worth of a small amount of risk?"
She added, "It's a real problem.
These are things the government has
to weigh, therisks and the benefits."
She defined natural foods as
foods in their original state or those
prepared with a minimal amount of
process or refinement. With rising
food prices, Cassese pointed out,
"you don't have to go to a health
food store to find these things, but
some things you do."
A comparison price sheet was
provided during the lecture. She
compared a 32-ounce bottle of
cranberry cocktailwith no preservatives from a General Nutrition
Center to the same from a general
food chain store. The General
Nutrition Center price was $1.59
and the food chain store price was
$.87, a differenceof $.72.
Cassese stated that there are
basically four different types of
vegetarian diets. They are LactoOvo, Lacto, Ovo, and Vegan or
Strict Vegetarian. The Lacto-Ovo
diet includes milk products, eggs,
and plant foods. The Lacto diet
includes milk products and plant
foods. The Ovo diet includes eggs
and plant foods, and the Vegan diet
is strictly plant foods. "All four
types can be adequatelyput together
to meet your nutritional regulations," said Cassese.
An important part of a vegetarian
diet stressed by Cassese is the need
to maintain specific nutrients and
vitamins in the body. For example,
any vegetarian will be following a
well-balanced regimen if his or her
diet provides a good balance of
essential ammo acids, vitamin A,
riboflavin, vitamin 812, vitamin D,
calcium, iron, and sufficient calories
?

to maintain a normal body state.

A vegetarian diet which includes
specific nutrients and vitamins,
"can be suitablefor all stages of life
when properly chosen," said
Cassese. She stressed the need to
consider all information about
vegetarianism and to "take information for face value." One should
consult a nutritionist or a suitable
book for answers to specific questions, she said.
Several books recommended by
Cassese are The BenevolentBean by
Margaret and Ancel Keys ($5.95),
Laurel's Kitchen, A Handbook for
Vegetarian Cookery and Nutrition
by Laurel Robertson, Carol
Flinders, and Godfrey Browen

($12.95), and a booklet entitled

"Nutrition Misinformation and
Food Faddism" ($2.50) published
by The Nutrition Foundation, Inc.
The PIRG Nutrition Committee
is sponsoring a Nutrition Survey to
monitorstudents and their nutrition
habits. This survey will be used as a
study in targeting project areas for
next semester.

A natural food line, "Nature

Valley," has been instituted at the
grocery store in Lyons and at the

Snake 'n Apple, and a Nature Food
Co-op is in the works. Anyone
interested please contact Coordinator of the PIRG Nutrition
Committee Richard Syretz or Vinnie Borelli in the PIRG office.

Harvard University nutritionist Maria
Cassese lectured at last Wednesday's PIRG-sponsored nutrition
program. (Photo by Carl Anderson)

Regulations Affect Iranians at BC
continuedfrom page 12
come to their office to affirm their
status as full time students, certain
documents must be produced by
each student. The student must
bring his or her passport, "Form I-94" and lettersfrom Boston College
which show evidence of school
enrollment, course hours, and payment of fees for the current
semester. The letters must also
attest that he or she is a student with
good status. The INS will also ask
the students for residence information.
Finstein says the F-l visa is the
most common student visa. Finstein
does not know of any BC Iranian
students with a J-1 visa.
For the F-l visa to be effective,
the student must attend the school
specified in the visa. "A nonimmigrant student is not permitted to

work off-campus for a wage or
salary or engage in business while in
the United States unless permission
to do so has first been granted by
the Immigration and Naturalization
Service." A nonimmigrant student
cannot transfer to another school
unless the INS first approves the
transfer.
The reasons the Iranian students
have been ordered to report to the
INS offices are related to the
American hostages held by Iranian
students at the American embassy
in Iran. The order is also related to
demonstrations by Iranian students
here in the US.
In 1953, the government of Prime
Minister Mossadegh .was
overthrown-someobservers say with
the help of the c.i.a.-and the Shah
was restored to power. In 1963, the
Shah exiled the Ayatollah

Khomeini. In February, the
Ayatollah Khomeini returned to
Iran to assume effective control of
the government, even though Prime
Minister Bazargan had the official
power.

Bazargan resigned soon after the
embassy was occupied, and the
Ayatollah Khomeini had stated his
support of the occupation.
The students at the embassy are
demandingthe return of the Shah to
Iran. The Shah recently entered the
U.S. to receive treatment of a
cancerous tumor in his neck. The
Shah also underwent gall bladder
surgery. The Shah is being
hospitalized in New York City.
President Carter has refused to
return the Shah to Iran for trial.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 29,1979 IS

ENERGY FAST DAY
ON THIS DAY, The Student Energy Commission, UGBC MASS PIRG
and The Environmental Center would like every student teacher
and administrator to drastically reduce their energy consumption to
prove that energy can be saved at Boston College. Here are some
things everyone can do to participate:
(1) Turn your heat down and wear warmer clothing.
(2) Do not use hair dryers, electric curlers or stereos,

(8) Turn off any lights which are operating in campus buildings
as well as hall and bathroom lights.

(3) Do not do laundry on this day.
(4) Keep as many lights off in your room

(9) Try to hold class without lights.
(10) Postpone any energy related activities such as typing,

as possible.

ironing, etc.

(5) Run your dishwasher after.7 to avoid peak

(11) Keep all windows and doors shut in every room on

period rates.
(6) If possible, do not take a shower on this day.
(7) Take the stairs instead of the elevator.

campus and in the residences.
(12) Be inventive. Anything you can think of to save energy will

j

make a difference.

Please participate by doing everything in your power to reduce consumption on this one day.
Theresults of this day will be monitored by the Physical Plant and published in a subsequent
issueof theHeights. Let s all do our part and "Do it in theDark" on Nov. 29.
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60th Anniversary
Sub Turri Article Praises Volume I
Editor's note: The following article was printed in the
1920 Boston College Yearbook, Sub Turri.
Within the past year, a new student venture into the
field of Journalism was inaugurated. Thus far, the
time-honored and highly respectable monthly, the
Stylus, was the sole effort of the students in the
literary field. Although the Stylus labored
magnificently to serve the purpose of keeping alive
college interest and spirit both among the Alumni and
the undergraduates, yet all felt the need of a snappy,
lively and energetic weekly. It would be a stupendous
undertaking. Would it succeed? Well, let results speak
for themselves.
The new movement really began during the first
week in November 1919. The Senior and Junior
Classes were assembled in the Hall and Fr. Treacy
opened the meeting with a short address in which he
announced his scheme ofhaving a weekly paper at the
Heights. Rev. Mr. Masterson, who was instrumental
in starting a weekly at Georgetown, next addressed the
men and won the co-operation of all by his optimistic
view of the enterprise. It was decided that Senior and
Junior members would comprise the staff and that a
four-page paper would be printed.

Fifth Birthday
The following is an excerptfrom The Heights'fifth
anniversary issue, dated November 18, 1924.
HEIGHTS week, the first attempt of its kind to
instill an appreciation of the college paper into the
minds of the students, will be celebrated from Nov. 24
to 26. The week will be observed in commemoration
of the fifth anniversary of THE HEIGHTS, the
official news organ of Boston College. Those who are
inclined to scoff at the present editions of the paper"
should go over the past copies to observe how fast and
how well THE HEIGHTS has grown since its humble
beginnings.
The first edition, which was published on November
The enthusiasm
19, 1919, was of the 9 x 6 variety
accepted
by the
was
HEIGHTS
with which THE
and
their
staff
to
incited
the
editors
students
size
of
the
sheet
was
Later
the
greater endeavors.
increased to 14 x 11 inches and last year was again
stretched to the present standard collegiate sizeof Wh
X 19 inches
THE HEIGHTS has shown wonderful progress in
the last five year and will continue to do so in the
future. With the cooperation of each and every
member of the student body the college weekly will be
able to keep pace with the rapid success of Boston
College in athletics and other lines.

The first edition came out November 19th. Its
success was assured from its first appearance. The students thereafter looked forward eagerly to the arrival
ofeach issue, and to the credit of the Staff let it be said
that the paper never was late. In its ever-modest
manner, it outlined its aim and policy in its first
number. The Heights "expected to be the soldering
iron that will weld us together, link for link, in such a
powerful chain of Spirit that a bigger and better
Boston College would be the result." It sought,
therefore, to instill College Spirit; it has accomplished
its end.-From its modest beginning as a four-page
weekly, it has risen now to a six-page edition, each
page now being three times the size of the original
sheet.

John D. Ring, '20, editor-in-chief, is deserving of
great praise for his clever management of the Heights.

Edmund Higgins, '20 and Elias Shamon, '20, as
associate editors rendered valuable assistance and
timely counsel at all the meetings. James Brawley, '20,
contributed more of his famous cartoons, thus giving
the paper much of its originality. The rest of the Staff
was made up' of John Donahue, '21, Charles
McCarthy, '22, Harold Sullivan, '21, and Walter
Hyland, '22, contributing editors, Robert Walsh, '22,
artist, Thomas Mahan, '22. advertising manager and
James Donahue, '21, circulating manager. Rev. Mr.
Peter Y. Masterson, faculty moderator, is to be congratulated for his splendid aid and appropriate suggestions in the publication and improvementof the paper.

Your Paper; Prove It
During its early years. The Heights was sold to the

student body forfirst two cents and then five cents a
copy. Yearly subscriptions were offered to the student
body. The following is an excerptfrom the September
30, 1924 issue. The article was entitled "Heights
Opens Subscription Campaign with Freshmen
Smoker."
"Your paper; prove it!" You have all.no doubt seen
this and and countless similiar slogans posted
prominently at every turn in Administration Hall, and
linked with the name THE HEIGHTS.
THE HEIGHTS is your weekly newspaper, has been
for the past five years, and with your help, will be for
many more. We say "with your help." You can help
us to exist, to prosper and flourish in a two-fold
manner. First of all we want you to subscribe to the
sheet. We want to see every BC man reading his own
copy, twins alone being excepted
Secondly, we need an augmented staff. For thefirst
time in its history the paper is beginning a competition
for staff positions.

.

...

...

Pages of History
The following exerpt was taken from A History of
Boston College, written in 1947 by David R. Dunigan,
S.J.

...

Another publication was inaugurated

at

the

college, an undergraduate weekly, The Heights, which
printed Volume I, Number 1, on November 19, 1919,

under the editorship of John D. Ring, '20. The first
issues of the paper were only six by nine inches in size,
giving it the distinction of being the smallest college
newspaper in the country, but on April 16, 1920, the
format was changed to approximately what it is at
present.

Incidentally, it was in an early issue of The Heights
(May 14, 1920) that the Eagle was suggested as
mascot and symbol of the Boston College athletic
teams.

The staff member, of the first volume (1919-1920) of The Heights. (Photo
courtesyof BC Archives)

...
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60th Anniversary
The Years That Changed The Heights
Patrick Carome
During its first sixty years, The Heights has had its ups
and downs and ins and outs. Probably the most fiery period
of its history, however, were the years between 1968 and
1972 during which the newspaper was transformed through
controversies and negotiations from a dependent university
club into its current form as an independent, fiscally
autonomous corporation. What follows here is a brief
history of the those years of turmoil at The Heights.

by

it was hoped that The Heights would be able to achieve true
fiscal autonomy.
Furor Over a Headline
Throughout the first ten months of 1969, The Heights
pushed for university acceptance of this plan for independent, incorporated status for the newspaper. According to
Dave Flanigan, who was then managing editor, a factor
which helped convince the university administration (prime
actors: President Seavey Joyce, S.J., Executive Vice President F.X. Shea, S.J., and Director for Student Activities
James Mclntyre) to move toward agreeing to the separate
incorporation of The Heights was the paper's printing of the
headline "Up Against the Screen Mother Fucker" in its
September 30, 1969 Features section. That headline created
something of a furor in administrativeand faculty circles,
and apparently the logic that it would be best to have The
Heights alone responsible for its printed contents, as
opposed to Boston College itself, gained more and more support during the last months of 1969.The printing of the now
almost mythic "Mother Fucker" headline, according to
former editor Len Lazerick, "initiated an investigation by
the then operative University Communications Board,
which finally recommended (on December 10, 1969) that
The Heights be 'legally and fiscally autonomous from the
university.
University Severs Ties With Paper

i

A Restless Union
In December 1968, when this story fairly arbitrarily
begins. The Heights was an extremely different institution
than it is today. Its editorial office was located in McElroy
102, the current location of WZBC. There was a faculty
moderator Fr. Robert Cheney - then as there had been
since the newspaper's inception in 1919. From its birth, the
newspaper was funded entirely through the university (that
is, with tuition dollars), and in 1968 it was receiving approximately $24,000 per year. The little revenue which was raised
through advertising was simply paid directly to the university with no credit to The Heights' own budget. In short, the
legal publisher and owner of The Heights was Boston
College itself.
During the early part of 1969,an idea began to formulate
among members of The Heights editorial board that the
newspapercould begin a three-year project to end its financial dependence on the university. This plan called for the
immediatesetting up of The Heights as an independentlegal
corporation, the purchasing of IBM typesetting equipment
to be operated by work-study students employed by The
Heights, and the initiation of a major drive to increase
advertisingrevenues. A major part of this plan called for the
university to continue funding the new corporation for a
period of three years, and at the end of that three year period

-

2

Not too much happened until March 13, 1970, when
reached another boiling point. On that
the
day The Heights editorial board voted to "effectively suspend publication" in the wake of the administration's
unilateral decision on March 11 that it was severing ties with
its newspaper. The university's statement, read by Mclntyre, stated that "the University administration wishes no

further connection with the undergraduate newspaper as it
is presently constituted and edited. The statement referred to
an allegedlylibelous and "extremelyoffensive" article about
Paul Krassner, a founder of the Yippie movement, in the
February 24, 1970 issue. (Incidentally, that article was
reprinted in the Harvard Crimson.) In addition, the statement ordered the removal of the statement on the paper's
editorial page that the newspaper was supported and funded
by the students, faculty, and administration of Boston
College. Permission to use the name "The Heights" was also
withdrawn. University administrators at first said they did
not see the move to cut ties as punitive, and in fact they said
they hoped "that a suitable agreement would be reached on
how The Heights would survive as an independent paper,
since there are no plans to support.another newspaper."
Joyce later called the move "punitive."
CENSORED

THE HEIGHTS
Published Weekly

at

Boston College
CHESTNUT HILL.

MASS.

Price Two Cents the Copy
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ABOUT OURSELVES
Students of Boston College,
this is not an editorial of the
character we hope henceforth
to carry in these columns. It
is rather a statement of policy.
In this first issue of the new
college weekly, to be known as
The Heights, it is pardonably
proper for the Staff to make a
declaration of the nature of
this new student venture into
the field of journalism.

What it is?The Heights is
the Boston College weekly. It
will be sent to the printer every
Monday morning and will be
placed on sale every Wednesday. It is not a political organ.
It will take no part in political
strife?even in college elections.
It will print both sides of all
stories. It will aim to be fair
and just to all. It -vill be
constructive?not destructive.
Yet while optimism will prevail
in its editorial rooms, and will
reflect itself in the tone of sturdy encouragement it hopes to
carry to the student body
outside, The Heights can never
condone abuses in student
activities. It can be no respecter of persons amidst the
student body, it can only serve
an ideal?For a Greater Boston
College. Hence, no single individual can be greater than the
ideal for the attainment of
which this paper is founded, nor
can his personal considerations
ever be allowed to obstruct the
application of the fearless principles upon which The Heights
is launched. The paper will
live up to the purity and
ruggedness of its name.

The Athletii Board was recently in receipt of the following acknowledgment of their
courtesies to the Atlantic Fleet:
Gentlemen:
The Commander Battleship
Division Five, United States
Atlantic Fleet, appreciates very
much the courtesy of the authorities of Boston College in
extending the use of their
Athletic Field Lot the Football
Season, 1919.
Very truly yours,
E. W. Eberle,

Rear-Admiral, U.S.N.

Why it is?The Heights is
Boston College. Every
particle of space in every single
issue will be devoted to the
greater glory of Old B. C. It
will try to keep every student
in the-ceUsgevi?
touoh with
all activities. It will run concise stories on what has happened, what is happening, and
what is going to happen. In
other words, it will seek to
inform every student in the
college concerning every activity in the" college. Up to the
present, we believe the lack of
such information has been
accountable for what some
people have dared to call
"poor spirit." And that word
"Spirit" is what we have been
coming to.
What it expects to be ?The
Heights expects to be the
soldering iron that will weld us
together, link for link, in such a
powerful chan of SPIRIT,
that the glory of the Senior
Smoker and the Holy Cross
game will sink into oblivion in
comparison with what we hope
to aid in accomplishing in the
future. These are not idle
words. We will let the results
speak for themselves. "The
proof of the pudding is in the
eating"?if you like The
Heights we presume you will
support it; if not, we will try
and withdraw with more humility and less confidence than we
have as this iprtial message to
the Student Body is written.

for

following week. The Heights published a four page issue
with nothing but the word "CENSORED" printed across all
four pages.
In the spring of 1970; the editorialboard hired a lawyer,
Mr. Harold Dv Long, to assistthem in'negotiatingan agreement with Boston* College which would includethe papef's
independent incorporation. After a long series- of discussions, an agreement was reached and reduced to writing by
the Director of Student Activities/Kevin Duffy, on July I,
1970. Hence, the divorcebetweenThe Heights and BC was
fairly well formalized-bythis time, and during the second
half of 1970, The Heights functioned as a separate corporation, although! the final legalities of the corporation were
not sealed until'January 13, 1971

.

The agreement-which was set to writing in mid-1970,
though never formally signed by the university, provided
that The Heights be reinstituted as an independent corporation, that the corporationbe housed in McElroy 102and 105
for the 1970-71 academic year, and that the university would
pay to The Heights, Inc. a total of $78,000 over the first
three years of incorporation, at the end of which period the
newspaper would totally fund itself through advertising and
composition shop revenues.

Continued from Page One

bumper crop of whiskers. The
correspondent failed to catch
his name but

it sounded like
"Winerwurst." The Professor
entertained us with an interesting account of how they
were accustomed to play football at hisAlma Mater?Heidelburg.
Then the Professor
made a terrible mistake. He
claimed a certain Hans Hoeflinger could kick a foot-ball
farther than Jimmy Fitzpatrick.
Certain patriots in the rear of
the hall yelled, "Put him out."
The "law and order" element
prevailed and the Professor
was allowed to finish his
speech. When he was "dewhiskered" Prof. Weinerwurst
proved to be Mr. Mulvey of
the Boston School Board.

Mr. Frank Mullin, '00,
Chairman of Graduate Athletic
Board, made a short speech
full ot his customary pep and

confidence. Then Coach Cavanagh was led forth. After the
attendants had swept up the
plaster and four men with
broken ear drums had been
taken away "Cay" commenced.

He expressed his opinions on
such subjects as brotherly love,
the weather, and Worcester.
Other members on a well
arranged program were songs
by "Bill" Bigley, Mr, McCue
and Mr.Connell; short speeches
by Rev. Richard A. O'Brien,
S. J., W. T. A. Fitzgerald,
Judge Day, Mr. Nugent, and
James A. Dorsey. The cheering was led by "Russ" Haley,
"Bill" Dempsey and "Bill"
Bigley.
The hall was very tastily
and abundantly decorated and
the entertainment and
"smokes" provided of high
order. Altogether the committee and the class deserves
the congratulations of the student body. It was a most
gratifying turnout.

BOSTON COLLEGE WINS
Continued from Page One

the bench before the game ended. Jim Doyle stood the battle
to the finish and opened many
gaps for the backs.
The playing of Sheehan,
O'Brien and Mullen in the
tackle positions were some of
the bright spots of the game.
They completely outclassed
their opponents and frequently
broke through and smeared
Holy Cross plays, throwing
the Purple backs for losses.
Urban and Comerford, endmen extraordinary, were on
the Holy Cross backs time and
again. The interference of the
Purple players had no terrors
for them, and it was the wonderful catch that Lukie made
of Fitzy's forward pass, in the
middle of a group of Holy Cross
men, that brought the team to
the shadow of the Holy Cross
goal posts, near the end of the
game.

Gagnon was the shining star
for Holy Cross. He succeeded
in reeling off the few gains that
Holy Cross managed to get
during the game. Daley, Bond
and Kennedy did splendid work
for their team and deserve
credit for the way they handled

themselves.
Holy Cross did not get a
single first down by rushing the
ball. On the other hand, Boston College chalked up ten
first downs, which goes to show
the offensive power of the Old
Gold and Maroon.

JOURNALISM

Captain Jim Fitzpatrick and
his glorious followers had gone

over the top.
If you missed that game, you
shortened your life by five
years. If you did not get into
the snake dance that tripped
the whirling fantastic down to
the shadow of the State House
on Boston Common, if you did

not join the rush that bore
Captain Jim anl Teddie Madden and Corrie and Scanlan and
all the rest of them on its

shoulders over Boston's cobble-

stone streets, you must either
have been chained to a sickbed

or/'DEAD."
If the former,

you are excused, but if the latter, it is about time you CAME TO
LIFE and realized what is
going on about you.
On November 29th, the same
performance is going to be \u25a0
staged all over again?excepting the fact, that the MINOR
part will be enacted by

Before the class in Journalism GEORGETOWN instead of
Mr. James Riordan of the POOR HOLY CROSS.
Boston Post recently discussed
For the love of HEAVEN,
the subject, "The Make-Up of boys, get into the swim. Join
a Daily Newspaper"; Mr. your frenzied classmates in
Lewis Taplinger of the Boston their tumultuous hilarity.
Advertiser also spoke to the Don't let some dried up bank
class. His topic was, "News clerk who took the afternoon
Sources." On Thursday, Nov. off to see the game: ask you,
20, Mr. John Mellen of the Bosas you deposit the dollar that
ton Post will address the class should have bought a ticket,
on,"The Principles of Newswhy you MISSED THE
paper Style."
GAME.
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University Cuts Heights Funds (Again)
One week later, the lead paragraph" on the paper's front
page read, "University President W. Seavey Joyce, S.J.,
announced March 3 that the university will cease to fund
The Heights at the close of the academic year and will
investigate present arrangements for university support of

B. C. 8
Clubs I

REFRESHMENT

j

COMMITTEES

ak \

.When you are making preparations for your
B. ,C. times and looking for a Caterer
do not forget that
Wellington the an wl, runs the

Charlie

*

.

Get in touch with him eilhsr at the

COLLEGE LUNCH ROOM
or 364 WASHINGTON ST., BRIGHTON

COLLEGE PLAY

On Wednesday, December 17
and Thursday, December 18th,
the" College Dramatic Association will present the Farcical
Comedy entitled, "Helping
Father." for the benefit of the
College Athletic Association,
at the Boston College High
School Hall in James Street.

Business Administration
The Senior Class in Business
Administration will hear a
lecture to-day by Mr. Albert
Good of Cambridge, Mass.?on
the topic, "The Workings of theStock Exchange." Among the
lectures already given in this
course have been,"The Principles of Advertising" by Mr.
John Clausen of the New
England Directory; "The Fire
Protection Business," by Mr.
James Dana of the Automatic
Sprinkler Company;
"The
Leather Business," by Mr.
WilliamC. McDennott; "Federal Finance," by Mr. Matthew
T. Keen an of the Federal
Finance Corporation.

y
M

$9

°

Class Caterer for Private
Socials and Dancing Parties

S

1

Boston College Lunch Room

High
X

The Heights. The university will conduct an immediate
investigation into apparent eavesdropping at the February
19th meeting of the Board ofTrustees and the publicationin
The Heights of material so gained." Prior to trie publication
of the transcript, Mclntyre told The Heights editors that if
the article was printed, he saw no reason why the university
should sign the previously negotiated, but still unsigned,
contract of separation with The Heights. The Heights maintained that despite the fact that tire final settlement document was never signed, the fulfilling ofits terms by both parties, including the payment -of tbe first installment; of
$30,000, meant that the contract had actuallybecomefegaN
ly binding.
The Heights continued publishing from its offices for the
remainder of the 1970-71 academicyear, but On May.2o,
former editors Tom Sheehan and Michael Berkeyl.whb
wrote the trustee's transcript article, were arrested inlheir?
campus rooms by Massachusetts State Police troopers and
were charged with conspiring to obtain information illegally
and to use the information so obtained. Sheehan in addition
was charged with possession of an interception device "for
the purpose of illegally overhearing private conversation;.
Berkey and Sheehan were later found not guilty after a
Newton District Court Judge accepted their plea of nolo
contendere (no contest).

.

Last Issue?

-

On May 24, The Heights stated in a front page edjtorial,
"Today's Heights may be the final issue of the paper ever
published. We are informing the university community of
this fact because we may shortly be faced with the prospect
of publishing either under the political control of the
administration or not at all." In a letter from Joyce to
Mclntyre dated May 28, Joyce stated, "So far as we are
concerned, the last issue of The Heights was indeed its final
one."

THE HEIGHTS
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towards the bi
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track and fiel
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Coach Ryder
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his abdity ai

On March 2, 1971, The Heights published (under threat
Of a temporary restraining order) the entire text of the
February 19 Boston College Board of Trustees meeting. It
has been alleged, although never confirmed, that an
electronic-recordingdevice was used to obtain that information. The university was .extremely distressed and
embarrassed that the contents of its closed, secret meeting
had been revealed in this fashion.

During the spring of 1970, The Heights-BC divorce was
by nomeans the only sign of restlessness on campus. In early
April, a student strike, initially focusing against a proposed
tuition hike of $500, obtained strong support from the studentsiand the university was virtually shut down for the rest
of the semester. The strike's impetus gradually shifted to a
protestof the Vietnam War, since the Cambodian invasion

WHAT ARE YOU DOING COACH RY
SUCOSS
NOVEMBER 29th?
ATBOST ALEGE
As the Autumn sun was
sinking behind the left field
clock down at Fenway Park
last Saturday and Carey Martin's buglers sent the last holy
note of TAPS across the
chalk-lined gridiron into the
"PURPLE" stands, our dear
old Maroon and Gold standard
bristled in the topmost breezes
of the flag-staff while the Purple
banner wallowed in the frosty
mire below.
Before upwards of 15,000
wild-eyed football enthusiasts
OUR TEAM had WON.

Trustees Transcript Published

The Strike

THE HEIGHTS

Night Before at City Club

and the Kent State shootings became rallying causes during
that spring. A review of the details ofthis strike is unfortunately beyond the scope of this article, but it is important
to see the turmoil at The Heights during 1970 in the context
of campus-wide unrest.
Academic year 1970-71 was by nomeans a quiet one for
The Heights. In September, articles written by Tom
Sheehan and Joe McDonbugh reported that much of the
university's $6.6 million operatingbudget deficit(which had
been cited as the cause for the previous semester's tuition
hike announcement) had been accumulated but "covered
up" during the term of former university President Michael
Walsh, S.J..In February, the newspaperprinted theresults
of a secret ballot vote at the December meeting of the
University's Board of Directors. The subject of the vote was
whether or not President Joyce should be fired, the result of
the vote was a 4-4 tic.

Agreement Reached But Never Signed

The Heights editorial board unanimously responded to
the university with a long statement against the university's
"repressive" measure, published on March 18, 1970. Upset
with the unilateral nature of the university's decision, the
board stated, "It is the opinion of the editorial board that
the intent of the administration'saction was indeed punitive
and that the decision, in fact, places the newspaper in a position totally dependent on the mercy of the administration."
Faced with the question of the paper's ultimate survival, The
Heights demanded continued office space on campus, a
commitment that The Heights be granted ownership of the
newspaper's composition equipment (then being used to
generate revenue for the newspaper by doing outside
typesetting work), and a subsidy plan to assure continued
operation of the newspaper until fiscal independence could
be achieved. The Heights also began soliciting contributions
for a newly formed Heights Legal Defense Fund. The

THE HEIGHTS

AN APPRECIATED
COURTESY

From A Club To A Corporation

|

"As We See It"
By Bosco

Under the leadership of Prof.
Fitzie and his ten instructors
we're getting that snake dance
down pat. Another lesson
after the Georgetown game,
Jim!
Several shift plays were pulled off after the game. Those
pretty purple hats were shifted
from H. C. heads to B. C.
pockets.

The Cardinal's Cup has a
home now. We
W need another to make a set.
Our idea of?-273 Centigrade
?"Help Cleo Beat Cay.
The Holy Cross cheering
section had a close-up view of
B. C.'s touch-down. Great
foresight on the part of the

A

permanent

t
Q

SENIOR vs. JUNIOR DEBATE

management.
Mr. Heaphy, the well-known
exponent of brotherly love,
demonstrated his affection by
throwing his arms about Mr.
Gagnon s neck. Strange to
say, Mr. Gagnon was displeased. Ingratitude, Jack, is
a terriblething."

On Friday, Nov. 21st, the
Junior and Senior Inter-class
debate will be held in the
College' Hall. A lively and
spirited deba*"lis experted -and
a complete
of the Fulton
is assured. The Junior feels
confident that a salutary tweak
of the probiscus will be adWe" never thought the term
ministered to tic wearers of the "baseball" in any sense
approCap and Gown.
priate in its application to the
forward pass, until we saw
Urban's circus catch of Fitzie's
ALUMNI ENTHUSIASM
heave.
All Hands Working Hard.
The Alumni Bulletin is makMayor Fitzgerald sat on the
ing a great hit down-townwith Boston College bench and aBoys.
the Old
The Graduate greed it was a big day for the
Athletic Board of which Mr. clan of "Fitz"; for all, except,
Mullin,
Francis R.
'00 is chair- Fitzpatrick, H. C.
man held its monthly meeting
at St. Mary's Hall on Tuesday
Ted Madden must be ableto
last. That chairman is sure a go through a test tube, judging
live wire?and the Board a live from the way he squirmed
through narrow-gage entrances
coil. Graduate Manager Reynolds, '16 is doing a fine job in the H. C. line.
and the students are back of
"Next, Please!"
Coach
him to a man. >He has sincere
congratulations from all sides O'Reilly of Georgetown, who
Fenway
Saturday,
was
at
the
and the assurance that after
this first year of breaking-in,' must be telling his charges
the next ten years will be much this week what a lively barbaeasier. College spirit of the cue it is to be.
finest brand is being shown by
Old boy Horace was right
the brothers Manning, Ed and again?Fenway
was no place
Jim, in taking charge of the for a "purple patch"
on Satapplication
football
system for urday.
big
the three
games. Bo3ton
College thanks them both?
"Three groans for the ushers
their
sisters,
too, who help. who didn't usher."
and

That was, of course, not the last peep to be heard from
The Heights. During the summer of 1971, the newspaper
moved," underwhose authority jt is not clear -''from, its office
in McElroy 102 to its'present
McElroy lßTand
the editors had the lock on the dooroFI 13! changed so tfiat
only they could enter the office. The September 12, 1971
Heights reports, "The Heights was evicted from its office
Friday evening at 6:00 by Boston College in a move the
university termed "action to restore orderon campus." The
university termed The Heights' presence in the office
"unauthorized and illegal." For the remainder of that yeat,
The Heights somehow managed to operateout of a corner of
the UGBC office and maintained its official office and
typesettingcomposition shop at 105 Union Street in Newton
Center. According to bbservers, the editorial quality of the
paper and the size of the paper's staffs declinedsignificantly
under the severe duress of no office space on campus. Faced
with what many Heights members believed would be the
ultimate death of the newspaper without an on-campus
office, the editors and board of directorsof the newspaper
appealedto the new-installed University President J. Donald
Monan in September 1972 for an agreement with theuniversity which would provide on campus office space for The
Heights. The Heights called for a corporation to corporation
agreement with BC ? and after further negotiations, The
Heights returned to McElroy 113 in the fall of 1972 as a
leasor of university office space. The rate was and still is
today $50 per month.

focationin

That, basically, is the twisted, convoluted tale of how the
campus newspaper was metamorphosized from a club
dependent upon the university to the fiscally and editorially
independent entity which it is today. A great deal has
happened between 1972 and today, including the split of The
Heights, Inc. into two separate corporations in 1974 (one
retaining the name The Heights and the other becoming a
typesetting business called DNH), the furor which arose
when The Heights acquired a copy of the university'sbudget
in DecembeH97s, and the still painfully remembered abortion advertising dispute during which BC forced The Heights
to trade a piece of its editorial freedom for continued oricampus office space. In addition, the corporation is today in'
a far better financial condition, due to increased advertising
revenues, than, it was back in 1972. Nevertheless, it was
those days of 1969-72 which, more than anything else, have
determined the shape and form of the institution which
today is known as The Heights, Inc.

Reproduced here are pages 2, 3, and 4 of
The Heights first issue, dated November
19, 1919. Note the opening editorial in
column one of page two. The issue sold
for two cents a copy.
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Faculty, Administrators Comment on The Heights' Role
informative and partly an
advocate, with ample opportunity
for anyone to write in, as they certainly do. It was very interesting
and frequently annoying in the
time of strikes and troubles, and
now it varies from year to year.
Some years I think it is quite
bland. The Heights is, though, no
longer the puffpiece it once was."

How do you view the role of The Heights?
some students about atrocity after
atrocity that had happened in the
dorms. Though supposingly
everyone knows this, everyone
doesn't and they were surprised to
hear each other.

volunteer

and

self

sup-

porting, and recognizing the

tremendous amount of effort that
goes into turning out a newspaper
every week that is timely and
carries information that peopleare
interested in, I salute The
Heights."

-

-

English
Dr. Leonard Casper
Department:."lfound The Heights
in the early 1950'sand early '60's a
newspaper that had to be taken
seriously. I think that in the late
'60's and early '70's, it began to
take itself too seriously. It became
less of a newspaper and more
interested in people getting bylines
for their own editorial opinion,
which they were not prepared to
substantiate. I think that in the last
iwo years it has become a credible
newsgathcring agency again."

-

-

Dr. George Goldsmith Physics:
"At thebeginning of my time here
it was an advocatefor students,for
the students, and for thestudents'
role. There was a time when students were trying to gel more
responsibility in theadministration
and in governing what goes on on
campus, and The Heights was a
strong advocate. Then it went
down. When it was denied its
legitimate role as a student newspaper I think it went under, and in
recent years has come back as a
good communicator and again as
an advocate for student activities,
and an advocate for responsible
student behavior."

course of getting information out.
and a device for getting information out publicly. Just as the press
in general is very important for
that reason, a goodcollegepaper is
important. So. I see it. as very

who may be victimized by
the policy of secrecy which is common in universities' administrations. Right now. for example,
there is a great deal of violence on
campus directed against women,
and it is in the interest of universities' administrationsto keep that
quiet because the image of the
university they believe is hurt.
But those that are really hurt are
the individual students, and
especially women, who don'tknow
what is going on. For if they did
know, they would be able to bond
with each other, and similar lactics, so that I think thai The
Heights has been good. I think
that it could get better in terms of
soliciting information right now:
for example, about the abuses
female students are undergoing on
this campus. I was shocked myself
when I found out this year from
anyone

-

-

-

-

Dr. Mary Daly TheologyDepartment: "Tthink that The Heights is
very important. It is important to
have a good paper on campus,
because administrations thrive on
secrecy, and if there is any abuse
going on, as there was in my case
last year, it is necessary to havethe

important in making information
available to students, faculty,

Dr. Benedict S. Alper Sociology
Department: "/ think thai The
Heights greatly improved over the
years. I remember when I first
came on campus there used to be
references to it not as The Heights,
but as the "Depths." The most
important change I see in The
Dr. Charles Landraitis
Heights is that it is concerned with
Mathematics Department: "/
the outside world. And its reporthink that The Heights has an
tage, while they don't take place
Dr. Frank B. Campanella
important role on the campus
on the campus, have implications
Executive Vice President: "Neebecause it is the only publication
for students of this university in dless to say, I don't always agree which to my knowledge is read by
their undergraduateyears and will with The Heights, or The Heights
all segments of the university comcontinue to have an influence on
doesn't always agree with me. munity. I can
testify that faculty
them in the years after they However. I do believe thai they read it with justas muchinterest as
graduate. Concerns on the basic servea very valuable service to the students. I have not noticed in my
political and social questions on
campus, and given the fact that it
years on campus any substanthe outside. I think that The is student effort and primarily q five
tial change in therole it plays."
Heights reflects a greater interest
in thosesame activitiesand affairs.
Boston College used to be a small,
rather narrow and self-centered
university and the Heights rejected that. As the university has
expanded its interest in the outside
world, those changes have been
reflected in The Heights itself.
They played a very important role
in the Vietnam years Cambodia
and Kent State in 1970 - they
played a magnificent role. I think,
at that time. Should a crisis of that
sort ever occur again I look to The
Heights to rise Jo the occassion
again. I recall the time when The
Heights dida very wrong thing of
course there were a lot of wrong
things,done - when they bugged a
Trustees meeting. I don't justify
that behavior on the part of The
Heights. I told Mike Berkey at the
time, how wouldyou like it
if the
Trustees bugged one of your
editorialboardmeetings. After all,
what's saucefor the goose is sauce
for the gander. But at least it was
an example of the intensity with
which they dealt with those type of
issues. I rather think that if the
changes have taken in The Heights
which I have indicated, it was
probably due to the heightened
sensitiveness of the student body,
and therefore the newspaper in the
worldaround them.

-

J. A. Panuska, S.J. Vice President for Academic Affairs: "A
university, like any community,
needs informative communication.
It needs instruments of expression
for evaluations, both positive and
negative, of the life of the community. A university should
provide for practical experiencesin
writing, reporting and evaluating
for the student body. The Heights
does all of these things.
I welcome the existence of an
independent student voice on
campus. This year I have been very
impressed by the amount of hard
work that has gone into Heights'
productions. I have also been
impressed by the resulting quality
of so much of this production.
The effect of thepaper this year
has been encouraging to the
positive development of BC. It has
been a real plus. I congratulate the
staffand thank them."

-

English
Dr. Robert Reiter
Department: "/ think thai the role
of The Heights on campus is partly

This la the news release, dated May 20 1971, published by the office of
the State Attorney General concerning the arrest and arraignment of two
members of The Height* for the alleged bugging of a Board of Trustee*'
meeting in February, 1971. The students, Michael Berkey and Thomas
Sheehan, were arrested in their dorm rooms by two state troopers.

. .-
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Camp Funk And An American Dive
by James Von Hendy

"You can do anything you want to here.
I've seen people dance on the tables."
Camp. There is no other way to describe
'the El Phoenix cafe and restaurant. From
the outside it is thekind of rundown bar that
toughs and truck drivers might frequent, or
that might have appealed to a Hemingway
,
or a Lowry, a splotch of the American
dream that speaks of the working class, a
glut of dilapitated blue and maroon paint
and neon struggling to crawl up Comm.
Aye. from its dark niche on the corner of
infamous Kelton Street: dead neon lights on
the overhang: Cafe; and then up the hill a
few steps, Restaurant. Plain and simple.
Nothing to allure the unsuspecting passerby

.

nothing that says "this is the El Phoenix, the
only Mexican/American restaurant in
Brighton-Allston," nothing, that is, but the
dim light that peeps through the grillcovered windows, a faint, enticing glow that
beckons those of us who cannot resist that
boon and bane of Americana, the true dive.
July: During the summer, the entrance to
the bar-room is open and thedull noise of
drinking filters out to hang in the stagnant
Brighton air. At first we are lured by the
scroungy outer appearanceof the El
Phoenix, an appearance we seek to justify
only enough to give us the nerve to peer
inside. We,are not disappointed. The room
is dark, narrow and dingy. Cigarette smoke
drifts lazily in thethick air over a barrage of

El Phoenix Room as seen from Comm. Aye. (Photo by Susan Coffay)

The Contest
(Again)
The Heights Revue and Sack Theatres
challenge you to test your movie madness with
this trivia quiz. Send the test to McElroy 113.
Winners, who will be chosen on a most-correct
answer basis, will win passes to Sack Theatres
movie Yanks, and a Yanks T-shirt. Drop off
answers in McElroy 113 before Thanksgiving.
Please include your name and telephone
number with your answers. Winners will be
announced in two weeks. Good luck.
1) Name three Bogart films in which he does not
get the girl.
2) Who directed the "chase scene" in Bullit?
3) Who played "Chiquita" in the original Mark of
Zorro, with Tyrone Power?
4) What was Marlon Brando's last film, prior to
Superman?

conversation,bells, T.V., chatter, and
music. To our left, the bar, an old, splintered
and stained affair, extends as far back into
the gloom as we can see. It is packed. Many
eyes are turned to the portableT.V. jammed
over our heads in the corner over the door.
Drinks make the slow and eager journey
between counter and lips. The bartender,
tonight a grey haired, grim-faced man that
some of the regulars call "Billy," is hustling
between thecooler and the tap. Immediately
inside the door to our right two pinball
machines are ringing, flashing and thumping
as some of the younger clientele have
squared off against the bumpers. Beside the
machines are a line of square, tiny, imitation
walnut formica tables. They too, boast a
younger, strangely different crowd.
October: We return, a different group
with a different goal. We enter the
restaurant portion of the El Phoenix, take a
number drawn on a blue index card in blue
magic marker, and head for the bar. To get
there we must step down a couple of bare
wood steps, push into the college crowd
sitting at the formica tables drinking and
clutching their index cards, alternately
jabberingwith neighbors and straining to
listen for their numbers through the din of
juke-box,T.V. and crescendos of conversation.
A voice booms over theintercom: "Seventeen. Number Seventeen."Three women
near the stairs grab coats and rise to go,
hurriedly brushing past us as we weave
towardthe bar. We squeeze by some young
toughs wearing Sennets jackets. They hang
around a few stools near the center of fhe
bar. They seem to know Billy. One offers
him a hit from a pipe. He refuses, eyeing us
suspiciously. We order and Billy
unceremoniously uncaps a Dos Equis and a
Molson's for us as though it were all the
trouble in the world, takes our money,
wheels, and stuffs it in the perpetually open
drawer of the ancient cash register buried on
the shelf behind him among the tools of the
bartender's trade. We are forgotten and his
eyes rivet on the next customer. Gruff as he
is, he has style. Fascinated, we watch. The
length of the bar ishis domain, and he stalks
it like a caged animal. He knows the place
by heart, reaching surely for bottles on
shelves behind him, hardly disturbed by the
clutter of memorabiliahanging from the
walls.
Camp and memorabilia go well together.
Near the cash register a hugeplastic bubble,

like a cake cover, rotates slowly. Inside, lit
up, is a miniature team ofClysdales drawing
a wagonful of Budweiser. It is a priceless
piece of camp, largely ignoredby everyone
except the campfetishist. Further down the
bar, beside the rows of permits granted the
El Phoenix by the city (a liquor license, a
restaurant license, a vending machine permit, and license for legal operation of pinball machines on Sundays) is another
favorite piece of barroom camp: The
Moosehead Beer plaque. Solely because of
that plaque this writer tried a bottle of
Moosehead and took a shine to it. Camp
advertising will do it every time. We try to
get a photo of the bartender next to the
Moosehead logo, but he is camera-shy. '
Behind us the intercom booms out
another number, and we turn to see another
group of students inch to the steps leading
up to the restaurant. Anxiously we tug at
our ticket. They disappear and the crowd
shifts. The empty seats are quickly swarmed
over by still more students who had been
standing at the bar. It is then that we begin
to notice a pattern of segregation taken
almost instinctively by the clientele. The
locals and barroom regulars, at the El
Phoenix only to drink, are seated at the bar.
A few occupy the table near the pinball
machines. The Sennets lounge around»the
middle of the bar like they own it, and flirt
with their women friends. They too, are
regulars. The younger crowd, mainly
meandering college students, sit, or| as
tonight is a busy Friday, stand around the
tables, almost without exception. They are a
separate clique, ignoring the regulars as
much as possible, and almost impatient for
their numbers to be called.
At onetable,however, far in thedark corner of the bar, near the stairways to the "flings" and "Queens" rooms down in the
bowels of the El Phoenix, sits a lone old
woman. Always there when this writer has
been, she is thin and frail, huddled in a huge
coat wrapped around her shoulders. She
peers out of the dark with big, sad, lonely
eyes. The students pretend she is not there,
except to borrow the vacant chair opposite
her. The Sennets and the bartender treat her
sympathetically, but do not interfere. Her
dinner is brought to her from the kitchen,
and she eats alone. She, too, is a part of the
El Phoenix, a place thatfor her may come as
close to home as any, but she is a sadness
that underscores the pathos ofany dive.She
continued on page25

At Bahamas night. somewhat dull
actually, although plenty of intrigue to keep
things interesting. Patti Dunne and her husband Jerry feeling very at home, first
appearanceat the Rat since Jerry's layoff.
Little Liz Cheverus making fun of our
clothes. love that dress Liz say do you
always travel tourist??? You should have
saved some of that dance energy for
afterwards, someone would have
appreciated it more. Hey "Plain" - take
off the beach dress and show us the bikini
and that gorgeous bod... mmm good! Anne
P. and Ceil - do hope you made it home
without an escort from BC 5-0. Brendan
O.R. got "leid" by Mary Pat D. too bad
it's only flowers, Brendan. Michelle Conde
oh yes love, "feeling really good," college
life is nice isn't it honey? Remember though
- "good girls don't." Of course Eddie "the

Eagles" looked dapper as ever, even with
feathersruffled by a bit of the old rum
punch. Who was thatpreppy bitch in the
purple pants don't like our outfits?!? Nice
legs honey - good thing I don't know ya.
Everyone enjoyed the fabulous sounds of
Bobandthe Wailers. gimme a break guys,
you don't know reggae from the Ramones.

.
. .

Chestnut Chatter
-

-

The

Heights Revue will

return in two weeks. In the
meantime, Happy Turkey
Day.

-

-

.

Of course at the Faneuil Fling the
highlight of the evening was the grand limo
entrance ofGregster, Joe H., Chris X., suave
Mark Caprio and good old Danny. White
limo? Come on guys... this ain't the
Waldorf. By the way Gregster,what's this
about yours and Daryl's private pajama
ty? Care to comment Greggy? Nice. Hey
Sutty - nice suit! Or is it Rudolph?
Meanwhile, there are still repercussions
from "Screw your Roommate" Hey Saxton, still doing your Tricky Dick imitation
cute shorts, but hope you didn'tcatch a cold.

-

-

Michael C, did you have a pissa good
time Friday night?
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New Jersey Loves Brown
from Los Angeles to Washington D.C.
(where he had just announced his candidacy)
to Boston, to Manchester, N.H., to Hart-

Rich Conlon and Colin Cleary
It was an offer you could not refuse. Gib
Cronin, a staff member for Jerry Brown's
presidential campaign, invited us to hit the
road along with the Governor*. "You'll be
working with the press," he said. We were
offered an all expense-paid overnight and a
chance to view a presidential campaign from
the inside. We accepted.
The first indication of the unique
character of the trip occurred at 12:45 am on
the night before we were to leave. Biff
Cronin again called to inform us of a change
of plans. There wereno rooms available at
the Ramada Inn in Hartford, Ct. Upon
closer examination,however, it was determined that there were indeed enough rooms
but, alas, not enough money to pay for them
in Brown's campaign fund. Being the
idealistic youths that we are, we did not
waver in our support, even though it meant
arriving back at B.C. at 4:00 a.m. on Friday
morning.
With five refreshing hours of sleep under
our belts, we embarked upon what was to be
a very long day. Arriving at Brown Headquarters on State Street at 10:00 a.m. Saturday morning we were promptly given our
fascinating political workfor the morning
carrying helium balloons from headquarters
across the street to Quincy Market's great
hall. After accidentally releasing 15 balloons
into the ionisphere, we made it back to headquarters safely ready for our next duty. We
were then pointed to a larger pile of Brown
signs to carry. The signs bore such witty sayings as "Brown is Beautiful", "New Jersey
Loves Brown" and of course, "Brown for \
President." Various verbal insults such as
"If Brown wins I'm moving to Russia" were
hurled at us as we crossed the courtyard.
Horns sounded as we passed by cars. Babies
cried. People were getting all riled up over
an election which was over a year away.
Reunited with Gimp Cronin we cruised
out to Logan Airport to meet Jerry. Our
to carry press luggage from the
new job
Easter terminal to the bus. We gratefully
accepted the aid of a smiling redcap who
offered us the use of his cart to transport the
ninety pieces of heavy luggage. He looked
stunned when we handed him $2 for his help
and we wondered if we had overtipped.
Arriving back at Fanueil Hall, we were
given our next "press" job: babysitting a
forty foot Greyhound bus. Closeted in the
bus with the driver, our efforts at making
conversation wererewarded with a forty-five
minuteexplanation of the finer points of the
GMC standard transmission.
At 5:30, suffering from an intense case of
cabin fever, we departed for Manchester,
New Hampshirealongwith about twenty
tired journalists. The grueling pace of the
campaign was already evident on their faces:
In one twenty-fourhour period these men
and women had followed Governor Brown

by

ford CT.
It was at the rally in Manchester that we
got our first glimpse of the governor after
travelingwith him for twelve hours. As in
Boston, his reception was-rather lukewarm.
The crowd was mostly made up of press and
younger people.
We waited about an hour as a country
band rambled on. At one point they
dedicated "Heartache Tonight" to Ted
Kennedy. There was a cash bar in the back
and spirits were high. The room was warm
but the hot air really started to flow when
Jerry finally got to the platform.
Without a doubt he is a fine speaker, but
behind the rhetoric lies a pervasive lack of
substance. The Governor jumps on
bandwagons. Two years ago we saw his
criticism of Proposition 13 turn to support
when it became popular. Here, in Seabrook
country, he boldly asserts his no-nuke stance
to the support of the crowd.
While he constantly attacks President
Carter on energy, inflation and leadership,
he shows no answers himself. Perhaps the
continuedon page 29

The El Phoenix Rises Again

-

continuedfrom page 24
is the reality that so many drink to escape

from.

But it is not the pathos of the El Phoenix
that makes it different from any dive, nor is
it the maxim that a dive is for boozers only.
Even Billy, for all his character, even the
hint of camp decor, does not make the El
Phoenix special. We muse, folding,
unfolding, and refolding our number in half
and listening for the call over the intercom.
It is still going to be a while, we agree, and
order anotherround. Billy shoves a cold Dos
Equis in our direction, and suddenly we
begin to understand. Dos Equis is a Mexican
beer, an oddity in the Northeast. The El
Phoenix is a Mexican restaurant.
Suddenly the music of the juke-boxin the
next room pierces through the noise of the
bar, and our number is announced over the
intercom. Hurriedly we grab our coats and
fight through the crowd. At the stairs we
regroup and climb into the fabled "El
Phoenix Room." We are greetedby our
waitress for the night, Sharon White, whose
kindness we will not forget. She leac"s us to
the booth nearest the door, brings us our
menus, glasses of lukewarm water, a' basket
of tortillachips, and a small cup of hot
sauce. It is more than enough to last us the
night, it is so potent.
Once we brave the hot sauce and drink
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our fill of water, we look around. So this is
the El Phoenix! It is camp. Two rows of
wooden booths line either wall. Each booth
has a separate music selection for the one
juke box. We thumb through the list of
artists: The Knack, Tower of Power, Ricki
Lee Jones, and the Irish Rover catch our
attention. It is a bizarre list.
To our right a cigarette machine sits in the
middle of the floor. On its side a sign asks
newcomers to take a number if the place is
busy. We glance around. The El Phoenix is
hopping. The dark blue walls seem to lean in
on the customers seated in theirbooths.
Someone has thoughtfully tried to hide the
walls by painting portions of them over with
camp murals of landscapes. A seascape with
lighthouse caught the eye of this camp
afficianado. Someone in our group said later
that these paintings were so tacky that they
were funny. That is the essence of camp.
Besides, the lighting from the overhead tiffany lamps (always a true sign of
sophisticated funk camp) is so dim that
proper viewing is distorted.Further sway
from the door, near thekitchen end of the El
Phoenix, huge paper-mache animals hang
from the ceiling. A pink bull with yellow
horns keeps attracting our attention until,
until, our eyes return to the most singular
piece of camp in the El Phoenix, a statue
that makes dining at the El Phoenix worth it
all.
It stands on the floor about two-thirds of
the way back to the kitchen, in a direct line
with the cigarette machine. A table with
pitchers of water rests behind it. It is the
Mexican himself. A statue some four and a
half feet tall, the Mexican is a true piece of
collector's camp. One arm holds a sign that
announces to the world that the kitchen is
open. On his head is a sombrero of the
utmost camp. It iscocked to one side, hiding
this face. His feet are bare, but he lets you
know you have found the El Phoenix.
Our waitress asks if we are ready to order,
so we open our menus. She says she will
return shortly, since it is clear that we have
yet to make up our minds. Most people
order from the list of appetizers, six main
dishes, various combinations of tacos,
toastadas, enchiladas, fried beans and
Spanish rice, served piping hot on plates also

The Pre-Thanksgiving
Day Heights Revue Staff
Meeting will take place this
Monday at 4:lspm in The
Heights office, Mc Elroy 113.
This is a very important
meeting and is mandatory
for all staffers. We will be
discussing plans for the final
issue of the semester. No
excuses will be accepted.

hot from the oven. Guacamole, an avacado
dip with onions, is a separate side dish, as is
the chili, some of the best in all of Boston.
When Sharon returns we order another
round ofDos Equis, one bowl of guacamole,
and two different appetizerplates, foregoing
the chili, almost a meai in itself, for tonight.
Once an order is placed, even on the
busiest of evenings, it does not take long to
be served at the El Phoenix. The secret lies
behind the preparation of the food. Most
plates are prepared ahead of time and
frozen. When an order is placed, the food is
placed in the oven and heated until it is
steaming hot. Our waitress returns maybe
ten minutes later, a large platter in either
hand. She carries the plates with thick potholders, and as she sets them down, she
warns us that the plates are hot. She hopes
we enjoy our mealas our eyes feast on Mexican food a la El Phoenix.
At last we are in heaven. We bite into a
variety of Mexican wonders, drink our Mexican beer, feast our eyes on camp Mexican/American decor, listen to Ricki Lee
Jones, and imagine that: From the outside,
the El Phoenix was just another second class

dive.

Later, when we are polishing off the
guacamole and tortillachips, easing the hot
sting of the half-finished cup of hot sauce,
friends join us at the booth for a last couple
of rounds. Business is still brisk, but it is
beginning to slow down. Occasional noises
from the bar wind theirway to us as we discuss the affection we all feel for the El
Phoenix. Our waitress brings us the evening's tab, and we thank her. She says that
she has a cousin at BC, and once more hopes
we enjoyed our stay. As we walk out the
doore, we cannot help buttip our caps to the
Mexican, still holding his sign as patiently,
as lazily as ever before. KITCHEN OPEN,
and Brighton descends.

Read The Heights for all
the information you need
about Boston College. If it's
newsworthy, The Heights
will tell you about it. The
Heights: Count on it.
If you see something
happening, don't keep it to
yourself. Call The Heights
News Hotline at 965-4046.
The Heights
BC's InformationCenter
Got something to sell?
Heights
The
Try
Classifieds. They just may
be the most unique value at
Boston College.
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Racism and
The BC Trap
by Lek Domni

Being in our safe, plush surroundingshere
at Boston College can give rise to an air of
comfort with respect to the problems of the
world. It has been argued that it is easy to
fall into this "BC Trap" without being totally aware of it. Studies, exams,
organizationalmeetings, parties, and
developingour own sense of community all
enter us into "the Trap." This might even be
some sort of defensemechanism that directs
us away from the many problems that are
ongoing outside our own community.
Up until the shooting of Darryl Williams,
the racism/desegregation issue in Boston
had slowly been dumped into the closets of
rrfany people's minds after its initial impact
during the 1974 busing inauguration.The
whole issue must be addressed immediately
by not only our political leaders, but most
importantly by individuals like ourselves,
for it is far from being solved. It might never
be "solved," for it is an ongoingprocess, one
that we as caring individuals must constantly work towards. Like any relationship, it
must not stagnate, it must keep growing.
In times of crisis leaders will rise to the
occasion. In a recent speech at Boston
University, Mr. Winegar spoke out on the
problems he has faced as principal at South
Boston H.S. To understand these problems
that confront us today, Winegar briefed the
audience by giving a synopsis on the recent
development of desegregationin Boston:
"Schools were ordered to desegregate in
1954. The idea was that everyone would
have equal access to whatever was offered in
the public schools."
Boston Latin School had now been
desegregated for a numberof years. But
they still practiced segregation even here.
Because until just recent years a student was
assigned to this school through the
recommendationsof his teachers. It had
nothing to do with desk work or anything
else. There were not many blacks who were

recommended.

"But there was another system in Boston
that was incredible. They had some high
schools which were grades 10 through 12,
and other high schools which were grades 9
through 12. The Latin and Technical schools
were grades 7 though 12. But the only way to
get into these Latin and Technical schools
was to enter at either grades 7 or 9, and no
other time even if you have an IQ of 170.
For those students who attended high
schools 10 through 12, they attended junior
high school at grades 7-9. Those who
attended high schools 9-12 attended middle
schools 6-8. Those who attended middle
schools 6-8 were 99% white. Then they went
to the high schools that were9-12, because
the only way to enter those high schools was

to do so in the ninth grade. Ifyou went to a
junior high school grades 7-9 you were not
eligibleto enter in the ninth grade. So what
we have here is a segregated system, because

the black schools like Roxbury High were
grades 10-12, and the students who left the
ninth grade were only eligibleto go to the
tenth gradein a school that would take them
in. It actually operated that way up until five
years ago.
"In 1963-4(the year of the Racial
Imbalance Act) a groupof blacks in the city
of Boston began to attempt to draw the
courts to enter into the case and to help
them change that system. It took them from
about 1963 until 1972 to obtain a guilty verdict. Judge Garrity found the school system
guilty of discrimination."
"Columbia Point, where the housing projects are, is a five minute drive/fifteen
minute walk from South Boston H.S.
Because they did not want the black students
at Columbia Point to attend South Boston
H.S. they gerrymanderedthe attendance
lines so blacks had to go to English High
School, which was downtown. People said
that this was accidental, but I've been in
Boston three and one-half years and I have
learned nothing happens accidental here
including the stoning of buses, the shooting
of football players, and other acts of
violence."
"The judge then ordered for the schools to
be desegregated. The administrators
refused. A methodist ministerfrom Lexington finally wrote a desegregationplan for
them. It was probably one of the worst plans
ever written, but it was implemented
nevertheless. In 1974, South Boston H.S.,
alongwith a number of high schools, was
desegregated."
"When they opened school at South
Boston H.S. in 1974 they had 900 policemen
on the route that bused in the blacks.
Helicopters were in the air, other officers
were on top of buildings with riot guns. Still
every window in every bus was broken by
bricks and stones and everything else you
could imagine. The violence was incredible
that year."
'
"In October of '74, as many as 300 state
police officers were in the halls."
"In December of'74, a white student was
stabbed in South Boston H.S. That next day
metal detectors were installed and were not
removed until last May."'
"In the fall of'7s a groupof black parents
of children attending the high schools sued
the headmaster ofSouth Boston H.S., along
with their faculty, the Mayor of Boston, the
City Council, the State Board of Education
and the Boston Teachers Union for 250
accounts of discrimination, and failure to
provide a safe and secure environment for

.

Students board busses at S.B.H.S. (Photo by Andy Nuehart)
their children. They were found guilty on
They had two great years. South Boston
almost all charges. The black plaintiffs
H .S. was like any other high school almost
requested that Judge Garrity close down the
It is important to know at this point about
School, and re-assign those students to other
an anti-black, anti-busing organization
high schools, but Garrity ruled that if
called the South Boston Information Center
desegregation is to work, it must work at
(SBIC) headed by a man called Jimmy KelSouth Boston H.S. The people ofSouth
ly. I tried to contact one of the directorsof
Boston must understand that the Constituthe center named Ed Studly. None of my
tion applies to them just like everybody
messageshad been returned. I found out
else."
from Mr. Winegarthough that every
"On December 9th, 1975, Judge Garrity
memberof the Board of Directors of the
declared that South Boston High School
SBIC had been hired by Mayor White and
was 'educationally bankrupt', and put the
put on the city payroll. When asked why the
school into receivership. He removed the
Mayor would want to associatehimself with
headmaster, the assistant headmaster, all
such an organization, Press Secretary Mike
the department heads, the coordinator and
Donovan insisted "We don't apply
directorof vocational education, and the
ideological litmus tests to our employees.
football coach (for maintainingseparate
JimmyKelly was hired by the'Mayor to do a
buses for black and white players when
certain job as long as he didn't bring
traveling to away games). This is not 1895,
violence into it." On October 12th, one
nor 1935-this is 1975."
month before elections, Kelly resigned from
"The Superintendent of Schools in the
his city job.
city of Boston was named receiver for that
Representative Mcl King from the South
school. They looked for a new principal, and
End, who ran for. Mayor this past fall, spoke
somehow found me. I was probably the least
out vehemently against the hiring of the
likely candidate for the job, but here I am."
SBIC directors to city jobs.King stated
"We introducedstudent's rights. The stu"This is a very serious blight against the city
dents didn't even know that they had any
of Boston. It is unfortunate for thepeople of
rights. They didn't know that they had a
this city to have members of such an
right to know why they were being sent
organizationgiven high standing within our
home from school. They didn't know that
community. But it doesn't make"any
they had a right to express themselves."
difference, because 55% of the peoplesay
Three basic changes were made at South
that that's alright with them. All we can do
Boston H.S. First, the administration was
know is to keep speaking out against it."
reorganized-everyonewas new. Most of
As Kind points out, it isn't only whites
them came out of thecivil rights movement.
who condone such activities, there were
No one had previously known each other,
blacks who voted for Mayor White also.
but all shared the same commitment. UnforOn. September 12th, of this past fall, a bus
tunately, as is the case here, many good
full of white students was stoned by a group
pie are hard to hang on to. Many of those
of black students from Columbia Point. The
originals from the new administration had
students who did the stoning were from
left. Second, the way students were worked
SBHS. This situation was not adequately
with was changed. In the 1975-76 academic
dealt with. Winegar felt he could only do so
year there were 1660 suspensions in a school
much by himself.
of 550 students. During the 1978-79 year
On September 14th, Jim Kelly held an
there were 118 suspensions out of the same
anti-busing rally on the steps of South
number of students. Thirdly, they totally
Boston H.S. Kelly encouragedwhite
revamped the curriculum.
resistance, and that whitepeople fight to the
Apparently the many problems that.surdeath. On the following Tuesday, ten buses
round the people of South Boston are
full of black kids wereon their way to
politically oriented. They are not geared to
school. Things so far had been generally
thinking about college. It is a blue collar
good at SBHS. But on this morning thekids
community in every sense of the word.
were descendedupon by a groupof whites
Because of this, Winegar is having a tough
who wore Klan hoods, stockings, and ski
time trying to convince many of the parents
masks over theirfaces. These faceless few
to try and direct their children towards
had fire extinguishers which they sprayed all
attaining a college education.
over the windshields of the buses, so that the
One reason why this is so difficult is, as
drivers had to stop. Windows of the buses
Winegar states, "What is important in
were then knocked out. Police happened to
Boston is not what you know, it's who you
be threeblocks down the road. About 350
are politically connected to. The working
kids came to school that day hysterical.
class in Boston believes just this. We are tryWinegar got these students into classes as
ing to break this pattern, but it is not easy."
soon as he could, figuring that this would
Winegar is optimistic, though. He
restore some order. It did.
Administrators, social service agencies,
believes that South Boston H.S. has come a
long way. They have had no police in the
and students met that night in order to
building since 1977, not even during the
rebuild what had happened at SBHS that
week of the Darryl Williams shooting.
day to the way things had been during the
College acceptances have also been on the
past two years. Things began to look up for
upswing.
everyone at SBHS. By the following week,
But this past fall South Boston High
things were pretty much back to normal.
Then, on September 28, Darryl Williams
School was put to the test once again.
Things had been so quiet during thepast two
was shot in Gharlestown, and South Boston
years most people forgot about the tragedies
H.S. has never recovered. Williams is now
that had previously surrounded the school.
continuedon page 27
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Bussing, Berekeiy, 1968.
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Empty Courtyards and Flagpoles
by Laura Harding

Put it this way. South Boston is no Chestnut Hill. It's not even a Brighton. Much of it
is gray: some is boarded up, but on G Street
there seems to have been an attempt to liven
up the three-story wooden rows of houses
with a variety ofcolors. At the top of the hill
on G Street is South Boston High School.
Within fifty yards of the front steps were
two groups of kids sitting on doorsteps
listening to disco. I'd heard plenty about
how Southie kids react to outsiders, so
wasn't too confident about getting any sort
of conversation from them. I was.surprised.
The group of girls had plenty to say, not so
much about the racial tension but more
about how they felt they were being cheated
out of a good high school experience.
? First, let me explain that they were all
skipping school, and said that they do so frequently. It doesn't seem to be particularly
difficult; the teachers don't know them.
They take turns pretending attendance for
each other. One said she hadn't been in
school for two weeks; she says that she comes down to school but just doesn't go inside.
Another laughed and toldhow she had missed a whole term last year and had made
straight As. (Seniors attend classes to make
sure they'll graduate.) One complained that
Southie High School used to have the best
prom in town, "Now it's in the basement of
the Chateau dc Ville and our yearbook is
fucking paperback, too."
When asked about the extraordinary
number of police outside(three squad cars
containing police reading newspapers and
drinking sodas, in addition to a dozen
motorcycles parked across the street in a
prodigious show of correct on-street parking), the girls said that they just hung out in
case there were any fights. How do these
fights start? What are they about? Oh, it's
definitely racial. I was given a demonstration of a typical incident. Passing in the
hallway, a black girl would brush against a
white girl, according to these (white) kids.
Immediately, what thesegirls called "black
gangs" \|puld surround the pair and a fight
would start. Why? The "Darryl Williams
things," they said. This is not to say that the
whitekids are blameless the girls said that
they start fights as often as the blacks do.
"You want a story?" one girl said. "Be here
tomorrow - I'll start a riot."
Asked why they thought that bussing
exists, someone said, "It's the rich in City
Hall putting us in a situation where we can't
get an education because of the chaos.
They're making sure that we stay poor."
The boys two doorsteps down were not so
insightful. "We hate the niggers - they took
over our school, they took over our gym.
This used to be an all-whiteschool. Now it's
65% black and 35% white." (School officials
gave a one to one ratio.)
A policewoman sat on a motorcycle
across the street reading. A former
schoolteacher, she admitted that she had no

idea what the solution at South Boston High
School is. I asked her if she thought that
bussing should be ended as the kids had
suggested, and she pointed out that a good
portion of the school administratorshad
built their careers on desegregation and were
not going to admit defeat, even if it meant
sacrificing education. Another security
officer commented on the truants sitting less
than a block away, "The kids that are
truants shouldn't be in school because
they're the stupid ones anyway. During the
last two weeks we've had good success with
suspending the trouble-makers.We don't
expect much more trouble down here."
My impressions of the high school were
limited because I was not allowed to speak
to any students. I was not allowed to enter
school grounds while classes were in session.
I spoke to no black students and to no
faculty members. At one-thirty, amid
numerous police cars with blue lights
flashing, black students boarded buses and
were driven away. One black student yelled
at us, grinning widely, "Take a picture of a
student who is happy to be here in this zoo."

someone to allow me to sit in on their class,
but never called me back, despite several
attempts on my part.
I haven't been back to South Boston
since. I assume that the police are still there,
and that students still hang out on the stoops
on the G Street houses. None of the students
that attend school there now were around
when busing started, and still the territorial
feelings persist. Many of their friends have
transferred to parochial schools in order to
avoid the situation; the rest, to greater and

lesser degrees, attempt to get by and
graduate. Less than 40% of the graduates
begin college, and most of those that do
never finish. Let us assume that they all have
jobs for the City.
I walked down the hill from the school,
passing a stone wall decorated with harsh
racial grafitti. The students had all gone
home; the front lot was now empty except
for a few police. As I looked back up, the
school's empty flagpole caught my attention. I guess it shouldn't have surprised me.

After the students had vacated the school

- a school, incidentally, that accomodated

2000 students before forced busing and now
has only 600, I was allowed to meet the
Headmaster, Mr. Winegar. Asked how he
felt about police presence at a public high
school, he said. "They can slay forever. I
love having them here," and explainedthat
they were there to prevent trouble from the
surrounding neighbors. He's "all for
integration" and believes that it works well,
citing the fact that two years ago black
teachers had to drive to school with police
escorts. When I questioned the quality of the
education that exists at South Boston High
School he shocked me by saying, "These
South Boston kids don't really need an
education anyway. They've all got connections at City Hall and will get city jobs
anyway." He said that he would try to find
Anti-bussing grafltti, South Boston, 1979.

The Liberal Myth

continuedfrom page 26
paralyzed from the neck down. The alleged
assailants are now out on bail. Winegar
believes that had it been the other way
around (blacks shooting a white)they would
have still been in jail.
The following week, black students from
all over Boston began to walk out. They
demanded increased security measures.
They demanded to see the Mayor, but he
was unavailable to them. Apparently
frustration levels for both blacks and whites
began to build, and a fight broke out on that
coming Tuesday. This fight was so bad, it
might have come out of a scene form the
movie "The Warriors." As Winegar

explains, "All of the frustration of 600 kids
came out between the 10 biggest kids in the

school. One kid told me "I thought I was
hitting for every friend I had." Three adults
were injured, two have nevercome back.
Eight students were also injured. Winegar
himself has wondered why he has never
gotten hurt.
But if anything positive can come from a
fight of this intensity: something we could
learn from - it came from two participants, a
white student named Wayne and a black student named Jerome. Wayne and Jeromeare
friends, and when they met each other during this brawl they just turned away and con
linued fighting. The next day Wayne and

Jeromewere back together on the same side
of friendship.
Winegar is extremely upset with the
leadershipin Boston that has not risen to the
occassion. Winegar complains "No one if
the city of Boston, not the Cardinal, not tht
Archbishop, not'the Mayor, not the City
Council President, not Senator Kennedy,
nobody said anything. Surely the Mayor car
say "We-can't-have-this-in-this-city."
Winegar says he has been reprimanded,
been told to keep his mouth shut, but maintains that he knows something about the
Constitution also.
The Boston Globe had sent out an
investigation team and they found out quite
a bit. They revealed that adults in South
Boston are organizing much of the violence
there. It was after this was discovered that
South Boston Information Center Director
Jimmy Kelly resigned from his city job.
Unfortunately, after you have taught a
groupof kids how to fight it is not that eas}
to unteach them. They are not adults.
What has happened over the last 15 to 2(
years is quite amazing, and one might add
that things are on there way. As Rep. Mcl
King states, "A lot of people try to think
that it just started witrr a judge's order, but
nobody wants to ask why the judge had to
render an order."

We must now ask ourselves, "When, and
where is a change going to take place?"
Legislation so far has only been a predispos
ing factor. A law mandating that blacks am
whites can't beat on each other will not stO|
the violence - it never has. If an individual
sees a white person beating or harassing a
black person (or vice versa) and walks awa;
from it, he is essentiallysaying "I am ccuidoning that act." People must take a stand
on that beginning act, whatever it may be.
We must look into ourselves, determine
whether what we see or hear is good or bad
Then we must decidewhat we are going to
do about it. Let us all look into ourselves
and take a stand, for we cannot afford to
divorce ourselves from this situation any
longer.
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Joel's Piano Man Gone Out Of Tune
jumped out from behind his piano and took
Lord for making Graham Parker short and
"You May Be Right" to "everyone out
the microphone at center stage, swiveling
there who has ever been told he was crazy."
funny-looking.) The overly enthusiastic
and pivoting like some pseudo-Elvis. He
reactions to words like "stoned" and"beer"
These calculated efforts to endear himself to
roamed from one end of the stage to the
made me blush with embarassment. Then,
the audience rang hollow. He should, in the
other, good-naturedly mugging with his
future, give up his reliance on gestures and
inexplicably, the show took an upward turn.
by David Gionfriddo
fans. For the remainder of the show, Joel
attempt to emulate the gut-level comOne of the most frustrating trends in rock A new song, "All For Lina," brought the
as if it
band to life. Earlier, it
was content to playfully spar with the
municationof artists like Springsteen and
journalism today is, I find, the tendency of
audience, always keeping them at arm's
Parker. Therein lies the subtle difference
critics to identify the flaws of an artist with had been in hibernation, barely adding color
the audience he attracts. With this firmly in or texture to the performance. Now, for the
betweenentertainment and rock and roll.
length. With such a lovingthrong to work
with, this aloofness seemed strange indeed.
mind I tried, in the best sense of journalistic first time, guitars actually flared into the
P.S. - By the way, would someone please
After "Get It Right The First Time," his
objectivity, to ignore the fact that 60% of the mix, providing a kick that the show badly
explainwhy a Boston crowd would go wild
second encore, he spent a good four minutes
every time Billy mentioned New York City?
crowd that turned out for Billy Joel's Boston needed. (The snow's three new songs, "All
doing nothing, just absorbing the crowd's
Garden concert was composed of excitable, For Lina," "Sometimes A Fantasy," and
"You May Be Right," demonstrated fairly
high-heeled adolescent females. Yet in the
applause and "presenting" himself to the
back of my mind the thought persisted that a hard edges, firing expectations for a
audiencefor still more approval. I began to
fear that Bill was no longer the Piano Man,
sign of this nature is usually a kiss of death, meritorious future album.) "Angry Young
an indication of certain commercial qualities Man" was stunning, with Liberty DeVitto's
or even the Entertainer, but, in his
previously overstated, orchestral drumming
indulgence, had become the Rock Star.
that have infiltrated an artist's work and
-1
falling perfectly into place. It gave an examOnly a simple, moving final encore of
tend to invariably water down his musical
"Souvenirs" saved him - this time.
presentation. I was sincerely hoping that
ple of what the group could do if they put
Special
8" Hanging Plants $5.95
Mr. Joel would prove me wrong.
their minds to it. A sensitive "New York
All in all, the show was characterized by
Regularly S9.50-$12.50
On the whole, I'm sorry to say that he
State of Mind" was marred only by Richie
an unsettling lack ofcommitment. Joel was
content to play pretty songs, punctuating the
didn't.After a promising start, a playful ver- Cannatta's obnoxious five-minute sax solo,
gaps with certain cute gestures. Among
sion of that anthem to teen-age naughtiness, which gave me the impression that he was
Come visit your Neighbors at
"Only The Good Die Young," the show
these were his assurance that "we're just
trying dilligentlyto recall and play every lick
MINIHANE'S
he had ever learned, like a schoolboy
here to play!," his dedication of "Movin'
began to degenerate into a visual greatestacross the street from the Post
A
And
yet
End,
hits package. set consisting of "Movin'
Out" to the North
and his donation of
repeating his multiplication tables.
Office
Out," "Honesty." and "My Life" was borthe crowd loved it. Maybe you can explain
ing, offering the same old favorites served up it. I know I can't
The Pre-Thanksgiving
FTD-Teleflora-Master Chargewith a minimum of innovation or show"Until The Night" was one of the evenDay Heights Revue Staff
VISA-welcome
manship. Interesting selections from his
ing's nicest moments, its delicateLatin beat
Meeting will take place this
Ample parking.
earlier albums were, with few exceptions,
punctuated by a lilting chorus overflowing
4:lspm
in The
Monday at
deleted in favor of more familiar material
with glorious romantic agony. Moments like
Heights office, McElroy 113.
from the last two LP's. One had the feeling
thismade me wonder about the overall munMINIHANE'S FLOWER and
This is a very important
that the slightest deviation from this format dane quality of the rest of the show. For
GARDEN SHOP
meeting and is mandatory
would send the audience into fits of suicidal much of the concert, guitarists Russel
425 Washington Street
for all staffers. We will be
Javors and Dave Brown seemed to have
hysteria. The only hint of escapefrom this
Brighton, MA 02135
discussing plans for the final
malaise was Joel's addition of a single
been added for visual effect only. Their lack
254-1130
issue of the semester. No
screaming, emotivevocal line to "Honesty." of input made their presence more confusing
will be accepted.
excuses
But even this led to nothing. By the next
than constructive, Also, many of Joel's most
Thank you,
verse, he was again conforming to his
popular songs ("Big Shot" and "Moving'
The Editor
recorded version.
Out," for example) rely on jerky, stop-and"Piano Man" elicited an affectionate
go rhythms that don't translate well to the
response, waves ofyoung girls swaying to
concert stage.
V,
f
!/
and fro to the music, singing along adoring"You May Be Right" showed an energy
Great
The
ly. (About this lime, I began to thank the
that was lacking in the rest of the set. Joel
__'
Billy Joel
Boston Garden
Nov. 12,1979
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ONE OF THE MOST SINGULARLY BEAUTIFUL EVENINGS I'VE
EVER SPENT IN THE THEATER.
A PERFORMANCE OF GREAT BEAUTY. MISS HARRIS IS
QUITE WONDERFUL
Elliot Norton. BOSTON HERALDAMERICAN
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27. Turn backward
29. Fall from grace
31. Seed
32. Before
34. Mesh
36. Sister
39. Bramble
41. General sense
43. Pierce
44. Not difficult
45. Place of Napoleon'sexile
47. Swab
50. Use a shovel
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*
53. Finish
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13. Raced
14. Indentation
15. Russian war plane
16.Terminate
17
Little Indians
19. Ponders
21. You are; he
23. Steal
25. Toddler
26. Automobile
28. Petrol
30. Organ of smell
33. Paradise
35. Rye drink
37. Neither
38. Animal doctor
40. Crazy person
42. Us
43. Churn and foam
46. Not old
48. Asphalt
49. Not new
iron, niblick
51
54. Mule
55. Runs batted in (Abb.)
56. Not closed
57. Farewell
58. Worn out horse
59. Tall grass
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Don't Neglect Bosoms
by Christopher Walsh
I would like to start by emphasizing that

John Guare's "Bosoms and Neglect" is a
rare theatre experience that is not to be missed. It paints the picture of a psychotic
man's dealingswith his 83 year-old mother
and his flighty, yet significant girlfriend in a
compelling, tragic-comedic sense.
Every so often, a playwrite will create a
masterpiece that is rather off-color or
bizarre but still deserving of respect as an art
form, lanesco and Pinter are examples of

But, perhaps the best aspect 01 uosoms
and Neglect" is the individual performances
of Lenka Peterson and April Shawhan.
Lenka Peterson is absolutely brilliant as
Scooper's blind and bantering mother.
Peterson's mannerisms and expressions are
excellent.She runs the gamut ofemotions
from irrational to congruous and henpecking to adoringwith such style and grace that
you don't even notice that she is acting. Her
subtlety is also apparent in her treatment of
being blind.

Also good is April Shawhan as Dierdre.
Miss Shawhan outshines her costar Richard
Kavanaugh without a margin of doubt. Her
unlimited skill in keeping the pace during
her rather lengthy sequence with Kavanaugh
makes the audience forgive any inadequacies of the script. Most importantly, she
is sufficiently flighty as the pathological
dumb blonde, a role easily overdone.
Finally, there is Richard Kavanaugh as
Scooper. On Wednesdaynight's performance, Kavanaugh. went from bad to worse
as the play progressed. His interpretation of
a man who "does not get along with women
or men," but who is nonethelessattractive to
women, was portrayed less than adequately.
Thus, the concept of his being a stud who
sleeps with his best friend's wife and who is

enarmored and eventuallyseduced by an
attractive blonde is unbelievable.
Kavanaugh seemed bored and during his
final monologues, which are actually the
meat of the script, he merely read his lines
effeminately. Particularly disturbing was the
first act when Kavanaugh stopped to allow
some late comers to be seated.
However, I highly suggest seeing the
show. Despite any drawbacks it is an
interesting caricatureof today's psychology
- oriented society. Though bizarre, the script
is a challenge to interpret. And, it is worth
going just to see Lenka Peterson and April
Shawhan mastering their craft. "Bosoms
and Neglect" is a unique and yes, a bizarre,
theatre experience.
For ticket information call 542-3200.

Houlihan's Old Place
by Margaret Graczyk and Thalia Kostandin
Houlihan's Old Place at Faneuil
Marketplace is the newest and hottest spot
in town. Newest undoubtedly, hottest
maybe, but not exactly good eating. The
restaurant is one of a long chain, but the
interior decor does not betray this. It is
decorated "Friday's style" with lots of tacky
antiques. We thought one or two of them
look a little fabricated - nice try, but no
cigar. Still, the overall effect is pleasing to

Richard Kavanaugh and April Shawan In scene from John Guave's "Bosoms and Neglect"
at the Charles St. Playhouse.

the eye, especially the huge cacti and other
greenery growing all around you. The
lighting is quite subdued, and many tables in
nooks and crannies provide an intimate
atmosphere. The feigned mish-mash of
brightly printed fabrics on chairs and table
cloths further complicates the scene.
It is not justthe ambiencethat is busy; the
restaurant attracts large crowds of
inquisitive Bostonians and naive visitors to
Faneuil Hall. Houlihan's accepts reservations, so take advantage of them. This
unfortunately does not ensure good service,
but it does alleviate at least one annoying
delay.
We were seated at a table with a full
ashtray, our first indicationof poor service.
We won't bore you with the painful details,
but our waitress was inefficient and rude.
The party of four next to us nearly walked
out without paying.
It seemed like forever, but we finally
flagged down our waitress and ordered.
Unfortunately we apparently made poor
choices. They looked fine on the menu: Soup
'n' Quiche ($3.95), Chicken Parmesan
($6.25), and a Canadian Bacon
Cheeseburger ($3.85). They also looked

results are intriguing.

Most of the action revolves around
Scooper, played by Richard Kavanaugh.
Scooper is accompaniedby his mother
(Lenka Peterson) and his fellow psychotic
girlfriend Dierdre (April Shawhan). The
show contains clever vignettes, witty lines
and eloquent monologues. However, the
script, at times, tends to be bizarre to the
point of distraction.
For example, in act I, scene I, we find
Scooper out of his mind in worry about his
ailing mother, fn act 1 scene II (which takes
place soon after), Scooper falls in love with a
girl he has ignored for the past six years
who, after falling in love with him, stabs
him. Act 11, Scooper tries to kill his mother.
These inconsistencies are admittedly hard to
overlook.
However, the show has many merits.
Larry Arrick's directing is excellent. His
blocking in act I, scene II with Dierdre and
Scooper is especially clever.
John Custer's lighting got off to an
awkward start on Wednesday's opening (the
iights were brought up while actors werestill
taking places) but was basically simple yet
effective. This is markedly apparent in act II
which starts with the lights on full,
realistically depicting the stark white
institutionalism of a hospital room, and
gradually dimming, enhancing the pathos of
the scene.
Robert Soule used the somewhat
primitive stage, which is surrounded on
three sides by audience, to his best advantage, although Cheryl Ottaviano's props for
act I scene II are glaringly apparent during
act I scene I.

playlist
Talking Heads/Fear of Music
Lena uovich/Stateless
Dave Edmunds/Repeat When Necessary
B-52's
Tom Verlaine/Verlaine
Genya Ravan/And I Mean It!
Gary Neuman and the Tubway Army
Clash/The Class
Rachel Sweet/Fool Around
Flaming Groovies/Jumpinto the Night
Iggy Pop/New Values
Kinks/Low Budget
Chapter 12
Shirts/Street Light Shine
Jules and the Polar Bears/Phonetics
Sinceros/Sound of Sunbathing
Nick Lowe/Labour of Lust
Records
lan Dury & The Blockheads/Do IT Yourself
Neil Young/Rust Never Sleeps
Yachts/SOS
Cars/Candy-o
The Rumour/Frogs, Sprouts, Clogs and Krauts
Contortions/Buy
Various/Propaganda
A's
Mick Taylor/The Who & Others
Led Zeppelin/In the Out Door
Robert Palmer/Secrets

sire
stiff
Swan Song
WB
Elektra
Replicas
Capitol
stiff
sire
Arista
Arista
Herlihy
Capitol
Columbia
Columbia
Columbia
Virgin
stiff
wb

Polydor
Elektra
Arista
Buddah
A&M
Arista
Arista Polydor
Swan Song

Islands

good on the oversized plates, but our taste
buds revealed the disappointing truth. The
Spinach Quiche; under the Specialties seclion, was especially atrocious. It was
plasticized and rubbery with a thin pre-made
crust. Need we say more?Theclam chowder
was good, but hardly adequate compensa- lion.
Houlihan's is the type of place to order
specialty coffees or sweet and generous
desserts, if you're still on speaking terms
with your waitress. As far as main courses,
stick with burgers, salads, or sandwiches.
Steer away from the more expensive
Specialties, they're definitely not special.
Hopefully Houlihan's kitchen staffis just
goingthrough growing pains and will
improve as the restaurant becomes
established. Peoplewill eat hereanyway, but
we wish the management would strive for
more quality in both food and amiability.
The touches of class on the menu are more
like touches of clash - as with the beverage
section. With a few basic improvements
Houlihan's might be a great place to eat.
There is also a disco at Houlihan's,
somewhere. Don't fret if you don't like disco
you need a blueprint to find it. The cocktail
lounge is the place to have a drink, either
after dinner or on weekdays from 4-7 p.m. at
their Cocktail Hour.
Houlihan's is at 60 State Street, and is
open for lunch and dinner every day. How
expensive is it? For three people our bill
came to $16 without drinks. Not too bad,
but not exactly worth the price. (Call 367-6377 for further information.)
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Brown
continuedfrom page 25
only unique thing about Jerry Brown is his
support of the space program which
although good in itself, tends to overshadow
some more important down to Earth issues.
The rally broke up at 10:31 p.m. As we
assembled for theride back to Boston, one

of the more fun-loving Brown aides who was
supposed to have been our driver decided to
stay in Manchester for the party. He tossed
us the keys and we bid Cronin adieu.
Cruising down 1-93 we noticed the fuel
gage listing alarmingly toward E. After ten
miles of frantic searching we pulled off the
highway in Andover. Running on fumes
without a station in sight, we checked into a
nearby hotel and returned to Boston early
the next morning.
It had been quite an experience.The
atmosphere of the campaign was harried
and hectic but in the end everything got off
rather smoothly. Brown's staffers seem to
maintain a super-human pace, working solid
fifteen and twenty hour days. Their dedication to a candidate whochances of attaining
the nomination are at best minimal is
fascinating indeed.
Perhaps the aim of the campaign is a vice
presidential spot under Ted Kennedy. Gov.
Brown did, after all, appear at Fanuiel Hall
the day after Kennnedy announced his candidacy, and seemed to follow in the
Senator's footsteps on his way to New

'

Hampshire.
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THE HEIGHTS FUNNIES
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BC Silences Critics, Syracuse Falls

defeat Syracuse University by 17 same, with the BC defense spending
points in front of 20,245 fans, 6200 a lot of time on the field, with Mike
of whom received free tickets as Mayock and Clint Gaffney coming
part of SU's plan to show bowl up with many big plays. Though the
scouts that they could draw the big SU offense was able to lead BC in
crowd. The final score was decisive, first downs, 14-4, and in total yards,
225-61, at the half, they were hurt
BC 27, SU 10.
BC came out playing aggressive- by a couple of penalties and a tough
ly. SU may have won the pre-game BC defense, and could not bring it in
coin toss, but that was all they won, for the score. While BC had a few
and they wasted that advantage by scoring chances deep in SU
fumbling on the first play from territory, they also couldn't convert,
scrimmage. BC recovered and and thanks to 3 field goal misses by
moved the ball to midfield where normally proficient SU kicker Gary
they were stopped, after Rob Anderson, the half ended in a 0-0
Rikard nearly caught a Jay tic. Jay Palazola was shaken up on
Palazola pass way down at the 7 yd. the last play of the half, but returned
line. But when John Cooper punted to start the second half before being
all the way down to the 14yd. line, replaced by John Loughery, who
SU fumbled and BC's Lew again did a good job.
It was evident that the Eagles
Reynolds recovered.
Both offenses stalled at times were "up" for this game. They were
| while having some trouble main- playing a tough SU squad evenly,
taining their footing on the field, and somehow you know during the
(which had been frozen solid the end of the first half, that if they
[night before. BC's Dan Conway, could hold SU scoreless before
'who played well in front of a New heading into the locker room, BC
York Jets Scout who was in the could win. We've all heard the line
press box watching him and John "On a given day any given team can
Schtneding, tripped on 2nd and 9, beat any other given team..." but
and on 3rd and 8, Palazola went the fact is that BC seemed to want
back to pass and fumbled under this one more, and simply played a
heavy pressure from the SU better game. As Coach Chlebek said
defense. The ball was first recovered after the game, "Our defense won
by BC's Greg Cantone, who again the game for us out there today. We
fumbled it and -SU. recovered, but just would not have won if we hadn't
was unable to move the ball against stopped them in the first half."
BC thanks to a hard hit by Jeff According to SU Coach Frank
Dziama on 3rd down. The teams Maloney, "I don't think the team
tradedpossessions for the rest of the_ was lookingahead but if they wereit
quarter, with Dziama and Joe was zero to zero in the second half
Ferraro leading the BC defense, and we had plenty of time to be
helped out by Doug Alston and shaken into reality."
BC went to work putting the
Rich Dyer, who intercepted SU
quarterback Bill Hurley's pass in game away in the 2nd half. After
the end zone, taking away a giving up a 37-yd. field goal at 3:62
touchdown. For BC's offense, Leo of the 3rd quarter, the Eagles, with
Smith and Dan Conway were play- John Loughery at QB, ran off a
ing well and Cooper's kicking was string of eleven straight plays
excellent thoughout averaging 43.8 covering 80 yards, and controlled
yards per Dunt, a full 10 yards theball for almost five minutes. The
longer thanSUpunter's average,and drive was capped by a Loughery
Salso going 3 or 4 on extra points. As pass to Rob Rikard at 7:16 for the
"expected, the big combo for SU was Eagles first TD. Cooper made the
QB Bill Hurley and R*B JoeMoms. extra point and BC led 7-3. The BC
J The 2nd quarter was more of the defense continued to playjoin-an
excellent game, with Joe Nash
27-10
Doug Allston broke up this pass in the end zone and Rich Dyer made the interception in BC's
ing Dziama, Gaffney, and Mayock
upset of Syracuse. (Photo by Mary O'Keete)
key defensive plays, and
with
Commentary
Eric Shulman
Cooper continuingwith his excellent
punting. After a Loughery pass
intended for Bernie Sales was
intercepted by SU's Arkeilplan at
"Just run the score up during the first half and there will be no
final stanza.
the ten yard line, SU QB Bill
problem," stated Tangerine Bowl scout Don Barnes to Syracuse coach
picked off two Bill Hurley passes,
in
the
last
BC
showed off his passing skills,
Defensively,
quarter,
Hurley
Frank Maloney at a pre-game luncheon. What was not planned, though,
intercepted twice all season. The only teams
and
he
was
two consecutive passes,
previously
only
completing
College
taking
idea,
turn,
was Boston
and in
disapproval to this
playing
that have held the potent Syracuse offense less points than the Eagles did
than after a sack by Nash for a loss
their most inspired game in two years.
were Ohio State and Perm State. BC became the lone team, thus far, to
of 25 yards, completed 3 passes in
the next 4 plays, then finished off
prohibit a Hurley touchdown pass, throughout an entire game. This comAn exceptional defense held the high-powered Orangemen to a first
half scoreless tic. Led by Clint Gafney the Eagles displayed fine lateral
the drive by running the ball the
pletely took the contest away from Syracuse.
pursuit, which cut down any long runs. When running-back Joe Morris
final nine yards by himself for the
Another key factor was the return of John Schmeding Hashing his first
ran up the middle, he usually came in contact with a brick wall, namely
TD.
Anderson made the extra point
victory in two years. Not only did he assist in opening numerous holes for
SU took the lead for the last
Jim Budness. Wide-receiver Art Monk was contained all through the
and
the running game, but ended all rumors that his football days have come
contest due to a stellar performance from Rich Dyer. This often left
at 10-7.
lime
the
to a conclusion. Dan Conway exhibited true desire by grinding out
The
4th quarter was all BC.
quarterback Bill Hurley with only Brian Ishman as a target. The pass
yardage in many short yard situations, despite a painful leg injury. Jeff
Conway, Leo Smith, and Shelby
rush was effective all day constantly penetrating the Syracuse backfield.
situatackles,
came up with many in clutch
Dziama, leading the squad in
Gamble, the Eagles' leading rusher,
tions, leading the splendid team effort. Finally John Cooper continued
Unfortunately, in the first half, the Eagle offense could only muster a
came to life when the Eagles needed
mere four first-downs and 65 total yards. BC squandered three golden
his excellent kicking with two forty plus points.
yardage. Tim Sherwin came up with
opportunities, twice with the old nemesis called "The Fumble."
4 key receptions. At 4:00 of the final
victories
over
UMass
expected
now
the
future
looks
With
bright.
For
quarter, after a drive of 12 plays
and Holy Cross, the Eagles could finish the campaign at 5-6. There has
In the third quarter, with Syracuse leading 3-0, Coach Chlebek sumcovering
78 yds., Conway put BC
season.
If
BC
can
continue
to
play
been
definite
from
last
improvement
contest,
moned John Loughery into the
and what a move it was!
for
good, running the final
will
past
Saturday,
they
ahead
two-way football and remain healthy, as in this
Loughery completed a picture-perfect 34 yard touchdown pass to Rob
two yards for a TD. Cooper's extra
be tough for anyone to defeat. They never quit and displayed fine
Rikard, moving BC to a 7-3 advantage. Syracuse did regain the lead, 10point was good again and BC led
character by bouncing back from the Tulane massacre.
-17. but then came quarter number four.
14-10. At 9:39, Loughery ran the
Boston College outscored the Orangemen, in this period, 20-0. The
As for Syracuse, they again fell short of a seven win season, finishing
ball into the end zone himself after
up at a disappointing 6-5 record. They played for a bowl - the Eagles
Eagles played outstanding two-way football which helped them amass
BC again kep the ball, and ate up
played for a coach. The results were no tangerines for the Orangemen,
250 total yards in the second half. Tim Sherwin came up with four sparklimportant minutes on the clock,
and a glistening smile on the face of one Ed Chlebek, as the breaks finally
ing receptions and Shelby Gamble was successful in many third down
controlling for 10 straight plays.
went his way!
continued on page 32
conversions aiding the Eagles' ball control to a near 11 minutes in the

Anne Baccari
Boston Globe Sportswriter Jeff
Sagarirhad the point-spread right in
his pre-game prediction, but he had
the teams in the wrong order.

by

The Syracuse student reported in
the pressbox realized it first,
midway through the 4th quarter,
saying that there was now no way
his team would get the bowl bid.

The vacant seat in the back of the
pressbox, which once was occupied
by the Tangerine Bowl scout who
had left at least a half-hour earlier,
confirmed it. Boston College would

No Tangerines For Orangemen
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Ohio State Spoils Hockey Opener In Overtime
Bob Holmes
Ohio State's Paul Tilley
scored his second goal of the
-game just thirty-nine seconds
into overtime to give the
Buckeyes a 5-4 win over BC.
The goal erased a brilliant
third period comeback that saw.
by

BC overcome a 4-2 deficit to tic score and was caught in the
it four-all with three minutes OSU end. The Buckeyes broke
remaining. BC had several out of their zone a .nd with precichances in the closing seconds to sion passing that proved they
end the contest in regulation but had already played six games
the Eagles were unable to do so. turned the three on one break
In the overtime period BC mis- into a victory. Ohio State is now
sed an opening opportunity to 5-2 on the year.

BC was down 1-0 after the
opening period but it didn't take
them long to overcome this
deficit. Bobby Hehir opened the
scoring for BC and minutes later
Charlie Antetomaso blasted one
home from the point to make it
2-1 BC. The second period
ended 2-2 when OSU's Larry
Marson scored at the 14:36
mark.
The game was an impressive
beginning for BC. The freshmen
played extremely well and
should make tremendous additions to the hockey program.
Lee Blossom played an extremely physical game. Todd Mishler
was impressive on defense. Mike
O'Neil showed speed that will
get him a few goals this year,
and Chris Wray,.;.was tough in
front of the opposition net. The
most obvious departure from
last year's 16-4 team was the
physical play of the BC team.
They were not pushed around at
all and as shown by the number
of near fights, they didn't put up
with anything from OSU.

The result was not what Len
Ceglarski had in mind but the

performance put on by the
Eagles was a good one and

hopefully a vision of better
.things to

come.

Eagles Upset
Syracuse
continuedfrom page 31
Though the extra point failed, the
game was over for all intents and
purposes. On their next drive SU's
Hurley attempted to pass to his
leading receiver Monk, but BC's
Mayock was there for the interception and ran it back 50 yds. for
another BC touchdown. This time
Cooper's extra point was good and
the game was out of reach at 27-10.
SU's last scoring attempt was
thwarted by a Dziama interception
off Hurley, intended for SU's
second leading receiver, Sambutto.
From there it was merely a matter
of running down the last few
minutes on the clock, and BC had
the victory.

UMass Next On Agenda
For Football

by Kevin McKeon

This coming Thanksgiving weekend the Boston College Eagles will be

resuming their football rivalry with the defending Yankee Conference
champions the Minutemen of the University of Massachusetts. This
gameshould prove how much the Eagles have progressed this season over

OHIo State scored 39 seconds into overtime to defeat BC 5-4 in the Eagles Home Opener. (Photo by
Dave Dionne)

last season when the Minutemen embarassed the Eagles 27-0. It was the
first time UMass. had defeated BC in years and the Eagles will try to
reestablish their dominance over UMass.
UMass possesses a fine air attack with quarterback Mike McEvilley at
the helm. McEvilley leads the' Yankee Conference in passing with 1109
yards gained and an average of 10.4 yards gained every time he throws
the football. McEvilley has two fine receivers in Kevin O'Conner and
Marty Paglione. O'Connor's 471 yards receiving leads the Yankee
Conference in that category. Paglione is fifth in the Yankee Conference
The Minutemen do not have a
with 273 yards gained.
commanding ground game. The
rushing attack is shared by Don
Dawson, Cliff Pedrons, Gary
Pearson and Mike Newell. This
quartet consistently rushes for close
on the squad, also collected 16 to the same yardage every week.
points, yet, he could collect only 7 However, none of them have the big
rebounds. Six-foot six-inch breakaway possibility.
freshman Burnett Adams has, thus
On defense the Minutemen
far, been a disappointment on the appear to have a solid defensiveline
boards. Meanwhile, prized but the secondary is suspect.
freshman John Bagley didn't dress UMass's disappointing loss to Holy
because he missed the last practice Cross a week ago is a good exambefore the game.
ple. The Minutemen allowed only
84 yards and 3 first downs on the
During the regular season, the ground while they gave up 293 yards
Eagles will be characterized by an and 16 first downs via the air.
This will pit the Minutemen's
aggressive style; fast breaks and
pressure defense. Boston College strength, rushing defense, against
managed to sustain such an attack the Eagles strength, rushing. The
in the first half, building a 52-40 Eagles offensive line of Swanke,
halftime lead on the strength of the Raymond, Chaplick, Muldoon, and
passing of Bennett and captain Jim Cantone should be able to control
Sweeney. However, their defense the line of scrimmage.
forced Acadia to turn the ball over
In the kicking department
only 11 times while they themselves UMass has a fine punt returner in
committed 20 turnovers. The Eagles Kevin Sullivan who has a 10.3 punt
did shoot an impressive 61.7% from return average which is one of the
the floor. Their shots were best in the YankeeConference.
predominantly comprised of layups The kicking specialists are
by Beaulieu, junior Yin Caraher and placekicker Sandro Vitiello and
sophomore Rich Shrigley. punter Tim Fontaine. Vitiello is at
However, they shot a disappointing the top of the Yankee Conference in
69.2% from the line. If a team is scoring with 47 points while Fongoing to win with legitimate taine is close to the top in punting
rebounders, it must take advantage with a 34 yard average.
of the foul line opportunities.
UMass and. BC share a common
opponent in Villanova. UMass was
destroyed by Villanova 35-7 at
Nevertheless, the 1979-1980 Villanova.The next week the Eagles
Boston College basketball season entertained the Wildcats here at
looks to be an interesting one. The Alumni Stadium and crushed them
schedule is demanding, yet the 34-7. This factor is probably misEagles play "the big three," leading because ifBC wins they will
Syracuse, St. Johns, and not win by such a huge margin.
Georgetown at home. According to
UMass coach Bob Pickett has a
Davis, the players are easy to get team that can score points and will
along with. "Some are emotional, prove to be a tough team for the
some are cocky. but in a nice way. Eagles to break. If the Eagles can
It's very easy to coach these guys." contain the passing combinations of
Well, let's hope these guys can han- McEvilley-O'Connor and
dle the tougher competition of the McEvilley-Paglionewhile playing at
regular season as well as they Alumni Stadium, they should come
handled a decidedly weaker Acadia out victorious. Should, could be the
squad.
key word though.

Basketball Downs Acadia 83-79 In Exhibition Opener

by Steve deGroot
It is not whetheryou win or lose
but how you play the game. Any

coaches. Such was the case this past
Saturday night at Roberts Center,
coach will tell you this philosophy when Boston College played their
does not hold true during the only exhibition basketball game
regular- season. During the exhibi- against Acadia University. While
tion games, "how" a team plays is this was the first test for the Eagles
paramount in the minds of the in a game Situation, their Canadian

opponents were winding up a short,
four game tour of the United States.

It is almost incidental that the
Eagles held off a late Acadia surge
and defeated the Canadians 83-79.
BC Head Coach Dr. Tom Davis
expressed that he was pleased that
his players had the opportunity to
gain experience, yet he also hinted
at his displeasure with the team's
play itself. "The game was a good
learning experience; a lot of things
happened, a lot of situations
occurred.
We played just well
enough to win but we did not play
very well. We have a long way to
go." Although the Eagles outrebounded Acadia 40-23, board
strength is anticipated to be their
greatest shortcoming. Putting
things into perspective, the tallest
starter on the Acadia team is only 66. This is hardly the type of
rebounding power the Eagles will
meet during the regular season.

..

"The game was a good learning
experience: a lot of things
happened, a lot of situations
occurred... We played just well
enough to win but we did not
play very we11... We have a long
way to go." Coach Tom Davis

Michael Bennett put on a show with his tremendous leaping ability en route
to a 16 point effort against Acadia. (Photo by John O'Neill)

"Rebounding is going to be a
problem," concurred Coach Davis.
"I'm going to have to play the five
best players, even if three of those
players are guards. Some of our
guards can rebound better than
some of our taller guys." One such
player is the exciting Mike Bennet
who electrified the crowd with his
tremendous leaping ability, flashy
passing and 16 points. "Bennet
played very well," continued Davis.
"He got five rebounds which is
excellent for a guard, and only one
turnover." Nevertheless, 6-8 center
Joe Beaulieu, the only real big man

.
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Tremendous TalentAt Guard, But...

Rebounding Again Key To Basketball Hopes
by Charlie Simmons

With Boston College's basketball opener less than two weeks
away, there is some question as to whether Dr. Tom Davis can
continue to spearhead the resurgence of BC basketball. After
inheriting an 8-18 team, Davis has worked miracles with the
Eagles producing a 15-7 winner and then a splendid 21-9 number
last season; the first 20 win campaign at BC in five years. This
season though, the challenges the basketball program will
encounter will directly stem from a very weak front line, where
rebounding and a strong defense inside are all but nonexistent.
"We're hurting at the forward and center positions," comments
Coach Davis, "Our problems are a result of both a lack of

experience and size."

BIGETHE AST

CONFERENCE
The fact that BC will be participating in the newly formed Big
East Conference will hardly
enhance the Eagles ' outlook.
Included are BC, UConn,
Georgetown, Providence, St.
John's, Seton Hall, and Syracuse.
Three of these teams (Syracuse, St.
John's, Georgetown) have been
picked by preseason polls to finish
AP Major College Poll
1. Indiana 22-12
974
2. Kentucky 19-12
962
3. Duke 22-8
956
4. Ohio State 19-12
936
5. Notre Dame 24-6
884
6. North Carolina 23-6
812
7. Louisiana State 23-6
800
8. UCLA 25-5
631
9. DePaul26-6
549
10Louisville24-8
529
11. Purdue 27-8
472
12. Syracuse 26-4
462
13.Virginia 19-10
406
14. Texas A&M 24-9 ........348
15. Brigham Young 20-8
304
16. St. John's 21-11
289
17. Oregon State 18-10
172
18. Marquette 22-7
157
19. Georgetown,DC 24-5 .138
20. Kansas 18-11
133
within the Top 20 in the nation
which is definitely good news for BC
fans who'll have the opportunity to
view all three at Roberts Center.
"The benefits of playing in the
Big East Conference are great for
BC." states Davis. "We'll get full
media coverage in all the big cities

..

Dec!

Jan. 12
Jan. 15

SALEM ST.
ST. ANSELM'S
at New Hampshire

brown
at Clarkson
at St. Lawrence
MAINE
PRINCETON
at UNH Tournament
at Michigan
at Michigan St.
at Harvard
at Cornell
DARTMOUTH

'

.. -

with an 11.3 ppg average. Beaulieu,
who will play the center position, is
expected to be complimented by 6-6
junior Yin Caraher, 6-4 soph Rich
Shrigley, 6-4 junior Chris Foy and
freshman forward 6-6 Burnette
Adams.
The loss of Cobb's deadly outside

Basketball Schedule
Nov. 30

seaman/
BENTLEY

i-_ i a
Jan.
19

Dec. 2

LEMOYNE

Jan. 22

Dec 4

atlErLrden

Jan' 24

GEORGIA TECH
Garden
RHODE ISLAND

3,

atSetonHall
in the east and we'll also have
Dec. 11
Jan. 26
STONEHILL
'NO- NAT. CLASSIC
iw 01
i*
regional exposure with a number of
Dec.
21-22
Jan. 30
GEORGETOWN
-P|
W
>CMBCtI-tf
appearances on a TV Game of the
26
Dec.
ECAC
HOLIDAY
FEST.
Feb.
1COLONIAL
CLASSIC
Week." Davis sees the Big East as a
MadßO" Sq. Garden peb
at
Boston
Garden
Dec. 28
'Valuable recruiting tool," making
2
the name of Boston College promiat Villanova
Jan. 3
Feb 5
BROWN
nent up and down the coast.
Jan.
5
NEW
HAMPSHIRE
Competition within the new league
HOLYCROSS
BISCAYNE
Jan. 7
is expected to be tough.
Feb. 16 at Providence
Highlighting the season will be a
Jan. 9
at Connecticut
conference championship tournaFeb 20
Northearter
Jan. 12
atFordham
ment in Providence in which all
Jan. 16
STJOHN's
Feb. 23 SYRACUSE
seven teams shall participate. At
two
of
which
are
almost
least
squad which, as a result, is haunted shooting will hurt in the backcourt,
assured NCAA berths.
Graduation has taken its toll on by a lack of experience and size up but even without Cobb the Eagles
are strong here. Returning at pointBC basketball and has done so at front.
The only returning starter at the guard is 6-0 senior Jim Sweeney
key positions. Gone- is three-time
scoring leader Erriie Cobb, who forward position is 6-9 Joe who averaged 7.7 ppg and had 124
placed third on the Eagles' all-time Beaulieu, a burly 245 pounder who assists. Teamed with Sweeney at the
scoring list with 1706 points. At the finishedsecond in scoring a year ago other guard position will be 5-11

*

,

- *

"

junior Mike Bennett, who makes up
for his lack of height with great
jumping ability and a soft scoring
touch. Soph Dwan Chandler (6-1,
175) is more than capable coming
off the bench and willprobably start

a few games as the season
progresses. In addition, freshman
John Bagley will see plenty of playing time.
Participating in the new Big East
Conference should be quite a
challenge for the Eagles who should
plan on finishing no better than
fourth in the seven team league. BC
plays each of the seven conference
teams once this season with that
number doubling and creating home
and home series next year. Along
with the likes' of UConn,
Georgetown, Syracuse and St.
John's. BC will also face Fairfield
(17-9 last year), Georgia Tech (17-9), Providence, Rhode Island and
Holy Cross. A demanding schedule
to say the least.
> Whether or not Coach Davis can
improve on last season is an awfully
big question at this point. Faced
with the new league, a demanding
schedule and crippled by inexperience and size up front, it is
extremely hard to tell. The Eagles
should be competitive but a repeat
of last year's performance could be
difficult.
v*

Hockey Looks To Return To ECAC Playoffs
by John Holland

Boston College opened its hockey
season Friday night against
nationally ranked Ohio State.
Although the Eagles lost 5-4 in
overtime the team played well. BC
was down 4-2 with ten minutes to go
in the
was able to tic the
score with two minutes left.
However, Ohio State's experience
and the fact that this was their
seventh game was shown as they
were able to score in thefirst minute
of overtime.
As evidenced by the close defeat
to Ohio State the BC hockey team
looks promising and hopefully will
pick up where they left off at the end
of last year. They finished off last
season winning nine of their last 11
games including a victory over
archrival BU. The Eagle team is
similar to that of last years but the
players that graduated will be missed. Coach Ceglarski stated, "Sure

Hockey Schedule
Nov. 19
Nov. 26
Nov. 29
Dec. 3
Dec. 7
Dec. 8
Dec. 11
14
Dec. 29-30
Jan. 4
Jan. 5
Jan. 9

forward position the loss of M ichael
Bowie and his patented baseline
jumper is irreplaceable. Part of the
heart of last season's rebounding
attack have since past by in the
persons of Rick Kuhn and Tom
Meggers. The loss of Kuhn has to be
the most severe blow to Dr. Davis'

Jan. 18
Jan. 22
Jan. 25
Jan. 27
Jan. 31

Fet*. 1
Feb. 4
Feb 7

-

?*? II
£l" II21
Feb.

Feb. 23
Feb. 25
Mar. 1

"*?

!

Mar. 8

at Boston Univ.
at Vale
PROVIDENCE
H.P.i.

at Dartmouth
COLGATE

atBeanpot Tournament
NEW HAMPSHIRE
at Beanpot Finals

NORTHEASTERN
at Maine
at Army
VERMONT

at Providence

I°at*Northeastern
°""?-

we will miss Skidmore, Mullen and"
Driscoll. But we have an excellent
replacement for Skidmore. What
can you say about Mullen. It will
surely affect the team. When you
play on a line with him it makes you
a better player."
Besides thosethree players it's the
same nucleus but with six added

'

National Hockey Poll
1. Michigan 7-1
89
87
2. North Dakota 4-2
3. Cornell 0-0
78
4. Minnesota 4-3
59
5. Notre Dame 3-3
46
6. Michigan Tech 5-3 .:
38
36
7. Boston Univ. 0-0
32
8. Wisconsin 4-3
9. N. Michigan 5-3
13
13
9. New Hampshire 0-2
13
9. Providence 0-0
freshmen. Seniors Bill Army and
Steve Barger, along with Billy
O'Dwyer, and Jeff Cowles will lead
the offense. Army has always been a
consistent performer along with
Barger. O'Dwyer and Cowles have
improved a lot over the course of
last season and have played well in
the scrimmages this year. Coach
Ceglarski said, "O'Dwyer has
developed into a mature hockey
player and although he only scored
nine goals last year he could score
25 goals this year."
To make up for the loss of Joe
Mullen, Ceglarski said he would
have to recruit three right wings,
and out of the seven incoming
freshmen that decided to go BC,
Chris Wray and Mike O'Neil play
right wing and Lee Blossom is a left
winger. All of them either played
junior hockey or went to prep school
which makes the transition much

easier. Blossom was the leading
scorer in the New England Junior A
league. These players should help
offset the loss of Mullen.
The problem the offense could
have is scoring goals. Ceglarski
stated, "We've had four or five
scrimmages and we played well in
most of them but we couldn't put
the puck in the net. We have a lot of
good skaters but there has to be a
more balanced scoring. Right now
we're not getting many goals."
Everyone will have to do his share
as there isn't any one player who is
going to score a lot of goals.
Ceglarski further added, "What we
need is three or four good scoring
lines. Right now I'm hoping it'll be
a balanced offense and that we will
start scoring goals."
Defensively though, BC is solid
and the pairings have already been
decided upon. No one was lost from
last year's defense and all that has
been changed is the addition of
several new players. Joe McCarran
and Todd Mishler are the two new
incoming members and when added
with the three sophomores:Tom
Wright, Gordon, and Mark
M urphy, the defenseis definitely the
strength of the team. Charlie
Antetomaso and George Amidon
are the veterans of the team and
with them leading thedefense it will
be a little bit easier for Ellis in the
goal. This year Coach Ceglarski has
stressed defense more and they've
played well.
In the goal BC keeps its tradition
of excellent goaltenders with Doug
Ellis taking over for Paul Skidmore.
He played well last year and was in
goal for the victory over BU. All his
life he's been a winner and every

.

team he's played on has won some
sort of championship. Having a

quality goalie like Ellis with
freshman O'Connor as a backup has
got to help-the team's confidence.
Thg Eagles have a tough schedule
this year with the usual ECAC
opponents and a game against
Michigan and Michigan State.
Every team, in the ECAC has
improved since last year. The usual
contenders such as BU, UNH, and
Cornell are strong again this year
and Vale and Vermont have
improved tremendously. The question this year is going to be if we can
get through the middle part of the
schedule. There are 17; away games
and toward the middle of the season
you see whether or not the players
are tired mentallyor physically.
What BC has to do is organize
their offense so they can get some
goal production. Not every game
will be a tight defensive struggle and
it might be necessary to score five or
six goals. Since there isn't' a Joe
Mullen on the ice to score a goal
when BC needs it the team is going
to have to assume the responsibility
and do it on their own.
If BC can get their offense
together and improve on the mistakes they made against Ohio State
then the Eagles could hayed a really
good team. As Ceglarski said, "We
have illusions about the season.
We're going to have to be ready to
play hockey every minute.
Everybody is gonna be good this
year so we'll have to play well."
They lost in overtime to the
Buckeyes who were ranked 7th in
the country's preseason poll so the
ingredients are there for a fine
hockey team.
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Big East Conference To Challenge Hoopsters
by Ray Miller
The Bentley Falcons will invade

Roberts Center on November 30th
when BC basketball begins its 1979-80 season. As members of the new
Big East, which features UConn,
Syracuse, Georgetown, St. John's
Providence, and Seton Hall, the
Eagles will have a difficult schedule
this year. In addition to Big East
foes, the Eagles will face perennial
rivals such as Holy Cross,
Villanova, URI, and Fairfield. BC
will thus have a long Toad to travel
as they will face a continual line of
lough opponents. Here are the capsule summaries of the Eagles' oppo-

FAIRFIELD (Dec. 4) The new-look
Stags will test the Eagles at the
Boston Garden. The loss to graduation of stars Joe DeSantis and Mark
Young cannot be easily dismissed.
Fairfield was 67-39 during their
careers as DeSantis averaged 18.4
ppg while Young led the squad in
scoring and rebounding. The return-

Young's vacant center spot. The top

newcomer is 6-0 Spwcer Harrison,
the leading scholastic scorer in
Connecticut a year ago, who is a
penetrator and a 59 percent shooter.
SETON HALL (Dec. 11) The
Pirates basketball team was considered relatively young last season,
with only two seniors and three

nents.

BENTLEY (Nov. 30) Enroute to a
22-6 record last season, the Falcons
racked up a 14 game winning streak
and shot a nifty 52.6 percent. This
season may even be better. Only
center Lou Gervais (14 ppg, 7.7 rpg)
was lost to graduation and Coach
Brian Hammel begins his second
season with five people who
averaged in double figures. Paul
Faison (16.1 ppg). a 6'l" guardforward, was sixth in minutes
played but shot 61.1 percent and
was the team MVP.
The other veterans are 66" Kevin
Bower (14.6), 6-5 Joe Betley (11.0),
and backcourters Hank Vetrano
(10.4) and Jack Sparks (11.6).
Sparks is also a nation-leading 91
percent free-throw shooter. With
228 assists, Vetrano broke the
school record held by the current
coach. Hammell has a nice mixture
of youth and experience on the
bench; but thinks two recruits, 6-6
Don Wilcenski and 6-0 Andy
Kupec. can be of immediate help.
Bentley gave the Eagles a run for
the money last season and should
provide an'even tougher challenge
this year.
ing starters for coach Fred Barakat
LEMOYNE (Dec. 2) The outlook is are 6-4 guard Flip Williams and 6-6
forwards Barry Gundersop and
anything but good for rookie coach
Mike Lee, the captain at Syracuse Mike Palazzi.
Barakat expects 6-6 Hank Foster
in 1973. All five starters from last
back
and hopes that 6-I0 recruit
season's 14-10 team have
graduated. Among them was Jene Pete Deßisschop pressures either 6-9 senior Tom Macko or 6-9
Gray, the number two rebounder
and scorer in LeMoyne history. The sophomore Mickey Herzing for
forward
leading relunrees are
Jim McDermott (14.3 ppg, 11 rpg),
his brother Mike at guard, and
Dave Hart (6.6 ppg). The top by Elise Formichella
freshmen are forward Joe Novak
After last year's "dismal season,"
and guard John Miranda. The big as Coach Tom Groden describes it,
question is, can they find a.center?
BC's women'sswim team is hopeful
for a successful one this year.

freshmen comprising its starting
unit. It doesn't seem possible, but
Coach Bill Raftery will probably
field an even younger squad this
year.

The Pirates' starting seniors.
Marc Coleman and Nick Galis,
were both drafted by the pros,
ing behind (sophomores) Dan

Callandrillo, Howard McNeil, and return. Jerry Scott and John Nolan

Clark Young, from last year's 16-11
team.

Raftery is hoping five recruits will
be able to contribute in a hurry.
Three guards, Ray Ortiz, Matt Piccinich, and Steve Grieco, will give
the team immediate backcourt
depth. Two big men, 6-10 Dan
Dunne and 6-6 Daryl Devero,
should also be solid additions up
front.
The Industrial National Classic
will follow on December 21st and
22nd at the Providence Civic Center
with a field of BC, Duke,
Providence, and Stanford. The
Eagles will then travel to the Big
Apple for the ECAC Holiday
Festival at Madison Square Garden
on December 26th and 28th. The
participants include BC,
Georgetown, Lafayette, and St.
John's.
DUKE: Six Blue Devils graduated
in the spring prompting Coach Bill
Foster to remark, "must be some
sort of NCAA record." Captain
Spanarkel is gone and so is reserve
guard John Harrell who is skipping
his fifth year. Six scholarship
athletes return, however, and they
provide the nucleus for the team
picked to win the ACC.
Returning to the front line will be
6-11 Mike Gminski (conference
player of the year), 6-7 Gene Banks,
6-7 Ken Dennard, and 6-6 reserve
Jim Suddath. 6-2 senior Bob Bender
and 6-5 sophomore Vince Taylor
are excellent guards.
The Blue Devils had a fantastic
recruiting year as Foster got the
people he needed to provide depth.
The newcomers include 6-8 Mike
Tissaw and 6-7 Allen Williams.
PROVIDENCE: It's a whole new
ball game for the PC Friars. They
have a new coach and a new crop of
recruits. The new coach is Gary
Walters who is recognized as one of
the brightest young basketball
minds in the country. His major
task will be to mesh together ten
returnees and three new recruits.
The Friars' strongest position is
at forward where Rudy Williams
(17.8 ppg, 9 rpg) and Bill Fields

will start at guard but they will be
hard pressed by the freshmen
backcourt tandem of Ricky Tucker
and Joe Washington. They teamed
up at Philadelphia's famed
Overbrook High School to form one
of the country's top backcourts.
Rich Hunger and Aubrey
Stallworth will battle it out for
center.

STANFORD: The Cardinals had
problems on the road last season,
winning only 2 of 11 in a 12-15
record. The only real bright spot
last season was shooting (a school
record 49% from the field and the
Card's best shooter, 6-7 forward
Kimberly Belton, is back for his
senior season. Belton and guard
Brian Welch (11.6 ppg) give the
Cards a potent scoring punch. Stanford recruited heavily to fill the
other positions. The top recruit is 6-10 center David Nussbaum.
GEORGETOWN (JAN. 30) The
Hoyas are deep, experienced, and
talent-laden. Their principle offensive weapons are the backcourt of
John Duren and Eric Floyd, plus
forward Craig "Big Sky" Shelton.
Floyd and Duren both averaged
better than 14 points a game last
season while the 6-7 Shelton led the
team in rebounding and hit 60%
from the field.
Sophomores Jeff Bullis (6-7) and
Eric Smith (6-5) will battle for the
other forward spot. The starting
center will be 6-9 Ed Spriggs. Coach
John Thompson has a great amount
of depth on his bench including
forward Mike Hancock and guards
Terry Fenlon and John Irwin.
LAFAYETTE: If the Leopards are
to win back the ECC West title,
much will depend on the play of 6-10, 255 pound Charlie Naddaff. If
Naddaff (7.0 ppg) can become a
dominant center, Lafayette has the
potential to regain the title from
Bucknell. They will also depend on
guards Bob Falconiero and Mike
Whitman.
ST JOHN'S: Every starter from
last year's 21-11 unit is returning,
led by guards Reggie Carter and
continued on page 36

Women's Swimming Could Be Headed To "Best Year"
"This year's team is much
better," Groden said, "Wehave new
blood and a better attitude." Not
only does the team have "new
blood" but a new classification.

Formerly, teams were grouped
according to size. This year college
teams are grouped according to the
allotted scholarshipbudget, causing
BC to be classified as a DivisionTwo
team. "With the budgets of the
Division One teams like BU, it
creates tougher competition,"
Groden said. But Groden is not
Amjed Ghori and freshman figure to be stronger than ever. worried about competing against
Adrian Munoz-Bennett.
All of last year's outstanding trio Division One teams, "BC is a popThere is depth throughout the of high jumpers return, and ular school so although other
running events, with Rich .although Ignatius MaoLellan has schools offer more aid (athletic
Moschella, Dennis Hatch and been troubled by a knee injury, scholarships), we still attract many
Kevin Murphy returning in the both Jim Thorsen and Bob good swimmers without the need of
440 and 600, along with a large Lanney are capable of consistentscholarships."
group of freshmen. Three ly taking the top spots in either
According to Groden, this year's
juniors, Dave Greenwood, Rich event. MaoLellan has been workteam is a good example. Although,
Tyrell and Fred DeWysocki, ing tremendously hard, and Groden said, this year no
figure to bestrong in the hurdles, hopes to compete in top form. additional scholarships were
and a big group, led by last year's The sweeps of these terrific three awarded to the women's team,
Greater Boston champ Mike will be complemented by a Groden views this season's team as
Mullen and including Jack strength in pole vaulting which having "the best swimmers we've
Coughlin. Pete Regan, Mark was decidedly absent a year ago. ever had."
Canavan, and Joe Corcoran, will Jan Urkevic, a transfer from
Under the additional guidance of
comrade in the 880, again, Fordham who has previously the new diving coach Maggie
backed up by a large group of jumped 136", and freshmen O'Brien who also is a student at BC,
freshmen.
Danny Kerwin and Lucius and two new assistant coaches, Sara
In the longer distances, the Bravman. figure to prevent BC Groden and Phil Ross, the team
team will be led by cross-country from the vaulting shutouts of the faces stiff competition in a tough
standouts John Hogan.Ted Datri. past.
schedule including Harvard, URI,
freshman John Wavro and
Veteran weight man Karl the University of New Hampshire
Horton. Hogan and Wavro are Swanke will again be on hand, and Brown.
coming off strong finishes, both just supported by Rich Alexanderand
The additional coaches, Groden
missing qualifying for tournament fellow footballer Jeff Ryan and said, and the pre-season training
competition. Behind them will be Jack Kent. Also on the team this which included weight training,
year is former NewYork state disveterans Tom Siegert, Dwight Lanrunning and general conditioning is
caster, and Les Chan, transfer Carl
cus champ BobGoode, who will giving the team positive results.
Anderson and an impressive group help greatly in this event. In addi"We've been working harder than in
of freshmen.
tion to Swanke, Ryan and Kent, a the past and the team really has
depth," Groden said, emphasizing
In the field events the Eagles continued on page 36

Depth Could Spell Success For Track

by John Kane
With almost everyone returning from last year's squad; and
strengthened considerably by a
new-found depth throughout
the field events, the upcoming
indoor track season holds much
promise for Coach Jack MacDonald and his BC track team.
With many runners, including
Captain Tom Horton, coming off
a cross-country season in which
the Eagles were ranked tenth in
New England, and the rest of the
squad hard at work in practices,
the team figures to be ready for
the season's opener at Brown on
December 4. The team has
strength through all events this
year, something which was lacking last year whenthey would
quite often sweep one event,
only to be shut out in another.
As far as the sprinting duties
are concerned, the key man will
be Mike Curry, who missed most
of last year trying to decide
whether to concentrate on football or track. Curry is among the
best dashmen in the East, with
the potential to go to Eugene
next year for the OlympicTrials.
He will be backed up by Bill Early.

that the freestyle stroke is the
team's strongest. "We have a good
swimmer in every event and in most
cases two good swimmers."
The individual performances of
the team members are very important to the team according to
Groden. "You need three to four
good swimmers to maintain the
team's quality, five to six good
swimmers to improve a team."
Groden explained, "This year we
have six to eight good swimmers so
I think we're going to have our best
year."
Among the team's "six to eight
good swimmers" are junior Simone
Carson and senior Christine
Hotarek. Hotarek, a New England
finalist in breaststroke for the last
two seasons, is the team's top
breaststroker and set a team record
with a record of 52-1 against opponents. Carson, the team's first best
backstroker, has scored over 400
points in her first two years at BC.
Last season she finished tenth in the
EAIAW Championships, the best
finish ever for a BC swimmer, and
was named the team's MVP. Also
instrumental to the team are Captains Kathy Derry, Winnie
McCarthy and Katie Tucker.
If all continues as Groden
predicts, BC may again gain the
quality of the team of two years
that produced 35 consecutive wins.
"We're doing well and working
hard,"Groden said. "I'm confident
that we'll have a winning season."
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Lee Blossom

Todd Mishler

Chris Wray

Mike O'Neil

Talented Freshmen Bolster BC Hockey Hopes
by Michael McCarthy
As the 1979 hockey season gets

underway, there will be seven
freshmen donning the maroon and
gold of BC this year. With this new
crop of players, coach Len
Ceglarski managed to strengthen
the team at just about evecy position,

i

year, but he will have to prove
himselfbecause he is behind several
experienced players. However, he
has the proper tools so that he might
be playing at one of the forward
spots at times this year.
Leading the crop of freshman
forwards this year is Lee Blossom.
Blossom, who is from Concord,
New Jampshire, comes to the
Heights after a couple year's
experience in Junior A leagues in
both Massachusetts and Canada.
While playing Junior A hockey in
Fitchburg, Mass., Blossom led the
league in scoring and was tapped as

At goalie, Ceglarski managed to
come up with a very suitable backup
to Doug Ellis in Bob O'Connor
from Billerica, Mass. Last year, on
top of being picked to the first team
all-state, O'Connor was chosen as
the Most Valuable Player in
Massachusetts and the Boston
Globes's Playerof the Year. O'Connor has developed excellent fundamentals, but he still has some
deficiencies to work out. Once he
gets a little experience, he should be
by John Conceison
fine. Behind him are four other
The Eagles began what may be
freshmen who are fighting it out for as heavy and as rough a hockey
the third goalie spot. They are Billy schedule as they have faced in
Switaj, Barry Hynes, John Taillie, recent years when they hosted
and Mike Phillips.
Ohio State last Friday night. This
The defense will get a boost this season's agenda features thirtyyear with the addition of Todd two regular season games, 19 of
Mishler, from East Grand Forks, which are being played away
Minnesota. Mishler has spent the from campus. Another tough
last (wo year's gaining experienceon obstacle that the icemen must
the Austin Mavericks, a Junior A overcome is the one-month
team in Minnesota which won the period between final exams and
Midwest Junior A league chammid-January that the Eagles will
pionship. He was discovered by spend playing on the road.
Ceglarski in the National Junior A Here's how the remainder of the
tournament in Fitchburg, Mass. schedule looks, game by game:
Mishler, who plays left defense, will Salem State Tonight: A Division
be teamed up with George Amidon II powerhouse. Made it to the
lo make up one defense pairing. He Final Four in the NCAA Division
is progressing as well as could be II tourney last season. Finished
with a 25-8-1 overall record, and
expected so far. He is a good bodychecker, who could be used in the did not face theEagles last year.
penalty-killing role, if needed.
St. Areelmfe(November 26):
Another new defenseman this Posted a 12-14 mark in Division II
year is Joe McCarran, who hails in '78-79. BC shellackedSt.A's in
from Salem. McCarran played
last season's opener, 8-1, and it
hockey last year at New Hampton would have been much worse if
Prep, in [Mew Hampshire, where he it hadn't been for outstanding
made the All-American Prep team. goaltending.
He is currently the seventh At New Hampshire (November
defenseman for the Eagles. He will 29): BC'sECAC division I opener
be playing right defense mostly this is at the home of the conference

co-MVP of the league. Ceglarski
cites Blossom as a tough player,
who excels both offensively and
defensively. He hopes that Blossom
could possibly be worked into BC's
power play unit.
Mike O'Neil is another one of the
freshman forwards who will be seeing plenty of action this season. Last
year, O'Neil played hockey at
Northwood, which is a large prep
school in Lake Placid, New York.
O'Neil is out of Smithfield, Rhode
Island, where he played at LaSalle
Academy, which is one of the big
hockey powers in the state, and

made the All-State team two years
in a row. He has excellent
handling abilities, alongwith a good
shot. His strongest area is his
skating ability, though. Ceglarski
believes that O'Neil will be one of
the fastest and quickest skaters on
the team.
The final new addition to the
Eagles this year is Chris Wray from
Greenfield, Mass. Wray is another
one of BC's players who has come
out of the Junior hockey leagues.
He played Junior B hockey in St.
Louis. He has played very well in
training camp, so far. Ceglarski

says that he has an excellentshot

for
a freshman, and has realty proven
himself. He missed part of camp
with an injury, but he is now ready
to play..

It is still too early to make any
predictions about this year's crop of

freshmen, but with a little

experience they all should be able to
make positive contributions to the
team. Hopefully, they will be able to
make a big enough contribution to
help the Eagles gain a berth into the
ECAC playoffs.

BU,Beanpot, and Much More Await Icemen

-

Women's Track
Opener At BC Dec. 5

by John Kane

The BC women's track team,
under Coach Fred Treseler, begins
its 1980 season on December 5 with
the BC Women's Relays, which will
be held at the Flynn Recreation
Complex. The team looks forward
to what should be an exciting and
rewarding season, paced by standout cross-country performers
Cindy Flick and Cheryl Panzarella,
who are both coming' off outstanding seasons. In addition to
these two, there are a number of
spirited competitors ready to go in
the other events.
Miri Meabe and Nancy Norton
back up Flick and Panzarella in the
distances, providing depth for these
events. Quartermilers Amy Albert
and Kirn Richardson and sprinters
Beth Boyle, Amanda Sutherland
and Catie O'Neal all figure to do
well in their respective events. There
is depth in the high jump, with JudyBrook, Laura Corning and Leslie
Chiocco all ready to compete.

champs. UNH has lost some bluechip players, including US Olympian Ralph Cox, but The Blue
should be tough once again this
year. The Eagles dropped a pair
of two-goal setbacks to the Wildcats last season, 7-5 and 5-3. UNH
was 22-10-3 overall last year.
Brown (December 3): 11 -14 finish
in the ECAC last year. Head
coach is former BC star Paul
Schilling. Brown tripped BC, 4-2
early last season.
At .UNH Tournament (December
29, 30) with UNH as host,
Princeton and Bowdoin: The
beginning of an Odyssey on Ice;
32 days away from McHugh
Forum. Bowdoin, who theEagles
may face in this tournament,
registered a 13-12 mark in Division II last season. BC was 1-1
against the Polar Bears in '78-79,
with an 8-3 victory and a 7-4
defeat.
The New Decade starts with a
weekend in Michigan.
At Michigan (January 4): The
Wolverines may have been
atrocious last season with an 8-27-1 mark in the CCHA, but their
7-1 record at this early stage of
the new season has brought them
the honor of being the top-ranked
collegiate hockey team in the
country.

Laurie Peniman rounds out the
squad, running the hurdles.
In addition to the BC Relays, the
team's schedule includes meets with
strong teams such as BU, as well as
dates at the Greater Boston's, New
England's and EAIAW. On the
whole, it promises to be an
interesting and successful season,
thanks to the enthusiasm and hard
work of Treseler and his team
members.

At Michigan State (January 5): The
Eagles' weekend in the wolverine
state concludes with an
encounter against the Spartans,
who were 15-21 last year. One
must wonder if Michigan State
has a goaltender nicknamed
"Magic."
Boston College now comes
back to Cambridge, Mass., a bit
closer to home, but the Eagles
now must face the four teams
that, at this point last season,
defeated them to account for a
costly four-game losingstring.
At Harvard (January 9): The

WOMEN'S TRACK
Dec. 5 * *BC Women's Relay's
Feb. 9 at Boston U.
at
Dec. 12
Tufts
Feb. 16 **Holy Cross
Dec. 26 BC Indoor Track Clinic Feb. 23 New England's
Dec. 28 BC Holiday Classic
Mar. 2
EWIAW
a* Harvard
Jan. 12 & 13 at Dartmouth Relays
Jan. 19 * 'Springfield & Dartmouth
* * at BC s
Jan. 27 NEAAU's at Harvard
Recreation Complex
IFeb. \u25a0?1 /Greater
\u25a0»
d
w at
Boston*
Harvard
c_i«

l.

j

.

_

Crimson has had a tough time of
it th c last cou pi c of y ears, a nd th c
loss of star defenseman Jack
Hughes to the Olympic team may
lead this year's squad to similar
disappointments. However,
never count Harvard out. The
Crimson, despite its 7-18-1 mark
of a year ago, tipped BC in overtime, 5-4 last year at McHugh.
At Cornell (January 12): The Big
Red, who finished third in the
ECAC last year with a 21-8 overall
mark, is presently the top-ranked
team in the East arid the thirdranked team in the nation.
Cornell pounded the Eagles in
last season's meeting, 11 -4.
Dartmouth (January 15): The
Eagles finally come home from
their extended six-game road trip
to encounter 1979's ECAC
runner-up Dartmouth. The
Green (19-9-2 overall) should be
strong again in '79-'BO as the top
Ivy League power. Dartmouth
took the last year's first meeting
against the locals, 6-2, with the
Eagles salvaging the other, 8-6.
At Boston University (January 18):
Another chapter in the hockey
rivalry. BU has had superior
hockey clubs to those put out by
BC in the past few years, yet
when it comes to a battle for
Commonwealth Avenue, there
are always two equal teams on
the ice, regardless of talent.This
season's BC-BU contests should
provide more of the same. The
Terriers, who topped the ECAC
regular season Standings with a
17-4-2 mark (21-7-2 overall), took
two out of three from the Eagles
last year, 4-2, and 4-3 in the Beanpot finals. BC managed a 5-3
triumph over BU near the
season's end. TheTerriers return
this year, with names that BC fans
must know by now such as Mark
Fidler, Paul Miller and Bill
Whelton. Taking the place of
Olympic goalie Jim Craig will be
sophomore Jeff Weisman. BU
also has the state's premier
defenseman in Jerry August.
At Vale (January 22): Vale posted
a 12-9-I Divisionl record (13-12-2
overall) to wind upseventhinthe
ECAC standings. This interesting
matchup will feature the
Bulldog's leading scorer in '78-79, Paul Castraberti, and former
Burlington High School teammate and BC netminder Doug

Ellis. The EAgles manhandled
Vale last year, 8-5.
Providence (January 25): The
Friars were sixth in the East with a
16-10-2 overall mark a season
ago, and are presently ranked
No. 9 in the nation. BC defeated
Providence in the team's first
encounter at McHugh, 4-2, but PC
got revenge mid-season, 7-1.

RPI (January 27): 8-16-1 in ECAC
play last season, a 10-17-I
overall, but has the reputation as
a spoiler and can spring a major
upset at any given time. Defeated
BC RPI at Troy last year, 9-7.
At Dartmouth (January 31).
Colgate (February 1): Many say
Colgate may very well have one
of the most improved teams in
IheEast.Theßed Raiders finished
just behind the Eagles in the
ECAC standings with a 7-13 mark,
15-13 overall. BC won their
meeting at Hamilton a year ago,
4-2.
The Beanpot Tournament at the
Boston Garden with BU, Harvard,
and Northeastern (February 4):
Boston College will face Harvard
in the first round, while BU
squares off against Northeastern.
Beanpot Finals (February 11):The
Eagles could see Northeastern in
the finals or the consolation.The
Huskies are a very frustrated
club, and they have every reason
to be. Last year they missed
qualifyingfor theECAC Division I
playoffs by one-half game, and
they have yet to win a Beanpot
championship. If BC meets NU in
the finals, expect the hungriest
Huskies ever known to be roaming the Garden ice that Monday
night.
At Army (February 23): 7-20
record inECAC Division II West a
year ago. BC downed the Cadets
at West Point last year, 6-2.
Vermont (February 25): The
Catamounts barely eeked their
way into the ECAC playoff picture in 1979 with a 11-lO conference mark, 12-18 overall.UVM
nipped the Eagles in Catamount
Country, 5-4 early last season.
The route back to the ECAC
title will not be an easy one for
BC. The opportunity to improve
on last year's record is certainly
there.The next thirty-two gamies
will tell the story.
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Davis Leads Basketball To Big East Conference
continuedfrom page 34
Bernard Rencher. Carter paced the
team in scoring with a 15.0 average
whiL- Rencher handed out 124
assists. 6-8 Wayne McKoy is the
center. He hit for a J4.9 average and
hauled in 248 rebounds. Flanking
him are 6-4 forwards Frank Gilroy
and Ron Plair.
The Redman also had a banner
recruiting year, getting six
freshmen. In addition. Coach Lou
Carnesecca welcomes highly
regarded Curtis Redding, a 6-5
transfer from Kansas State, where
he scored over 1,000 points as a two
time Big-Eight All Star.
VILLANOVA (Jan. 3) Last season,
the Wildcats were much better than
their 14-12 record indicated. This
season. Coach Rollie Massimno is
confident of better things. Villanova
is set at forward with the return of
6-6 Alex Bradley (17.3 ppg, 7.5 rpg)
and 6-7 Aaron Howard (8.6, 5.9).
The situation is also set at guard
with Tom Sienkiewicz (14.4) and
Rory Sparrow (12.1) returning. The
main weakness is at center where 6-10 Marly Caron will be pushed by
6-7 freshman Joe Pinone.
NEW HAMPSHIRE (Jan. 5) Poor
shooting and ineffective defense
plagued the Wildcats last season.
UNH had only 6-6 Brendan Van
Devenler (55.6%) make better than
half his shots. The Wildcats are
expecting big years from
sophomores Chris Gildear and
Mike Keeler and hope to get more
low-post area offense around John
Quinn. a 6-8 sophomore who only
plavcd in seven games last season.
BISCAYNE (Jan. 7) The best
recruiting year in school history.

along with four starters returning
from last year's 15-13 team, lead
Bobcat fans to expect a big year.
Coach Ken Stibler has lined up five
junior college transfers and three
recruits to go with 6-0 junior guard
John Batule (22.5 ppg) and 6-5
forward Jim Smith (12.1)
CONNECTICUT (Jan. 9) Coach.
Dom Perno returns 11 lettermen
and four starters from last year's
21-8 NCAA team. The big man for
the Huskies is 6-8 Corny Thompson
who averaged 18.6 points and 10
rebounds in his incredible freshman
season. 6-8 Jim Abomaitis, who
averaged 14.5 points two years ago,
is the other forward. He was out all
of last season with a knee injury.
The two other outstanding forwards
are 6-5 Mike McKay and 6-8 senior
John Delagrange. UConn will most
likely go with threeforwards in their
starting lineup.
In the backcourt, Perno will have
to replace Randy LaVigne. The best
bets are junior Bob Dulin and
sophomore Clay Johnson. The
Huskies' top recruit is 6-2 Glenn
Miller who averaged 29 points a
game in high school.
FORDHAM (Jan. 12) Dud Tongal,
the 7 foot center from the Sudan, is
back, giving second year coach Tom
Penders hope to improve on last
season's 7-22 record. Tongal should
he more impressive this season with
some experienceunder his belt. Also
returning for the Rams are
sophomores Tony Foust and 6-5 Bill
Calhoun along with junior guard
Tom Kavanaugh. The recruiting
was good as the Rams picked up
guard David Marwell, 6-5 Michael
Cooper, and 6-5 Murray Jarman,

.

all from New York City.
GEORGIA TECH (Jan. 19) Tech
went 17-9 last season but gone are
stars Sam Drumer (23.7 ppg) and
Tico Brown (15.9). The only regular
returning from last season will be 6-7 senior Lenny Horton. His 13 point
scoring average came on a 61 percent shooting accuracy. Other
starters include 6-7 Rob Najes,6-11
Steve Neal, and 6-5 John Mann.
The top freshman is 6-3 George
Thomas, who averaged 23 points in
high school
RHODE ISLAND (Jan. 22) All the
ingredients are here for one of those
magic years Coach Jack Kraft
began making famous two decades
ago at Villanova. Gone from a 20-9
club are stars John Nelson and Irv
Chatman, the best scoring guard
and only center. More importantly,
Sylvester "Sly" Williams is also
gone. Sly slipped from Rhode
Island into the NBA taking 23.8
ppg and 8.8 rpg averages with him.
Kraft will likely shift his scoring
attention to 6-7 Jimmy Wright
(12.9, 8.0) and 6-6 Gibson DeJesus.
6-8 Roland Houston could be the
answer at forward. The best of
recruits is scoring machine Horace
Owens from Philadelphia.
MERRIMACK (Jan. 24) "No way
I thought it would be that bad."said
Coach Frank Movalo of last season
when his Warriors went 3-24.
"We went from no. 2 in New
England (Division II) to minus 3 in
New England," said Movalo. 6-4
Dan Cauglia, and excellent shooter,
leading scorer, and rebounder, is
back with four other lettermen.
STONEHILL (Jan. 26) Coach
Tom Folliard transformed a 7-19

Women's Hockey Set For 17 Games

by Brian Kiley

Formed in 1970, the Boston
College women's ice hockey team
has invaded the realm where
previously only men dealt and
according to the players, they are
quite comfortable with that. So far
this year the team sports a I-2
record.
After an opening game victory
against Boston University 2-I, the
team has lost to Northeastern l-O
and Providence 9-1. Although the
losses have been disappointing,
coach Dave Clarke maintains that
the team's progress has been
"phenomenal." Clarke feels the
club has simply come up against
more talented teams, and still has
the potential to have a very
successful year. Whether or not this

potential is fulfilled is up to coaches

Clarke, Connie O'Leary and Matt

Cavanagh.
Describing the team as "young
and inexperienced," Clarke explains
that a large percentage of girls on
the team, have never played competitive field hockey before. The
coach is still working on "filling up
slots" and the basic phases of the
game particularly shooting. He has
relied on captains Karen Sudbey
and Anne Cavanagh as well as
Peggy Cameron for help with the
players. Clarke calls Cameron
"probably the best woman
goaltenderin the east."
Aside from making the EAIAW
tournament and winning the second
annual Beanpot tournament,

Women's Hockey
Frl.
Mon.
Sat.
Mon.
Thurs.
Mon.

Thurs.
Sat.
Mon.
Tubs.
Sat.
Sun.
Mon.
Mon.

Dec. 7
Jan. 21
Jan. 26
Jan. 28
Jan. 31
Feb. 4
Feb. 7
Feb. 9
Feb. 11
Feb. 12
Feb. 23
Feb. 24
Feb. 25
Mar. 3

at U.N.H.
DARTMOUTH
at Cortland
COLBY
at UConn
BOSTON STATE
U.N.H.
at Colby
BROWN
at Harvard
Beanpot at Harvard
Beanpot at Harvard
BOWDOIN
PROVIDENCE

.

_

7:30
8:30
TBA
8:30
7-30
8 :30
4:00

Clarke's main goal for the year is to
"send the club on its way to becoming a varsity sport." Clarke is still
welcoming new players and
anyone interested in some nonviolent hockey should join the club,
or at the very least, support it.

situation into a 12-12 record in his
first year and is now aiming for
Division II status. 6-7 All-American
Bill Zolga (25.0, 11.8) is the class of
nine returning letterman, but
Folliard expects 6-7 Naval
Academy transfer Dennis Smith to
challenge for playing time.
The annual Colonial Classic will
lake place at the Boston Garden on
February Ist and 2nd. The four
entries are BC, Harvard, Holy
Cross, and Massachusetts.
HARVARD: The Crimson were
rolling along with a 3-1 record last
year before going on a 13 game losing streak. Gone from last season's
team are top assist man Glenn Fine
and leading scorer Bob Hooft. The
top returnees include Dan Fleming,
a 6-4 swingman (11.9 ppg) who
made the Ivy-League All-Star
Team. Team captain Bob Allen
(10.3) and junior Mark Harris
(10.4) return for coach Frank
McLaughlin's team.
HOLY CROSS (Feb. 9) No one
will quickly forget the two games
these teams played against one
another last season. This season,
though, everyone in Worcester is
cautiously awaiting to see if Ronnie
Perry will be his old self after offseason surgery to correct,a chronic
knee ailment. With Perry at fuH
strength, the Cross should have
another fine seasffn. With him only
at half strength, the Crusaders are
only a little better than average.
Perry and glad-hand passer Bob
Kelly (164 assists as a frosh) will be
the guards. The starting forwards
are 6-7 juniors Garry Witts (12.8,
5.7) and Dave Mulquin (10.4, 6.8).
6-4 sophomore Kevin Greaney
will press for a starting forward
position. The center spot could go to
either 6-10 Charlie Brown or 6-9
Tom Seaman. Brown, like Perry, is
coming off of surgery. However, it
may come down to how well the
Crusaders can regroup if Perry cannot play at full strength.
MASSACHUSETTS: New coach
Ray Wilson faces a major
rebuilding task after last year's 5-22

catastrophe. The leading scorers
from last year are guards Bill
Morrison (6.9 ppg) and Tom Wither
(5.2). Some help us front will have
to come from 6-7 Jay Steward, 6-6
George Dennerler, and 6-8 Bob
Burton.
BROWN (Feb. 5) His friends
worried about the man losing his
sanity when Joe Mullaney decided
to return after an absence of 10
seasons to return to coach college
basketball, and at all places, Brown.
His return saw Brown post an 8-18
record but six ofthe wins were in the
Ivy League. Three starters plus a
proven 1978-79 non-participant are
back. Peter Moss, a 6-4 senior (16.5
ppg) made the all-league squad. At
forwards are 6-7 Tom Ziko and 6-4
Bruce Rhodes, who took last year
off.
NORTHEASTERN (Feb. 20) The
Huskies made an admirable transition from a forward to a guard
oriented offense last year. The
changes resulted in a 13-13 record.
The Huskies' top player will be
Charlie Heinich, a 6-8 220 pound
recruit. Pete Harris, a 6-1 junior
who averaged 22 points per game
last year, is the top returnee.
SYRACUSE (Feb. 23) This season
will probably find an encore presentation of the "Louie-Bouie Show"
of Louis Orr and Roosevelt Bouie.
Orr, a smooth forward, has been the
top rebounder the past three seasons
while Bouie, a 6-11 center, ranks
with the best in the country in both
scoring and blocked shots.
Ceach Jim Boeheim has lost only
Dale Shackelfordfrom last season's
squad. Otherwise, the starting five is
intact with a backcourt of Eddie
Moss (115 assists) and Marty
Headd (12.4 ppg) to key the offense.
Dan Schayes will be the other
forward with Orr.
The Big East Conference will
bring some of the country's finest
teams into Roberts Center this
season. The schedule is good from a
fan's standpoint but it could provide:
some rough sledding for Tom Davis
and Company.

Freshmen Crucial To Basketball Success
by John Kane

think they will have to play
well, and their ability to do so will
go a long way to determining how
we do this year. They're very important to our success."
-Coach Tom Davis
Tom Davis is talking about five
players who, as a group, may go far
toward deciding how well the Eagles
fare over the course of their tough
schedule: the freshmen recruits. The
freshmen are in a position to play a
"/

:oo
TB .
i

diploma. "The Big Question," says
Davis, "is how long will it take him
to learn our offense. Once this is
accomplished, there is no telling
how much the 66 forward can do."
The same can be said for Charlie
Miller, another New Jersey High
School All-Starr. Miller, 64", was
an awesome shot-blocker and
rebounder in high school, and
strength in those two departments is
something which will prove crucial
over the course of the year. In addition to his prowess on the boards,
Miller shot 70% from the floor for
his Hoboken High team, which he
led to a 20-5 record. Together with
Adams, Miller will no doubt play a
big role in the Eagle's future.
The guard position, which is

8:30
7:30

4:00
8:30

of Miller's at Hoboken High, broke
the school's assist record and scored
more than 1,000 points over his four
year career, figures to be an
excellent ball handler. His high
school coach called him "one of the
dominating offensive players in the
country." In much the same mold is
Jeff Nocera, a Waltham, Mass,
native, who starred for Worcester
Academy last year, leading them to
the New England Prep School
Championship. Davis feels that the
511" Nocera is much like Captain
Jim Sweeney, a smart, hustling ball
player.

The other freshman guard is John
Bagley, 6'o", from Bridgeport,
Conn. Bagley was quite impressive
in practice, being termed by Davis,
"a very good offensive player." He
handles the"ball well, and is a complete player. Jtust how quickly he
and the otherfreshmen develop,will
go far toward> deciding just how
the Eagles will
have.

Depth A Plus For BC

continued from page 34
number of other football players,
among them freshman flashShelby Gamble and safety Doug
Allston. are expected to conttibute
to the team in various events, which
could prove quite beneficial before
the season is over.
Amjed Ghori returns to lead
the long jumpers, supported by
John Milton, John Driscoll,

Charlie Busa and freshman
Adrian Mv n oz-B ennett,
rounding out a roster which is
both talented and deep.
Although MacDonald realizes
that the team will not be among
thetoptwo orthreeteamsinthe
Northeast, not yet being on par
with such teams as Harvard, BU
or Northeastern, "But," said the
coach, "The gap is closing fast."

Burnett Adams
key role in the upcoming season,

especially forwards Burnett Adams
and Charlie Miller who figure to
bolster the squad's graduationweakened front court.
Adams, who was All-State in
New Jersey while playing for St.
Patrick's H.S. in Elizabeth, where
he averaged 24 points and 17
rebounds a game, figures to lend
quickness and scoring to the
forward position which was lost
when Michael Bowie picked up his

John Bagley

already strong with Jim Sweeny,
Mike Bennett and sophomoreDwan
Chandler, will have quality backups
in the persons of freshmen Bob
Debois, Jeff Nocera and John
Bagley. Debois, who as a teammate

?taff Nocera
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Totally New Lineup Could Make Women's
Basketball Big Winners.
Ann Baccari
The Boston College Women's
Basketball tea"m opens its season
on Monday, November 26 at Westfield State. The team has been practicing since October 23, and will
hold two scrimmages before their
first game. The first was at home
against Emmanuel on Thursday,
November 15, and the second is on
Monday, November 19 at Tufts.
The team elected juniors and
three year veterans Amy Campbell
and Kristin Fullam as this year's
captains. Coming off last year's 5 13 record, the squad is optimistic
about the upcoming season. Coach
Carol Swindler points out, "This
year we have some people who can
score from outside. This will help
our offense which was basically our
problem last year. We will have a
really aggressive style of play. We'll
by

Women's Basketball Captains Amy Campbell and Kristin Fullam. (Photo
by Stephanie Martin)

Heights

Interview

More Than A Title For Barger

gotten the hell beat out of me in
For many people the title of front of the net in practice. That's
captain is nothing more than an what they've got to do. If they do
honorary position that will even- it in practice they'll do it in a
tually take up a line in a resume. game.
For hockey captain Steve Barger, HEIGHTS: This is the first year
however, the titlecarries with it a that BC has had power skating
taught to the players. How has
responsibility that is not easy to
this helped the team?
handld. He, along with alternates
Brian Burns and Mike Ewanouski, BARGER: The workouts you go
must lead a team that last year saw through are just unbelievable. It's
its leaders miss half the season the best feeling when you get
because of academic probation. done because it really was hard.
This season, however, carries with it You work on developing your
the promise of a return to power of muscles and you work on skating
BC hockey and along with that on the right edges as well as concomes the hope that maybe the ditioning but you really work
Eagles can malce it two straight over hard. Ifyou start off the bat workthat school from down the road. ing hard then it becomes
Whatever the outcome, though, natural to you. Everybody skates
Steve Barger will be at the center of hard and everybody wants to skate
it and his responses to the following hard. I think that can be attributed
questions give insight into himself to thepower skating.
and the character of the 1979-80 HEIGHTS: How do you feel
edition of BC hockey.
about the responsibility of being
HEIGHTS: How do you look at named captain?
the upcoming year and do you BARGER: Well, it's an honor.
think Boston College can make it There's no doubt about that.
What's going to be tough for me
backtotheECACs?
BARGER: We've been practicing is that I'm not the most talented
now for probably five weeks and player on the team by far. I'm not
there's a great atmosphere on the going to try and follow in Joe
team. Everybody's working hard. Mullen's footsteps or anything
I think the stage is set because like that. That's not my goal.
there are no stars on the team. What I want to do is go out there
We've got a few big names, but and give 100% on the ice and I
there are no real standouts and expect everyone on the team to
there's a lot of really really good do the same. The first meeting
hockey players. I think if we work with Brian (Burns), Mike
together and we work hard we're (Ewanouski), and myself and we
going to win. With the depth we said to the team there are three
have and the coaches. Coach things we want this year. We
Ceglarski and Coach Cedorchuk want the team to come first. No
have just been unbelievable this individuals on this team, just one
year. Everything seems to be big unit. If somebody in the cororganizedand falling into place. I ner gets hurt everybody is there
definitely think we're going to to help him out. That's just the
have a good team this year and I way it's got to be. If we're going to
think we'll be in theECAC.
go anywhere we are going to go
HEIGHTS: Last year defense was continued on page 38
a problem for BC, especially in
FeaturedAthlete
front of our net. Without Joe
Augustine, it seemed that other
teams tried, and many times did,
push us around. Do you think
this will be a problem for the by Rich Hoey
upcoming year?
Why.does he do it?That would
BARGER: I'll tell you what be the averagefan's first question
happened yesterday with one of regarding senior Rich Doherty's
the freshmen,Todd Mishler. He's football career at Boston College.
built like a truck and I came Doherty has been a member of
down the ice in practice and I the BC squad for four years, and
turned and caught a pass and he in that time he has never played a
hit me and it was just boom and I single varsity play and has never
got up and I could see stars all travelled with the team on any
around. So there are some big road games. He does it for two
horses back there and I don't reasons: pride and satisfaction. A
think defense will be a problem. 6-2, 225 offensive linemen,
There are eight or nine real good Doherty is considered small by
defensemen and like you say you lineman's standards. His heart,
need animals out front of that net however, is as big as anyone's.
to clear them out. I know I've
Even back in his high school
by Bob Holmes

.

together. The second point we had
was discipline. You know as well as

use a lot of pressing defense and a
lot of fast breaks. We expect some
stiff competition but we are vastly
improved from last year, and we
should do well."
The team is a young one, with six
freshmen out of twelve players, but
one which possesses a lot of talent
and speed. Coach Swindler explains
that "this year we have the addition
of a really great freshman class. We
have six freshmen and they all will
see a lot of action. Three of them
will be starting - Margie Cassidy,
Lynn Levins, and Kerry Murphy."
The other freshmen are Marikate
Kelly, Nancy Nee and Terry Dykas.
There are three sophomores on the
Anne Murray, Terry Hickey
and Kirn Detharage, who all saw a
lot of action last year. There are
also three juniors, co-captains
Fullam and Campbell, and
Marueen Glynn, who is also playing
for her third year. There are no
seniors on the team, and all of the
underclassmen got a lot of
experience last year, which should
leave the team strong both now and
in the future. Coach Swindler plans
to use all twelve players in every
game. The team's strength will be
its quickness.
learn,

Coach Carol Swindler is coaching
the team for the second year, and is
also a physical education teacher at
Lexington High School. Coach
Cathy Wrona, who is the basketball
caoch at Umana High School in
Roxbury, has also been working
with the team, assisting Coach
Swindler.
The women play a full schedule.
In addition toihree scrimmages, the
women play twenty-one games, plus
the two-day Bentley Invitational
Tournament. There are ten home
games, including powerful teams
from West Point, Boston University
and Springfield, as well as traveling
to Providence and URI, two of the
best women's teams in New
England. The girls are hoping to
have some fans down at Roberts
Center watching them play and
cheering them on. Most games start
between 5:00 and 7:00 p.m., and
there is no admission charge. This
year, four of the games will be
played as doubleheaders with the
men's team immediatelypreceeding
the men's games. Coach Swindler
says, "We have spent a lot of time
on conditioning, so you can expect
to see an exciting brand of basketball."

Freshmen Beef Up Wrestling Team
by Chuck Shimkus

impressive 10-f record for the
The BC wrestling team season. Ron Uymatso returns
opened practice early this at 134 lbs. to bolster the BC
year, October 9th to be 6xact, attack and Ray Omerza, at 190
in an effort to rebuild a lbs., is back to round out the
graduation depleted squad. sophomore lettermen.
Coach Shelly Goldberg is Omerza was second in New
confident that he has England last year and will be
accomplished this difficult counted on heavily.
Goldberg is proud of the
task: "As long as we stay
healthy, we should be a real recruits that have chosen the
Heights. 'The freshmen are
competitive team and surquality athletes and will be
prise many people."
counted
on during the
Last year, Goldberg saw 6
they
season;
will play a major
Heights.
seniors leave the
Leadership must be assumed role in this year's team."
Buth Montoya (126 lbs.),
by the two seniors on the
team, Captain Tom Brophy Tom Grace (134 lbs.), Robert
and John McGlaughlin. Rigliosi (158 lbs.), Dean
Brophy will again be wrestling Miller (150 lbs.), Jim Urbano
at 167 lbs. but McGlaughlin (177 lbs.), Joe Giunta at 134
hurt his knee early this year lbs. and Tom Sheridan at
and will be sorely missed. heavyweight are the newand comers. Sheridan has not
Brophy
"Both
McGlaughlin have been a real practiced with the team yet
inspiration to our young due to his football committeam," commented Goldberg. ment. "All our freshmen are
"John (McGlaughlin) has come very experienced wrestlers
to all the practices even though
who have done well in their
he's hurt and helped the team careers so I'm confident that
considerably."
they can do the job. However,
it's going to take a lot of work
The Eagles return three for us to come out on top,"
starting sophomores who had remarked Coach Goldberg.
fine seasons a year ago. Ed
BC's schedule has been
Beck, at 118 lbs., sported an
upgraded with the addition of

4 tough Division I teams. Har-

vard, BU, UPenn and UConn
toughen up an already
challenging schedule. As
Goldberg put it, 'The wrestling program at BC is on the

upswing. We have added new
teams to the already fine
schedule we have. The
toughest opponent we face
should be WPI, they always
have a powerhouse team."
"I really believe that we can
beat every team we play but
we must stay healthy," stated
Coach Goldberg. "By the
New England's, we should be
in great shape as our
freshmen will have received
some experience and our
returning wrestlers will -be
tough throughout the
season."
At first glance, a casual
observer would think this is
going to be a rebuilding year
for the grapplers.but the
opposite is true. Goldberg not
only hopes for good things
from this year's squad but he
also expects it. With the
development of the new
freshmen to bolster the fine
returnees, BC's wrestling
season looks bright.

Richard Doherty: The Persistent Eagle
days in Michigan it was apparent

Because he was just an average
that Doherty would never be a player. Rich was not recruited to
star. "I was never really a big play football by any college. He
name football player in high finally chose BC for various
school," recalls Doherty,"l just reasons. "My parents were from
kind of helped out." He did, around here originally and my
however, have some moments of Dad went here," states Doherty,"
glory in high school. His team lalso have a lot of relatives that
won the state championship in live around here. It's a good
his junior year and in his senior school and I figured I might have
year Doherty himself won a few a chance to play football here.
games with his placekicking. His That's why I tried out." His hard
younger brother Bob also played work and dedication earned him
football at the same high school a spot on the roster. He has
and is currently.a sophomore at played JV games before but for
BC, although he does not play some reason he didn't play two
football any more.
weeks ago against Milford.

Doherty refuses to be dis-

couraged, however, and continues to do his best in practice.
"You.have to understand that I
love football," comments
Doherty. "I may want to coach
some day. I figure four years of
college football is a pretty good
prerequisite for coaching at a
high school level. I like to stay in
shape too."
Although he has seen verylittle
overall action, Doherty has never
lost his sense of belonging. He
knows he is part of the
pride is personified tv't'n during
continued on page 38
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Giant

Scoreboard

7
20-27
0
0 -10
0
10
Attendance: 20,248
0

BC(3-6)

Syracuse (6-5)

0

Syracuse

BC
First Downs
Rushing-yards
Passing yards
Return yards
Passes
Punts
Fumbles-lost
Penalties -yards

Ski Sale
Ski Team
Fund Raiser

24

18.
56-165
106
286
7-15-2
6-44-8
4-2
0-0

52-183
260

'

242
19-33-3
5-34-8
2-2

Equipment

5-52

20

Yds. . Avg.
2.8
56

8

67

5.0

13

8

27

9

2

-7-

21

102

3.3
-3.5
4.7

22

49

2.2

8

27

3.4

Att.

Joe Morris(S)

BillHurley(S)
Dennis Hartman

LG

7

I

'

19

16
7

Passing
JohnLoughery(BC)
Jay Palazola(BC)
Bill Hurley(S)

Comp.

Att.

6

9

I

6-3

0

19

33

0

Yds.
109
260

TD
I

Yds.

TimSherwin(BC)
ArlMonk(S)

4

62

7

P»ulZanbuto(S)
TonySidor(S)
Brian lshman(S)

6
1
4

106
26
26
37

Roberts Centei
between 5 anc
7 o'clock,
Mon.-Fri. fron
Thanksgiving

until

Receiving
No.

continuedfrom page 37
1 do that's been a problem for us
lately. We set curfews down. The
freshmen have been in 12:30 every
night and there's been an every
night curfew of 2:00 a.m. for the rest
of the team. Everybody has been
abidingby it and there haven't been
any problems. I think that's good
because in my mind you get what
you deserve. Lastly, we just want
everyone to work hard all year long.
If you work hard things come out
for you. With the confidence we've
gained from preseason games and
scrimmages, we're ready to go.
HEIGHTS: To go back to the discipline problem for a moment.
The team was severely hurt last
year by academic problems. In
addition, there have been other
disciplinary problems as you

on Sale in

INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
Rushing
Player (School)
DanConway(BC)
S. Gamble(BC)
LeoSmith(BC)
JohnLoughery(BC)

Capt. Steve Barger

TD
0
0

Xmas

0
0

0

Attention: Women's Lacrosse Candidates
There wHI be an organizational meeting
tryouts on Wed., Dec 5, at 7:15 in GushingLounge

Steve Barger
mentioned a moment ago. As
captain, how responsible do you
feel to keep people in line and
what are your feelings on
academics?
BARGER: This year Jack
Hennessy is a counselor for the
team and I sat in on a meeting
with the players that were in
trouble academically.I think that
guy is a super guy and he can
help so much. If guys are having
trouble he says cometo meandl
can help. Also, Coach Ceglarski
has set up a buddy system. All the
upper classmen are matched with
lower classmen just to keep an
eye on him to see if he has troubles. I don't know as far as my

responsibility. I'll help these guys
in any way I can. I don't know
excactly if that is my responv
sibility or not.
HEIGHTS: Turning to the
offense, do you think the loss of a
scorer like Joe Mullen will hurt
BC's goal production?
BARGER: No. I think that's going
to be the #1 quality of this team
because we've got four equally
talented lines. The talentis there.
Paul Hammeris going to be a big
scorer. Ewanouski and the big
names are going to be there. But
there are so many scores on the
team that if a few do go into a
slump, the potential is there for
the next guy to carry it. Joe
Mullen was a fabulous hockey
player. There's no doubt about
that, but I think we're more:
balanced this year.
HEIGHTS: It seems that even
before the ECAC season has
started the ECAC is embroiled in
a controversy over the new rule
making facemasks mandatory.
What do you and the team think
about this rule?
BARGER: I think nobody wants
to wear them. It's just a pain in
the butt. You read the article
about Ohio State and UNH.
Apparently what was happening
was that they (Ohio State) were
grabbing in the corner and
getting their gloves under the
mask and yanking them.That can
lead to serious injury. I don't
think they're needed that much.
When I think about it, ir|aybe
there were a couple of teeth lost
but there weren't many cuts as far
as the face goes on our team last
year. I'd like to see them abandon
them but 1 don't see it happening.

HEIGHTS: Are we going to beat
BU this year?
BARGER: I'm not going to make
any predictions. BU is always a
good club. I think we're more
talented than BU this year. I
know we can beat BU.I know we
can beat anybody. I think we'll
do all right. I'm looking forward to
it. I love playing BU.

Rich Doherty
Football's
continued from
page37

UMass is the last home game

practice. "If I make a good block Rich Doherty will dress for.
during practice, the guy I block Regardless of the score, he
knows that I did it and he deserves to play. Not only does
shouldn't let it happen again. If it he deserve to play, but any other
happens in practice then it senior who hasn't seen much
shouldn't happen in a game." action also deserves to get in. BC
Doherty's main goal has been to is going nowhere this year and
help the team in any way possible. One of the happier moments
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Stadium 1:30
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Hockey Scrimmage
Basketball Scrimmage

High School Band Competition
High School Cheerteading Competition

I Saturday November 24,1979
I

at Boston College

The Heights acknowledges the Blue Chips of Boston College Athletics for its
support of Heights Sports.

was the big win over Villanova
earlier this year. In his four years
at Be he has met and played
Iagainst several fine athletes, such
as Mike Kruczek and Fred
Smerlas. He can say with pride
that he knew these people. "I
feel very good about BC football," states Rich, "and I feel thta
the program is heading in the
right direction."
When his BC days are over,
Doherty hopes to get a good job
related to his major, which is
geology. He is also contemplating graduate school. As
far as football is concerned,
Doherty comments, "I may like
to coach at some point, but that is
not one of my primary goals."
As far as the rest of the season is

Rich Doherty

concerned, he is still hoping for a
chance to play. "I have to look at
it realistically. Since I am a walkon. the people on scholarship
deserved to play ahead of me,
since for the most part they have
more athletic ability than I do. I
would like to get in but it's up to
Coach Chlebek. If he feels it is
the right time for me to go in,
then I will, and I'll try to do the
best job I can."
This Saturday's game against

players like Rich deserve this one
last moment. They would
remember their last home game
their whole lives, which is a lot
longer than anyone will
remember this past football
season.
Editor's note: Coach Chlebek
came through for the little guys
last week when he decided to let
Doherty travel with the team to
Syracuse.
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"MODEST?'"
B.C. Executive Vice President Frank Campanella called a UGBC
projection of a maximum $500 tuition increase "modest".
8s he serious?
We are determined to keep the tuition increase under this
figure. On Dec. 14,the Board of Trustees will vote on next year's
room, board and tuition increases. Some increases are necessary, if
painful. We have attempted to be honest with students about
necessities. It's now time for students to look at the issues and stand
together to oppose what is not reasonable.
UGBC will hold tuition forums in every part of campus and in
Lyon's Cafeteria to discuss the upcoming issues.

This is the Schedule:

[Monday, Nov. 26: St. Gabes 7:00 pm

I

Pine Manor 8:30 pm
South Street, Phelps Hall 11:00 pm
]
Tuesday, Nov. 27: Newton Campus, Barry Sci.
Wednesday, Nov. 28: Lyons Cafeteria 12:00 pm
Hillsides Lounge A 5:00 pm
Reservoir Lounge 7:00 pm
Thursday, Nov. 29: Lyons Cafeteria 12:00
Upper Campus, Cheverus
\u25a0

I

UGBC will also be asking students to vote on budget issues
diiectly affecting them. A referendum on these issues will be held on
Dec. 6 and 7.
*
Remember tuition, room and board increases affect every
student. You maybe able to afford spiralling educational costs;
many of your friends cannot. It's time we all stick together.

Don't Be Modest. STAND UPAND BE COUNTED.
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years ago today The Heights began publication here at Boston
College. Since that time, the newspaper has undergone massive changes in
appearance, attitude, and rote within the universes community, but those
changes have essentially reflected the changing patterns of American society and the
place of Boston College within that society.
Today, as much as any other period in this newspaper's history, we are
fully committed to provide this university with responsible, accurate and revealing
reporting on all important issues which touch Boston College. We are also fully
committed to maintaining our status as a useful and important forum for community
wide communication on all issues. Today, on our sixtieth anniversary, we wish to
reaffirm our committment to constantly strive towards these ideals.

The Heights
BC's
Information
Center
.
-
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Do you think you can sell?
Wel, unless you actually try, you may never know for sure. Ifyou are ambitious, well-organized and

can communicate wel orally, The Heights challenges you to test your latent sales abilities. Should you have acar,
or have access to one, you may be qualified to fill The Heights' immediate job opening for an

Advertising Salesperson
Over the past several years. The Heights has responded to Increasing costs due to inflationand larger
publications by intensifying its sales efforts. As before, we are once again seeking to expand our advertising sales

department This position offers an excellent opportunity to gain experience in the businessworld. Ifyou are
successful, the earnings potential is unlimited. We prefer Work Study studentsbut encourageanyone

to apply. Sound interesting? If so, contact Carl Anderson in The Heights office, McElroy 113or call 965-4046.
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The Heights is an equal opportunity employer.

